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WIN!
A limited edition 

Wolfenstein: The New 
Order bundle. See

p80 for details.

“We’ve gone out there to 
get Call Of Duty info that 
no-one else on the planet 
has access to”

J
ust like parents probably think 
every unintelligible scrawl their 
kids bring home from school 
is humanity’s greatest artistic 
achievement, every issue of 

GM we put together I’m convinced is the 
best one yet. But this time I’m sure of it. 

Partly that’s because it’s been a real 
struggle to actually squeeze all the content 
we had into these pages – our Previews 
section is positively bursting with 
triple-A mega-hits, and two of the 
mostly hotly anticipated titles of the 
year are with us over in Reviews. 

And then there’s the small matter of 
the biggest game in the world. We 
may not be the only place you can 
go for coverage of Call Of Duty: 
Advanced Warfare, but we’ve gone 
to great lengths to bring you reams 
of genuinely exclusive info that 
no-one else on the planet has. 
I really hope you enjoy it.
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Joel Gregory – Editor

EDITOR’S CHOICE
MY TOP PICKS THIS ISSUE

Online at www.facebook.com/gamesmaster … or subscribe. See page 92 for details. 
The bloodthirsty maniac in me loves Wolfenstein, 
but so does that tiny part that handles emotion.

Games that live up to the hype are few and far 
between, so Watch Dogs has come as a relief.

A new studio, a new development cycle, and 
tons of new ideas – COD is looking great.
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Meet The Team Behind GM!

Matthew Sakuraoka-Gilman 
Our dedicated games ed spent most 
of the issue waiting for the embargo 
to break on his new baby. Now that 
it has he’s happy to award it our 
highest ever review score, plus a 
Gold Award. It won’t be in the buyer’s 
guides though, so hands off…

Halo 5: Guardians
Upfront – P14

Tales From The Borderlands
Preview – P41

Homefront: The Revolution
Upfront – P15

The Sims 4
Preview – P46

Far Cry 4
Upfront – P22

Super Time Force
Review – P71

Daniella Lucas 
New obsession is buying moulds in 
order to form eggs into unusual 
shapes. So far we’ve had cars, fish, 
and stars – next on the menu: 
bunnies. We’re pretty sure it’s just a 
ruse to keep Joel’s mouth full so he 
stops being incessantly abusive.

Phil Haycraft
With his evilness receding, we 
decided to let our art king loan the 
Wii U plus Mario Kart for a weekend 
session. The verdict from his 
significant other: “It’s exactly the 
same as the SNES version.” In other 
news, Phil is recently single.
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THE MOST DEDICATED TEAM IN THE BUSINESS 
The popularity of the GamesMaster crew knows no bounds: look here 
as hordes of fans flock to a recent ‘meet and greet’ session at a local 
hostelry. Matt’s so overwhelmed it’s brought tears to his eyes…

The BIG GAME finder
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Was Kojima’s Metal Gear Solid V: 
Ground Zeroes nothing more than 
a glorified and overpriced demo?

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

Martyn’s standing his Ground when it comes to Koj’s latest

My Game Idea returns!
The name of the game is The Last Order. 
The game is about two brothers who fell 
out with each other. One joins a security 
outfit known as State Security Service 
(SSS) and the other joins a gang known 
as Gangster Syndicate of Salt City. You 
play as Pedro, the one who joined SSS. 
Your mission is to find the hideout of 
the gang that your brother belongs to 
and track them down, find your brother 
and bring him to book for assassinating 
the president.
Ogah Emeka, email

Get Troy Baker and David Hayter to 
voice Pedro and his bro and we’re in. 
Got your own idea for a game? Send it 
our way! Extra credit goes to unfettered 
brainstorms with doodles included. 
Especially if they are scrawled 
feverishly on the back of bar coasters 
or napkins.

Retro grade
I’m a 14-year-old, so finding kids my own 
age who like retro games and consoles 
like the PS1 and SNES is hard. When I’m 
playing Soviet Strike on my PS1 my 
friends scoff, saying I’m old and need to 
get a life. I also like games such as Super 
Mario World, but my friends don’t think 
that the gameplay is any better than the 
graphics or the PEGI rating. Because 
obviously a game with an 18 rating that 
looks good is the greatest game ever! 
I wish people could actually see through 
the gloss and actually enjoy the quality 
retro gameplay.
Oscar Manners, email

Nowt wrong with bucking the trend if 
you ask us, especially when you could 
be missing out on some of the very best 
gaming ever conceived. Aside from our 
very own awesome RetroMaster 
section, which you of course read every 
month (right?), why not head over to 
long-time reader Mark Elliott’s 
awesome Retro Game Geeks web 
community? A finer online gathering of 
like-minded retro gamers we’ve yet to 
meet (http://bit.ly/gmretrogeeks).

I
am a huge MGS fan, and I completely 
agree with your 70% score for Ground 
Zeroes. Although it’s a beautiful looking 
game and the new Fox Engine clearly 
shows what it’s capable of, my admiration 

for Hideo Kojima has taken a knock with this demo.
I simply can’t believe he would release a game with so 

little content. I realise you can get about four hours of 
gameplay out of it if you take your time, but come on. 
There’s no real narrative or even a boss fight to mix things 
up. At least a confrontation with Skull Face would have 
been a nice intro to how boss fights will play out. I’m not 

really sure what the thinking is other than making a bit 
more cash. It’s essentially an expensive demo. 

Naughty Dog is even jumping on the bandwagon with 
The Last Of Us DLC. We only had to pay a reasonable £12 
for Left Behind, for what is essentially two hours of extra 
game. The difference is that it offers a more rewarding and 
emotional story in that time than Kojima can manage in 
the 15 minutes it takes you to complete GZ.  
Martyn Jamieson, email

The Zeroesgate debate has been ticking over in the GM 
office recently, too. Some of us find it easy to dip into 
Camp Omega again and again, while others put it down 
after the first run wondering much the same as yourself: 
just what is Konami playing at? The biggest concern is that 
this sets a scary precedent. Will other publishers try similar 
tactics? It’s caused such negative reactions that we’re 
hopeful this will be a one-off. 

L E T T E R OF THE 
MONTH
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FANBASE
The best of your emails, 

tweets, and carrier  
pigeon death  

threats

DLC for games typically gives you a few extra hours of 
content, but you could run through GZ super quick.

CONTACT US
Email gamesmaster@futurenet.com

Twitter www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

Facebook www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster

Post Fanbase, GamesMaster, Future, 30 
Monmouth St, Bath, BA12BW, UK

WIN !
Got an opinion? Have even the barest grasp 
of words and how to put them together?  
The best letter bags a free mystery game!* 
*Don’t forget to include your postal address and 
chosen format!
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FANBASE

“I WISH PEOPLE COULD SEE THROUGH 
THE GLOSS AND ENJOY THE GAME’’

This Month:  Gemma Bray, email

“Every month I see the awesome cribs 
that you print in the mag,” says GM 
poster fanatic Gemma. “Now I want to 
show you mine! Every poster from the 
mag since the December 2012 issue has 
a place of pride on my bedroom wall.

“Also the stickers (Halo, Lego, 
Pokémon X&Y and Plants Vs Zombies 2) 
are located everywhere within my room 
too. I have a small collection of gaming 
merch, including statues of Edward 
Kenway and Sam Fisher, a plush toy of 
Ezio, Connor’s tomahawk, my Tearaway 
elk and many more exciting things!” 

Awesome room, Gemma! As for the rest 
of you: we want to see your gaming 
cribs in use. Take a snap of yourself/ 
your mates getting cribby with it and 
see if you can get in the mag. 

www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

The price is wrong 
I was a huge fan of the original Trials 
game for 360, and now that the new 
game has been released on PS4 I’m over 
the moon. I, like many, paid out £32 (ish) 
on launch day for the packaged version 
of the game (rather than download), 
which came with the codes for the DLC 
due to be released throughout the year 
(allegedly). But I have just spotted that on 
PSN that there’s now the option to buy a 
half-price version of the game that comes 
with no codes. Which to me would’ve 
been the better option! (I’m quite happy 
to pay for content if I want it). 

The thing that has bothered me most 
is that this option didn’t appear to exist 
when I bought the game and I feel like 
I’ve been taken for a ride. The £15.99 
version says it’s the full game and the 

£31.99 version now says it’s a bundle 
version. Now, I thought that I was buying 
the ‘standard’ (and only) version at 
launch for £31.99.  

It looks like I’ve thrown away £15. Not 
a huge amount, but I feel like I’ve been 
deceived. Surely, I can’t be alone here? 
Hopefully this isn’t going to be a 
recurring issue with distributors trying 
to pull a fast one? 
Kevin Taylor, Facebook

We’ve all been there, Kevin, but this isn’t 
something new to digital storefronts. 
Ever been looking around the shops, 
picked up something and then seen it 
on offer in another shop down the 
road? It’s easier than ever to buy games 
these days, but it still pays to take a bit 
of time and assess all of the deals that 

are out there. That said, we do 
sympathise given the speed with which 
the lower price version appeared – let’s 
hope that this isn’t a trend.

Homage overload
Is it just me or does Captain America: 
The Winter Soldier have similar plot 
elements to Metal Gear Solid? 
The evidence (contains film spoilers): 
– One scene set on a navy ship. 
–  Steve Rogers unable to trust his 

colleagues.
–  The Winter Soldier is a friend of Rogers’ 

thought to be dead, but is actually still 
alive and has cybernetic implants.

–  The villains’ plot is organised by an 
artificial intelligence.

What do you think?
Seb Anstey, email

To be fair, Kojima himself was clearly 
influenced by pretty much every film 
going, from James Bond and The 
Terminator, through to Escape From 
New York and Austin Powers. In fact, 
loads of great games over the last 20 
years can trace their influences back to 
cinema. It’s about time we can say it’s 
working the other way around!

Rob’s been on the octobus 
and taken a trip down to 
the local supermarket in 
Octodad: Dadliest Catch. 
While he was certainly 

more than well-armed enough for the 
occasion we doubt he legitimately 
tried to rob the place. Squid pro quo 
and all that. 
Robert Straker, Facebook

READER’S CRIB
Show us your rooms of gaming glory! SHOW US  

YOUR SNAPS!
This month we’ve donned our 
alter-ego disguises to get up 
to no good… Post your 
best pics to our Facebook and 
Twitter feeds (#GMfanbase).

OFF THE CHART!
Gnaw the crust off this month’s topics

33% The best ever zombie games
4% How good does Project CARS look?!
38% Ideal spaceships
11% Speedrunning: awe-inspiring or bore-inspiring?
14% Best gaming holiday destinations

“My best kill on Assassin’s 
Creed: Revelations so far,” 
utters Paul, describing this 
most unhealthy looking of 
enemy poses. Apparently it 

was attained by using a splinter bomb. 
Who needs yoga when you’ve got 
assassination gear? NB: Do not bring 
explosives to your yoga group.
Paul Gray, @Origional_Dolly

It’s good to know that 
despite the influx of new 
consoles, plenty of you are 
still delving into Los Santos 
face first. Long-time reader 

Daniel has bagged himself a platinum in 
GTAV. Good man, but we want more! We 
want your craziest GTA shots and we 
want them yesterday.
Daniel Reid, Facebook

Ray’s taking time out of his 
daily schedule to hang out 
with his superhero pals in 
Animal Crossing: New Leaf. 
It’s funny how as soon as 

we’re given the opportunity we tend to 
put on the most giblet-restricting outfits 
and dance around the local flora and 
fauna. And in games, too.
Ray Netly, Facebook
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Cool stuff and
videogame

culture

Wisdom and weirdness 
from our social media 
channels

 And we thought Aurora looked good in the 
game… Rachel ‘Chezlin’ Carpentier captures 
her fantastically in this Child Of Light piece. 
See more here: http://bit.ly/gmchezlin

 It may be summer now, but we 
all know winter is coming. 

Thankfully we can prep in 
style with a massive 

Journey-inspired scarf. 
Cheers, Etsy seller 

GotchaCoveredbyDZS

 Shall he or 
shanty? AJ 
Jones already 
has, getting 
himself this 
Black Flag 
-inspired tattoo. 
That’s what we 
call ‘well armed’.

SOCIAL
 GROUSING

How can we say 
[The Witcher 3] 
will be the 
biggest RPG on 

the horizon? We haven’t 
even played it yet! But 
I’ve no doubt that it will 
be massive.
John Noel Cleary, Facebook

Most games 
can now be 
completed with 
time. It used to 

be that it took great 
skill/knowledge of the 
game to complete it.
Dean Punshon, Facebook

I don’t think 
games will 
ever be as 
smart as 

humans. Even The Sims, 
where you controlled 
various humans, will 
never be as smart as 
the real deal.
Dalton Ewen, Facebook

Thought you 
were reviewing 
TESCO for a 
min… lol

Jaydogg Home, Facebook

A cheeky bit of 
the aptly-named 
Golden Sun 
down on 

Brighton Pier. Retro!
Tom McShane, Facebook

Since I bought 
FFXIV for the 
PS3 I haven’t 
played any 

other game! 
Ch3ssy, @XblCh3ssy

MANIAC OF THE MONTH!
The best vehicle to have in a 
game? The magic carpet 
from the popular Disney film 
Aladdin, since it doesn’t need 
petrol, nor does it have hard 

steering. Plus it’s also your best friend – 
an added bonus.  
Joseph Wharton-Brown, Facebook

KILLER 
FAN ART

D.I.Y.
MAGIC!

 Blackburn’s very own 
Michael Entwistle sent in these 
awesome minimalist posters 
that he put together of his fave 
games. Very fine, sir!
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Bethesda only wants 
your blood, not your 
money, in its newly 
announced 
free-to-play slicer.

12 Battlecry

Messi will once again front EA’s game, 
but with more realism than ever. Just 
look at the wrinkles in that shirt…

Burning   
Question
              What new features do you hope 

will be revealed for FIFA 15?

Booby traps!
Like hidden land mines, 
pitfalls and turntables. 
A fun ‘party’ mode that 
throws realism out of 
the window.
Phil Smart, Facebook

The

Retro leagues!
For example: you can 
play through the first 
ever season of the 
Premiership.
Chris Spyro Farrell, 
Facebook

Rage!
Can you add a mode 
where your million- 
pound signing throws 
a hissy fit if you forget 
their birthday?
Dale Butterworth, 
Facebook

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

10    AUGUST 2014 www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
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Hands-on shows new season hope 
rests on fits of fury – and delight

The most noticeable change pertains to player 
emotion, with your charges visibly affected by 
everything that happens on the pitch. Being 
fouled within the first five minutes might see 
one get up, shake the opponent’s hand and 
crack on with the game, whereas an identical 
challenge at 0-2 down with seconds left could 
see the same player leap to his feet and barge 
the offender. We say ‘might’ and ‘could’ 
because it’s all contextual, and dependent on 
what’s gone before. A team-mate missing a 
series of easy chances might have dented 

morale, whereas his keeper pulling off 
physics-defying saves to keep the score down 
may have prevented heads from dropping.

These emotions are constantly reflected 
in player animations, and our hands-on 
confirms they add to the story of each match. 
It’s worth noting, however, that they’re purely 
aesthetic; a downtrodden midfielder won’t 
suddenly have the ball skills of a wounded foal. 
Producer Nick Channon admits this is to 
prevent accusations of matches being 
scripted: “It doesn’t affect gameplay. We think 
that could become dangerous.”

Edin the right way
Gameplay tweaks have been made, but 
they’re more subtle than the emotion stuff. 

The team has reconfigured the ball physics, 
making first touches and deflections even 
more realistic – although this does produce 
more errors if your timing and power are off. 
It takes some getting used to, and we’ll admit 
to shrieking bad words at Edin Dzeko when 
three consecutive through-balls from Yaya 
Toure are clubfooted straight to the 
opposition keeper. 

On the subject of through-balls, their 
astronomical success rate has been toned 
down, along with the number of goals from 

crosses. Both are necessary measures, but 
the devs must be careful not to go too far in 
the opposite direction. Playing as PSG, 
Edinson Cavani balloons two unmarked 
headers from six yards out where we’re 
sure we’ve got our timing perfect. Channon 
insists this code is only 55% complete, so  
you’d hope that’s fixed.

Elsewhere, turning circles are less lorry- 
like, the AI adjusts its tactics depending on 
the current match scenario (we even saw it 
resort to pumping long balls when 0-1 
down), and crowd audio is tied to its 
movements – so you actually see the Kop 
singing You’ll Never Walk Alone. Nice. There’s 
fine-tuning to be done, but the 2014-15 title 
race is still FIFA’s to lose. 

FIFA 15 GETS 
EMOTIONAL

Turns out Master 
Chief has been busy 
strolling through the 
desert. Don’t worry, 
he’s back now.

14 Halo 5: Guardians 15 Homefront: The Revolution 22 Far Cry 4

Infamous meets 
Killzone meets Haze 
meets The Division 
meets all of the 
other shooters…

Get your climbing 
gear and thermal 
underwear ready, 
Ubisoft is heading 
to the Himalayas…

AUGUST 2014    11www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

W
hat with Atlético’s heatbreak, Liverpool falling just short, and 

England’s ‘years of hurt’ count ticking over again (we’re channelling 

our inner psychics here, but go with it), it’s hardly been a summer 

of soccer celebrations. Dry those eyes, though. A new campaign is 

already on the horizon, bringing with it fresh hope for your favourite 

team on the real turf, and exciting tweaks from FIFA 15 on the virtual 

kind. EA’s latest football outing evolves the beautiful game rather 

than reinventing it, but given its outstanding debut on the new-gen machines, that’s 

exactly the news we were hoping for.

“THESE EMOTIONS ARE REFLECTED 
IN PLAYER ANIMATIONS AND ADD 
TO THE STORY OF EACH MATCH”
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F
ree-to-play’ doesn’t 
have to mean ‘cheap 
and nasty’. That’s what 
Bethesda and its 
Texas-based developer 
Battlecry Studio aims 

to prove with its newly-revealed, 
PC-only title, Battlecry. When the game 
arrives in 2015 Bethesda says it will 
deliver top-notch multiplayer action 
to rival the best the gaming world 
has to offer – and you won’t have to 
pay a penny to play. 

Battlecry is a third-person, arena-based 
competitive multiplayer game for up to 
32 players. That’s the typical stuff. The 
not-so-typical premise is that the game 
is set in an alternate history in which 
gunpowder has been banned, leaving 
wars to be fought in small designated 
zones with absolutely no firearms. This 
means players are forced to get up close 
and personal as they take each other on 
with a mix of melee weapons and 
attacks, and more rudimentary projectile 
flingers such as bows and arrows. 

While the full game will have several 
modes of play, the demo we tried only 
let us get stuck into a standard team 
deathmatch scenario on a single map 
set in a small village. Teams are split into 
two factions – the Royal Marines and the 
Cossack Empire (there will be more 
forces in the full game). Each side 

contains five distinct soldier classes: 
Enforcer, Duelist, Tech Archer, Gadgeteer 
and Brawler. 

Every class dons different weapons, 
abilities and special moves, and these 
attributes form the basis of the game’s 
strategic team play. The Enforcer is a tank 
brute, while the Duelist is more of a 
stealth-type, and the Tech Archer is a 
ranged character. Those three were 
playable in the demo, with the Gadgeteer 
(a support player) and Brawler (a heavy- 
melee fighter with a mechanical arm), 
remaining under wraps for now. 

Making tracks
Gameplay is fast yet fluid; double-jump 
and dive moves give you a satisfying 
mobility that’s essential to launching 
surprise attacks on your enemies or 
escaping a battle you know you can’t 
win, while zip lines stretching across the 
arena make getting around a snap. 
Things heat up further when you use 
adrenaline – a boost of strength and 
speed earned during combat. 

Battlecry’s omission of guns is an 
interesting design decision. To your 
average Call Of Duty-loving ‘dudebro’ 
that might not sound like a particularly 
attractive selling point, but the lack of 
machine gun-fodder forces players to 
band together and work strategically to 
surprise and overwhelm enemies. The 
game launches with a beta in 2015. 

Bethesda unveils 
Battlecry; triple-A- 
class multiplayer in a  
free-to-play package

SWORDS 
OVER GUN 
CONTROL

The agile Duelist warrior class wields 
powerful twin blades and is great at 
pulling off devastating sneak attacks.
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FIRST PLAY OF 
BRAND NEW 

GAMES!

NEW 
REVEAL

“DIFFERENT WEAPONS, ABILITIES 
AND SPECIAL MOVES FORM THE 
BASIS OF STRATEGIC TEAM PLAY”

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
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Battlecry Studios says that maps in the 
final game will change depending on 
whether you’re winning or losing. 

What’s most tickling the 
team’s fancy this month

This, along with 
taking up Bridge 
and doing life class 
modelling (it sure 
does get chilly in 
those studios…), is 
part of my social 
outreach program 
for 2014. And what 

says ‘social’ more than coming 
together with three friends to slaughter 
a creature who was probably only 
protecting itself and its young. Take 
that, natural order!
PS4, XO, PC – Autumn

JOEL’S PICK…

Evolve

As a massive ’mon 
fan a chance to relive 
a series highlight in 
fancypants 3D is 
hugely exciting. Not 
only was R/S one of 
the best entries so 
far, it was also one of the biggest 
games on GBA. Contests never made it 
into X/Y, but will they be making a return 
here? We can only hope.
3DS – November

DANIELLA’S PICK…

Pokémon Omega 
Ruby/Alpha Sapphire

Yes, yes, there’s plenty 
of scary stuff kicking 
about in videogame 
land. But while I 
appreciate the need 
to pop a valium or 
two after a jaunt 
through Mount 
Massive Asylum, I’m 

much more inclined to enjoy 
some proper survival horror in Mikami’s 
The Evil Within. That means fighting 
back against the faceless meatbags that 
shuffle towards you between squeals.
PS4, XO, PC, PS3, 360 – 24 October

MATT’S PICK…

The Evil Within

www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

Despite the game’s comic book-inspired exterior, it isn’t afraid to spill copious 
amounts of claret all over its cel-shaded environments. Someone clean this up. 

Rushing in swords swinging is fun, but messy. The developer promises that 
success in the final game will be heavily reliant upon teamwork. 

Burning   
Question
              What’s your favourite free-to- 

play game so far and why?

League Of 
Legends
My friends got me into 
it at the end of season 
two, since then I’ve 
really enjoyed playing 
and keeping up to date 
with the e-sports side.
Joe Brown, Facebook

Team Fortress 2
Though it didn’t start as 
F2P, it’s when it went 
that way that the game 
found its footing and 
became one of the best 
shooters on the market.
Ben Ginge Hughes, 
Facebook

The Simpsons: 
Tapped Out
The best free game on 
mobile and tablets, but 
it’s a shame about the 
in-game transactions. 
D’oh!
Andy Rigby, Facebook

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and  
www.twitter.com/gamesmaster to take 
part in next issue’s burning questions.

The
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D
rink it in XO owners, as 
freshly titled exclusive 
Halo 5: Guardians is 
confirmed for release 
in autumn 2015. 
Multiplayer fans will 

be glad to hear it’s set to run across 
dedicated servers at 60fps, while 
single-player fanatics will likely be 
scratching their Mjolnir helmets 
(steady on) wondering just where the 
story might go.

(Be warned: series spoilers to follow…) 
The end of Halo 4 saw Cortana, the 
Chief’s partner in Didact-bashing crime, 
kick the digital bucket. With her gone 
and the Chief enemy-less, just where 
will 343i take us? Well, we do know that 
there’s a new character along for the 
Warthog ride. In the first artwork we see 

another Spartan front and centre, with 
the big MC featured in a less prominent 
upside-down position. The blue tint in 
the helmet visor of this uppermost 
character had some initially thinking 
this could be Cortana reborn, but 
executive producer Josh Holmes says 
nay. “For everyone speculating about 
the mysterious Spartan in Guardians, 
he’s not Palmer (or Cortana!),” said 
Holmes. “He’s a new character.”

Me and MC
Our take? Well, we reckon that upper 
Spartan may end up being you, the 
player, in a customisable central role. 
Our tenuous proof? “It’s a massive 
and exciting project,” wrote 343i 
general manager Bonnie Ross on the 
Xbox Wire blog. And what says massive 
like a personalised protagonist? 

TURN OVER  
A NEW CHIEF
Is 343i’s new Halo already playing 
catch up with Bungie?

“WE RECKON THAT SPARTAN MAY 
END UP BEING YOU, THE PLAYER, IN 
A CUSTOMISABLE CENTRAL ROLE”

One time GM writer Frank O’Connor 
(now working at 343i) teased this art 
just after the game’s announcement. 

O’Connor also said that Halo 5 
will present “some new ways 
to think about gaming, period.”
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Burning   
Question
              Which real-world city would you 

like to see an open-world 
first-person shooter set in?

London
It’s such a varied 
environment and has so 
many iconic landmarks, 
it would be so cool to 
drive around in.
Courtney Evans, Facebook

Vancouver
It has a city, forests, 
mountains and an 
ocean with small 
islands. It would be the 
perfect setting.
Vincent Thompson, 
Facebook

The

Bath
It’s my hometown so 
I’ll have the advantage 
of knowing all the 
streets already.
Stormy Nomad, 
@NomadStormy

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

T
his oft rumoured and 
finally revealed sequel 
is set four years after 
its 2011 THQ-published 
predecessor and aims 
to deliver on similar 

themes which the original only 
brushed up against. America is no 
longer a land of freedom, instead our 
pals over the pond are ruled by fear 
and brutality under the overwhelming 
technological superiority of the 
Korean People’s Army (KPA). 

While the subject matter and nationalities 
involved are the same, however, 
Nottingham-based developer Crytek has 
taken a very different approach.

For starters, bring your brollies. The 
Revolution is set in a ‘free-to-roam’ 
Philadelphia featuring dynamic weather 
systems and a full day/night cycle. 
Free-to-roam, in this instance, seemingly 
meaning large, open areas that link to 
one another by various pathways. It’s not 
quite open-world, but what we’ve seen is 
certainly more expansive than the vast 
majority of shooters.

Guerrilla warfare
As an American resistance fighter 
seeking a way to turf out the KPA, this 
expanded approach is vital for adopting 
the guerrilla tactics required to beat your 
more advanced enemy. Items can be 
scavenged and combined to create 

improvised weapons, for example. Strap 
a crude explosive on to an RC car and 
you’ve got yourself an unmanned, 
mobile bomb perfect for disrupting 
enemy checkpoints. Alternatively, you 
can use a smartphone to tag enemies 
and security cameras on your mini-map 
in an attempt to sneak silently by.

Cooperation is key to resistance 
movements, a reality mirrored here by 
the inclusion of four-player co-op. The 

idea being to allow you to create 
diversions for each other, use your 
limited resources in combination and rely 
on shared knowledge of the environment 
to plan attacks more carefully. What’s 
more, it’s being developed for new-gen 
and PC only by the folks responsible for 
Crysis 2 and, back when they were 
known as Free Radical, Timesplitters. 
With that focus and pedigree, how could 
our hopes be anything but high? 

FIGHTING THE 
GOOD FIGHT
Homefront: The Revolution puts up fresh resistance

The vision of Philadelphia is varied, 
featuring slums, military bases and 
underground passages.

“STRAP A CRUDE EXPLOSIVE ON 
TO AN RC CAR AND YOU’VE GOT 
YOURSELF A MOBILE BOMB”

Not due out until 2015, Crytek has plenty 
of time to get The Revolution right. It’s 
already looking great visually, though.
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MOTION DENIED
Microsoft drops Kinect commitment, 
plus Gold shines brighter

W
e don’t like to be the 
‘told you so’ types 
(we totally do), but 
the whole ‘better 
with Kinect’ thing 
never really rang 

true – especially when ‘better’ also 
equated to ‘more expensive’ in the 
case of the Xbox One. 

It’s a bit like selling all new cars with an 
obligatory ejector seat, or insisting that 
all food is better eaten while doing 
jumping jacks, when sometimes you just 
want to sit on the sofa and enjoy your 
hotdog in peace, dammit. Ahem.

Thankfully now it seems Microsoft has 
come around to our way of thinking, for 

as of 9 June you’ve been able to get 
yourself the console, camera-free, for 
£349. The premium option is still there 
should you want a dual-lensed 
robo-friend, but it’s no longer the only 
way to go. But the good news doesn’t 
end there, because the company has also 
overhauled its Gold subscription offering 
– and what you get without it. 

Games with Gold, which previously 
offered two free titles for subscribers on 

360, has now been rolled out to the One, 
kicking off with Max: The Curse Of 
Brotherhood and Halo: Spartan Assault 
in June. This means you’ll be getting four 
gratis games (two 360, two XO) per 
month. Double delights. 

Crossing the streams
And those who don’t stump up the 
Gold fee are also benefitting, with 
entertainment and sports apps (such 

as Netflix, 4OD and ESPN), plus a whole 
lot more, no longer behind the 
subscription paywall.

This is all great news for Xbox One 
owners, both current and prospective, 
and levels the playing field somewhat in 
the new-gen wars. That said, it’s taken six 
months for Microsoft to get to where 
Sony started, and it could be argued that 
now all that distinguishes the two 
consoles is that one’s more powerful 
than the other… 

But that’s to be churlish and picky, so 
let’s just celebrate more choice and, 
crucially, free stuff for gamers across the 
globe. Go, play, and be merry without 
constantly worrying that your Kinect is 
watching and silently judging you. 

This month we ask 
the question…

With indies on the 
rise, is triple-A dead?

The dev
Arnie Jorgenson
Co-founder, Stoic Games  
Artist, The Banner Saga

I don’t think anybody really wants it, it’d 
be like going to the movies and you 
don’t have the summer blockbuster. 
That’s no fun! Indie is here to stay, I don’t 
think this is a fad. You’ll have both.

The critic
Joel Gregory
Editor, GamesMaster

No chance. What will, and indeed 
already is, happening, is that we’ll see 
fewer triple-A games on a yearly basis. 
Given the costs, only things guaranteed 
to turn a profit will be greenlit by 
publishers – the rest is too risky.

The reader 
Mark Kempsell-Smith
GM reader, Facebook

Should there be a differentiation 
between types of developer? Gaming 
has developed largely over recent 
years and there is too much variability 
among individuals to allow for the use 
of such terminology.

THE  
BIG 
DEBATE

“NOW ALL THAT DISTINGUISHES 
THE TWO IS THAT ONE’S MORE 
POWERFUL THAN THE OTHER”

Don’t worry, you can still look 
this cool if you really want, it’s 
just not obligatory any more.

They’re not all available in all territories, but these 
are some of the multimedia apps that you can now 
access without an Xbox Live Gold account.

It just looks so naked without its little camera 
friend… That said, we’re all for moves like this that 
give the consumer more choice.
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I
t’s true across all industries, 
but games media in 
particular does seem to love 
a hysterical overreaction; I’m 
really going to try and avoid 
that in addressing the ‘no 

same sex marriages’ in Tomodachi 
Life situation. 

The fact that a game such as this, 
which includes romance as a key 
driver, and in fact only rolls the 
credits after you’ve reared a child to 
adulthood, neglected to include the 

option for homosexual relationships 
from the off is, viewed in the most 
generous light imaginable, an 
extremely poor oversight. And the 
full extent of its amorality can be 
debated ad nauseum.

What really gets my back up is 
Nintendo’s response in the wake of 
this inequality being brought to its 
attention. I wouldn’t for a minute 
have believed a ‘We just didn’t think 
of it’ defence in the first place, but 
once made aware of its error even 
that flimsy get out is removed. And 

the company’s reply? “Nintendo 
never intended to make any form of 
social commentary with the launch 
of Tomodachi Life. The relationship 
options in the game represent a 
playful alternate world rather than a 
real-life simulation.” Yes it later 
backtracked and has promised to try 
harder, but the damage is done.

Now, no-one’s going to mistake 
this game for a sim, but that’s still 
shocking. You’re encouraged to 
create your friends, family, and loved 
ones, and play out a surreal virtual 
existence centred on their 
interactions. Not enabling gay 
gamers to do so in a manner that 
rings true to them is a depressing 
and archaic standpoint to take.  

1    I say Halo
As if the prospect of fifth entry 

Guardians wasn’t exciting enough, a 
collection of Halos 1 through 4 will be 
released as part of The Master Chief 
Collection later this year, with each one 
prettified for the modern world. 

2  The COD delusion
Not to be outdone by those 

space brutes, gaming’s other FPS 
heavyweight will also release an HD box 
set, this time featuring Modern Warfares 
1 to 3 in – wait for it – The Modern 
Warfare Collection. 

3  Guerrillas in the mist
The Killzone studio is branching 

out with its new IP, and it’ll do more of 
those fancy graphics than any new-gen 
game so far. Just how far they’re 
branching we don’t know… Tortoise 
Keeper Simulator? 

4  Auto correct
Rockstar has confirmed that 

it’s releasing a new game sometime 
before April 2015. While it could be 
Table Tennis 2, we’ll put all our shiny 
pennies on a new-gen version of 
Grand Theft Auto V. 

Connect four of the 
tastiest rumours around

STATS MAGIC The gaming month in facts and figures

“Viewed in the most 
generous light possible 
it’s a terrible oversight”

Tomodachi Life is a loveable, off-the-wall ‘other 
existence’ experience. But Joel Gregory thinks 
not including same sex relationships is insulting

Number of different editions 
of Watch Dogs that were 
available to pre-order. Too 
many, surely

9 7 YEARS
How long it’ll take Nintendo to run out of 
money if it continues to lose it at the current 
annual rate. So no danger of going under 
even if the Wii U doesn’t do well.

The percentage of gamers that 
prefer buying physical copies over 
digital downloadable ones 
according to an NPD study.

74%

TAKE 
AIM

YOUR  
EYES  
ONLY…4

“IGNORING GAY GAMERS IS 
DEPRESSING AND ARCHAIC”
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1
“A game from 
2002 was far too 
low-res to garner 

much information from 
textures,” says 3D artist 
Aeryn ‘Ravanna’ Davies. 
“We also looked at 
geology to create more 
regional differences.”

2
“Morrowind is 
huge, no one can 
deny that,” says 

Jakubisiak. “Every plant, 
rock, tree, weapon, 
armour, creature and 
clutter item has to be 
remade, not to mention 
placed in the game.”

3
“Fans will be 
able to see 
more of Michael 

Kirkbride’s [designer of 
Morrowind] designs,” 
promises Davies. “The 
variety of weapons and 
armour will be much 
higher.” Gear up!

1

2
3

THE SKYWIND RISES
Morrowind is coming to Skyrim! We ask its creators: 
is this the biggest fan-built game of all time?
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H
ave you done 
everything there is 
to do in Skyrim? We 
know exactly how 
you feel. There’s 
pride but sadness 

too, knowing that it’ll be a while 
before we return to (non-MMO) 
Tamriel. The Elder Scrolls Renewal 
Project may be just the ticket. This 
merry band of super fan modders is 
reconstructing every inch of TES III’s 
Morrowind, all within the Skyrim 
engine. It’s a huge undertaking, 
gathering pace as more like-minded 
talents step up to lend a hand.

“It’s a task harder at a conceptual level 
than many people might think,” says 
Oskar ‘Dragomir’ Jakubisiak, lead 
concept artist and lore-hound 
extraordinaire. “If we directly ported 
it, many would be disappointed. In 
their minds and memories it’s grown 
to be something more than it really is. 
We can’t allow ourselves to leave it 
exactly as it was in the original.”

To Morrow!
With this in mind the team aren’t 
simply rebuilding Morrowind, then. 
When finished the mod will be known 
as Skywind, a wholly new and 
improved version of The Elder Scrolls 

III for the modern day masses. “Most 
of the quests work on the Creation 
Engine [Skyrim’s engine] just as they 
did in the old game,” notes Jakubisiak. 
“However, making the story work and 
using the capabilities of it to the max 
are two different things. We tend to 
aim for the latter.” What we’ve seen so 
far certainly looks impressive, but it’s 
the passion that drives this team 
which has us in a particularly 
salivatory mood.

Modders in arms
“I‘ve never seen a more excited and 
dedicated community than that of the 
Elder Scrolls games,” says Brandon 
‘SquallyDaBeanz’ Giles, lead 
landscape designer. “The fact that the 
team have donated thousands of 
hours into a project that is entirely 
free, shows just how much they care 
about the game and its fans.”

This underlying passion ensures 
everything that the team builds fits 
within existing lore and, as the 
modders would have it known, the 
original vision for 2002’s Morrowind. 
This, coupled with the fact that this 
team is beholden only to the fans they 
share Skywind with, rather than a 
publisher or even a livelihood, sets an 
exciting precedent for would be devs 
looking to show off their skills. 

“EVERYTHING THAT THE TEAM 
BUILDS FITS WITHIN EXISTING 
LORE AND THE ORIGINAL VISION”

4
“This world is 
without a doubt 
the biggest lure 

of Morrowind,” says Giles. 
“Embracing the culture, 
uncovering the history 
and lore and exploring 
the unusual land makes 
the game stand out.”

5
“Realism is 
especially 
important for 

low-tier gear,” enthuses 
Jakubisiak. “I want the 
equipment we get at the 
start of the game to feel 
practical and simple, and 
get more and more ‘epic’.” 
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MONTH!
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4 5

Houses and buildings have been 
relatively easy to update, but monsters 
and such have been recreated entirely.
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Mousecraft: basically Lemmings, but 
with carnivorous rodents – and the 
perfect kind of game for a handheld.

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

Burning   
Question
              What’s your favourite indie game 

on PS Vita and why?

Hotline Miami
Infuriatingly addictive, 
you always have to give 
it one more go, and 
before you know it it’s 
4am and you’ve got to 
be up for work in a 
couple of hours.
Robert Straker, Facebook

The

Stick It To The 
Man
Uses the Vita superbly, 
has superb dialogue 
and is also a damn 
fine game!
Lllyod Obe, @Mr_moobs

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

The Swapper is a 2D space horror built 
on using clones of yourself in order to 
solve puzzles. Curve adapted it for Vita.

Curve’s Titan Attacks has the kind of ‘just 
one more go’ addictiveness that 
bankrupted ’80s teens everywhere.

W
hat is the Vita for? 
Since launch, Sony’s 
handheld has 
experienced a tricky 
teething phase, with 
the odd triple-A tie-in 

(of varying levels of quality – we’re 
looking at you, Call Of Duty) and 
much made of its Cross Play system 
and compatibility with PS4. But a 
handful of pared-down blockbusters 
and the ability to play Infamous: 
Second Son in the bath do not a 
successful handheld make. So what’s 
next for Vita? Indies, apparently.

“Vita has become a haven for the 
smaller developer,” says Jonathan 
Biddle, design director at Curve Studios, 

the publisher responsible for bringing 
ports of Thomas Was Alone and Proteus 
to Vita. “I don’t think Sony knew what it 
wanted Vita to be [at launch]. They 
thought it was going to be a handheld 
PS3, but it hasn’t turned out that way.”

Slow and steady
According to Curve marketing manager 
Rob Clarke, the two defining factors for 
the Vita over the course of the PS4 
generation will be its portability and its 
hardware limitations. “It’s essentially an 
iPhone 4S,” he says. “It’s not fast.”

“I don’t see the Vita ever being a 
triple-A system,” he says, “but I don’t see 
the portable market being a triple-A 
market anyway. [Indies are] a better fit. 
For me, a game like Uncharted doesn’t 

work that well on Vita because it’s a big 
story, and this story is being interrupted 
by people being obnoxious on the Tube 
or things going on around me.”

For Vita owners, Curve says that will 
mean fewer big-budget projects and a 
lot more pick-up-and-play titles. “You’ll 
see more Tearaways than Uncharteds,” 
says Clarke. “Not indies, but a sort of 
Sony-funded indie-style that is between 
triple-A and what you’d [normally] 
expect from an indie developer.” 

PS VITA “A HAVEN 
FOR INDIES”
Curve Studios explains why triple-A won’t work

“THEY THOUGHT IT WAS GOING TO 
BE A HANDHELD PS3, BUT IT HASN’T 
TURNED OUT THAT WAY”
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TUNNEL VISION
2033 and, particularly, Last Light are 
last-gen shooters that deserve more  
love than they got at the time, so it’s 
heartening to see the pair making a 
comeback. Metro Redux, featuring 
both games overhauled with new 
graphics and content, are hitting 
new-gen consoles this summer.

OUT OF ORDER
And finally, another push back, with 
Sony now telling us that we won’t be 
playing The Order: 1886 until the year of 
the Goat (that’s next year, in case you 
don’t know your Chinese Zodiac). To be 
fair, those werewolves won’t… wait, 
we’ve done this one haven’t we?

EMERGING
ACQUISITIONS

With Mario Kart 8 safely ensconced in 
the disc drive, our Wii U is now getting 
a lot of love. But it seems that 
Nintendo has a new machine up its 
sleeve, aimed at ‘emerging markets’. 
Rumour has it that this could be 
released as early as next year.

FETCH QUEST
As if dogs, with their loveable 
stupidity and boundless 
enthusiasm for chasing invisible 
balls, weren’t already brilliant 
enough, now they can play 
videogames. CleverPet is a console 
for your pooch that rewards them 
with treats when they complete 
simple puzzles. Woof.

Topping the leaderboard this issue

TESO NO
First came the nasty news that the 
console versions of The Elder Scrolls 
Online were going to be pushed back 
by at least six months – now Bethesda 
has admitted that they may not even be 
out during this calendar year. Sad 
questing faces all round.

GOTTA REMAKE
’EM ALL

In news as shocking as Call Of Duty 
featuring guns or people giving 0/10 user 
scores on Metacritic for games that aren’t 
even out yet, more Pokémon remakes are 
on the way. This time it’s GBA games 
Sapphire and Ruby, which now come with 
Alpha and Omega prefixes respectively.

MOLECULAR LEVEL
The ‘are games art?’ debate is as tired as 
poor Sonic’s legs must be, and yet it 
continues. Recently on Radio 4’s Today 
programme the topic was raised once 
more, with Media Molecule’s Alex Evans 
under attack by someone ignorant of 
the medium. Please make it stop.

LONG DIVISION
The filling in a horrible delay sandwich 
on this page this month: Ubisoft has 
pushed back the release of 
brilliant-looking post-apocalyptic 
shooter The Division until 2015. To be 
fair, those New York storefronts won’t 
loot themselves.

No, we don’t want to continue thanks
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Burning   
Question
              Is this the right direction for 

the Far Cry series?

Yes! 
I can’t wait to see if it can 
nail the atmosphere of 
the Himalayas.
Brendan Richardson, 
Facebook

The

Maybe!
I’d like to see more of 
Vaas, but who wouldn’t? 
The cover is just as 
strange as I expected.
Shane Byrne, Facebook 

Visit  www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

“EXPECT A FRESH SELECTION 
OF WEAPONS, VEHICLES, AND 
SAVAGE ANIMALS”

Meet the world’s maddest sherpa and 
his oversized harpoon gun. Then back 
away slowly from him while smiling…

E
very explorer needs 
a checklist when 
venturing up perilous 
cliffs. Presumably 
Ubisoft’s reads: snow 
shoes, ice pick, 

desiccated food pouches… and bright 
pink suit complete with garish shirt. 
Never forget the bright pink suit.

Such is the impression given by the 
newly announced Far Cry 4 at least, 
which will be coming to the UK on 21 
November. As expected the game is 
going to be set in the Himalayas, in a 
region known as Kyrat. It’s decribed as 
‘breathtaking, perilous and wild…
struggling under the regime of a despotic 
self-appointed king’ (presumably that’s 
our fuchsia-clad pal). 

There are more than slight echoes in 
all of this of the previous game, in which 

Rook Islands were under the control of 
the psychotic Vaas and his bloodthirsty 
tribe, and the player had to develop into 
a rebel capable of mounting meaningful 
resistance. Expect a similar open-world 
structure here, with a fresh selection of 
weapons, vehicles, and savage animals – 
including, if rumour is to be believed, 
rideable elephants.

Off the cuff
This is all good news, as Far Cry 3 was 
one of the best shooters of the previous 
generation. If number four can pack in all 
of that freeform goodness and bolster it 
with some more of them there graphics 
– the game is coming to PS4 and XO in 
addition to last-gen consoles and PC – 
then we could be looking at something 
very special indeed. That said, a slightly 
less nauseating bunch of ‘good guys’ 
might not go amiss this time around… 

NO EVEREST FOR 
THE WICKED
Far Cry 4 aims to climb every 
mountain this November
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RACE DAY
Rev your last-gen consoles: Grid Autosport is 
out today and will happily put you through 
your racing paces.

IT’S OCATG-ON!
Keep your arms up and watch out for jabs, 
EA Sports UFC punches, kicks and armbars 
its way onto shelves today.

SUMMER SLAM
Air out those shorts and apply that suncream, 
the next issue of GamesMaster will be hotter 
than a holiday on Venus.

BITE THE BULLET
Peer over the wall and look down that scope 
to see the newly released Sniper Elite 3..

VIVE LA REVOLUTION
Brush up on your history and celebrate Bastille 
day to prepare yourself for Assassin’s Creed: 
Unity later this year.

20/06

01 02 03 04

02-06/07

INSIDER INFO
Take a peek at what it’s like to be part of the 
game-making process by attending Develop 
in Brighton http://bit.ly/gmdevelop

GOOD CUPPA
Start up 2014 FIFA World Cup Brazil and 
replay today’s final on your own, more 
nationally pleasing, terms.

8-10/07

14/0713/07

27/06

Crucial dates for your gaming 
diary. If you only do one thing 
this month, eat, but otherwise 
make a note of these events…

THE  
TO DO LIST

INCOMING
Six big releases headed to a format near you…

Destiny
Format PS4, XO, PS3, 360

Released 9 September

Borderlands: 
The Pre-Sequel

Format PC, PS3, 360
Released Autumn

Middle-earth: 
Shadow Of Mordor

Format PS4, XO, PC, PS3, 360
Released 7 October

Dragon Age: Inquisition
Format PS4, XO, PC, PS3, 360

Released 10 October

06

COD: Advanced Warfare
Format PS4, XO, PC,  

PS3, 360
Released 4 November

27/06

LE KAWAII
Pack your bags and head over to Paris 
for Japan Expo to celebrate all things 
from Nippon http://bit.ly/gmjexpo

17/07

05

The Evil Within
Format PS4, XO, PC, 

PS3, 360
Released 24 October
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“We need something new!” 
scream the fans. But how do 
you inject innovation without 
breaking a beloved formula? 
Find out as we grill developer 
Sledgehammer Games for 
exclusive info on how Call Of 
Duty: Advanced Warfare isn’t 
just rocking the boat, it’s blowing 
it out of the water…



Magnetic gloves have also been 
strapped onto these suits, letting 
you climb up certain surfaces. 

Guns ’n’ lasers
Weaponised energy 
has been kicking 
around as a legitimate, 
totally non-sci-fi 
concept for quite a 
while, with Nikola 
Tesla ruminating on it 
in the 19th century. As 
recently as 2013, 
energy weapons were 
being developed with 
a view to protect earth 
from rogue asteroids. 
Terrifyingly, there’s 
already a mounted 
turret type dealio that 
fires non-lethal 
microwaves at folk, 
causing intense pain 
and forcing crowds to 
disperse. In Advanced 
Warfare we see 
examples of handheld 
beam rifles, with 
non-traditional ammo 
requirements to boot.

 COD IRL?!

On The 
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K
eep your Killstreaks in 
your pocket for the 
moment and try to picture 
in your mind your most 
savoured Call Of Duty 
memory. No, don’t tell us. 

Got it? Good… It’s All Ghillied Up isn’t it? A few 
of you may have gone for No Russian, with its 
shocking headline-inspiring gratuitousness. 
Others may have picked Death From Above 
for the iconic grainy visuals. But chances are 
high that a huge portion of you plumped for 
the quietly tense sniping jaunt which, at its 
most fundamental, involved crawling 
through the long grass of Pripyat, a post 
Chernobyl Disaster ghost town. 

While there have certainly been impactful 
moments in the series since then (playing 
Russian roulette with Bowman and Woods in 
Black Ops, anyone?), nothing has come close to 
providing the same level of investment, or 
simply carrying us away to these dangerous 
spaces with the same atmospheric verve.

Sledgehammer Games has spent the last 
three years (that’s a year longer than the 
average COD team gets) ensuring it recaptures 
this ellusive formula in the newest subtitled 
branch of the Duty tree: Advanced Warfare.

“It’s remarkable,” notes Michael Condrey, 
Sledgehammer co-founder and studio head. 
“There are some majorly iconic COD levels. 
They’re impactful and memorable. And boy, 
we’re trying so hard to capture that lightning in 
a bottle. We look at levels like All Ghillied Up. It 
was awesome because it was a fantastic level, 
but it was also really great because it had 
different atmosphere, right?”

This doesn’t mean the team has been 
backwards facing. Far from it. We’ll get onto the 
inspired near-future setting in a moment. But 
what initially arrests us as we get our eyes on 
the latest COD is the delicious promise that it’s 
in the hands of a team so profoundly aware of 
what makes for good pacing and the impact 
that can have on a narrative experience.

“We’re inspired by things in the franchise as 
much as things we’ve done in the past,” says 

Condrey, referring to his and Glen Schofield’s 
(fellow Sledgehammer co-founder and studio 
head) work on the original Dead Space. “That 
said, you’ll probably feel more of the 
Sledgehammer fingerprint on this one. Maybe 
a little more than you have on some recent 
Call Of Duty games.”

Sledgehammer may have been the name 
on Modern Warfare 3 (co-developed in the 
aftermath of fractious fallouts between 
Activision and previous dev Infinity Ward part 
way through development), but Advanced 
Warfare will be the first COD built from the 
ground up by this team. So what does it mean 
to have a Sledgehammer fingerprint?

“It’s not deliberately Dead Space,” says 
Schofield, picking up from Condrey. The two are 
batting the answers to our questions between 
themselves with barely tempered enthusiasm. 
“It’s our style coming out. It’s from hearing the 
guys [veterans of real life conflict] talk about 
[war being] ‘scary.’ We said ‘we can do that!’ But 
we’ve got ups and downs and dark moments. 
Places where it’s big war, or small war. The 
whole idea is to change it up, and keep you 
going through the game.”

You wanted something different COD fans? 
While it’s easy to see the disparity in the 
new-gen visuals and the setting (trust us, we’ll 
get to it), it’s at this fundamental level, with an 
obvious appreciation of story tempo and 
atmosphere in single-player, that Advanced 

“IN THIS NEAR-FUTURE SETTING PRIVATE 
MILITARY CORPORATIONS HAVE BECOME A 
MAJOR ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL POWER”

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster



Before this, Sledgehammer was 
putting together a third-person 
COD set during the Vietnam War.

Sadly there’s no word on a Wii U version at all. Could 
Activision be forgoing it entirely? It’s very possible.

CALL OF DUTY: ADVANCED WARFARE
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Warfare has our attention. We’ve been in rooms 
with COD devs many times over the years. It’s 
rare that the folks we talk to are so keen to 
discuss the intricacies of pacing over things 
being simply bigger and better and explodier.

Advanced wars
Alright, alright. Hold your horses. Let’s move 
on to that setting, then. Speaking of things 
equestrian, chances are we won’t be seeing 
many four-legged chums (equine, canine or 
otherwise) show up with Twitter accounts this 
time around. We’re jetting off to a new era, 
2054 to be precise. In this near-future setting 
Private Military Corporations (PMCs) have 
become a major economic and political power 
across the globe. One such PMC is Atlus, run 
by the dangerously charismatic Jonathan 
Irons (played by Kevin Spacey, see Lost in 
Spacey on p30). As former US Marine Mitchell 
(played by perennial gaming voice-over talent 
Troy Baker) you join Atlus’ ranks as a new 
recruit, loading up with all of the ultramodern, 
but not quite wholly implausible weaponry that 
goes along with it.

“We talked about having a guy that most 
people could relate to,” says Schofield on 
Mitchell. “You know, middle-class and, not that 
everyone can relate to this, but his family’s 
divorced. He grew up and ended up going into 
the military. You want to see this character’s 
journey, and his growth.”

“But [the] future was definitely one of the 
things we were talking about very early. We 
all agreed on 45–50 years in the future. 
PMCs [also] came very early, and the 
exoskeleton was even an idea that came up 
on the press trip before Modern Warfare [3] 
shipped.” Said exoskeleton takes the form of 
an angular metal frame that attaches to 
soldiers’ backs, enabling the use of drool- 
worthy new abilities.

With an extra year in its hands with which 
to come up with something truly game- 
changing, Sledgehammer was able to 
experiment in shiny new directions in terms 
of how you go about navigating these 
glistening new-gen future-scapes. One of the 
levels we see, an explosive encounter on San 

Francisco’s Golden Gate Bridge, entails a 
startling amount of exo-inspired movement, 
from slow-motion strafing to airborne bursts of 
speed. It was here, Condrey tells us, that the 
exoskeleton, and the way it fits into the COD 
formula while also actively shifting it in exciting 
new directions, was born.

Fleet footed
“San Francisco was the second level we 
developed during pre-production in early 2012,” 
remembers Condrey, “and the first one with our 
exo-boost mechanic. The addition of verticality 
to combat became an instant hit at the studio, 
and the anchor of the exoskeleton player 
movement innovations. That was the moment 
– the exact moment – we fully realised the new 



gameplay potential, more than two and a half 
years ago. And it was just the beginning.” 

The San Francisco stage takes place during 
Fleet Week, an annual event in the US when 
Naval vessels in service dock and the public 
are allowed to take inside tours of them. 
Theoretically this should be a classic first- 
person shooter level, set along the straight, 
linear path of the bridge. We even see burnt out 
cars lying splayed across the tarmac providing 
optimal cover. What Mitchell does when faced 
down by Sentinel troops (Advanced Warfare’s 
answer for real life’s NATO), ensures that our 
preconceptions are rapidly quashed. 

Pinned down by enemies perched atop a 
smashed up bus, Mitchell reaches out towards 
the car he’s using for cover and, using his 
exoskeleton-powered super strength, rips the 
door right off. He then uses it as mobile cover as 
he crosses the killing ground before flinging it 
heartily at a drone hovering menacingly above. 
Next Mitchell boost-jumps upwards, leaping 
atop the bus itself, before boost-strafing 

sideways in mid-air and using a player-activated 
Overdrive skill to slow down time while 
peppering the sides of his startled foes with 
bulletry. It looks exhausting, frankly. And while 
we’re undoubtedly watching someone play a 
Call Of Duty game, this is a welcome difference 
to what has come before.

COD and ships
We’re shown another two levels to help us wrap 
our heads around these new mechanics. The 
next one up to bat was Armada, set atop the 
multi-tiered deck and inside the dank, metal 
corridors of an aircraft carrier. The grounded 
realism of the world is touched on nicely as 
your presumed mentor, a less beardy-faced, 
more beanie-headed take on Modern Warfare’s 
Price, reminds the squad to turn off their 
exo-boost functions to avoid breaking their 
necks on the ceiling. We get to see a few more 
near-future touches. Mitchell can cycle through 
various grenade types on the fly, their 
multiple functions highlighted via a blipping 

“PINNED DOWN BY ENEMIES, MITCHELL 
REACHES OUT TOWARDS THE CAR 
HE’S USING FOR COVER AND RIPS THE 
DOOR RIGHT OFF”

An odd decision this: main character Mitchell 
will only speak during cutscenes.

       
        
      

Feature
On The Cover!

First ’nade
We scoffed that 
something such as the 
Threat Grenade, which 
highlights bad juju on 
the battlefield in red 
via optical readouts, 
could possibly exist in 
real life. But no, 
Sledgehammer tells us 
that this is very much 
inspired by potential 
technological 
advancements to 
come. “We’ve talked 
about the 
advancement of GPS 
50 years from now,” 
says Schofield. 
“Imagine that. My 
augmented reality 
could actually go 
across the battle and 
go bad guy, bad guy, 
bad guy, bad guy, 
knowing just by shape 
and size and 
equipment. The future 
says you can do that.”

 COD IRL?!
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The one that 
didn’t make it
Condrey let us in on 
a little secret, 
revealing one skill 
that didn’t survive in 
the final game: 
teleportation.

“It was a function 
of a grenade where 
you could throw it 
out into the world, 
press X, and you 
could teleport to 
where it landed,” he 
says. “Really crazy 
fun, but definitely 
science-fiction and 
outside the bounds 
of what we wanted 
to deliver. There was 
some merit but it 
broke the fictional 
space we wanted.”
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EXO WITH BENEFITS…
… or ‘How to handle a day trip to the 
Golden Gate Bridge in 2054’

Loud strafe
Foes still 
dumbfounded by 
your ability to burst 
skyward briefly will 
be equally stunned 
when you use 
Overdrive to slow 
down time. 
Combine this with a 
boosted sideways 
strafe for optimal 
bus roof-clearing.

Optical 
illusions
We have seen a brief 
glimpse of a 
helicopter using 
optical camouflage, 
but in our 
interviews Condrey 
specifically 
mentions “cloak 
and strength.” 
Might we get to don 
an invisibility suit 
ourselves? The 
multiplayer trolling 
implications of this 
incite palpitations.

Getting army
It isn’t all just ripping 
off car doors, as exo 
strength makes for 
some effective 
destruction 
elsewhere, too. We 
see entrances 
bashed open and 
some pretty nasty 
up-close brick- 
in-face melee for 
starters. Between 
stages you’ll earn 
points used for 
upgrading your 
suit’s skills.

Leap year
Tourism isn’t what it 
used to be. Our first 
sight upon stepping 
onto the tarmac? An 
overturned busload 
of Sentinel troops. 
We can, however, 
boost-jump upwards 
onto its roof to take 
them out. No need to 
worry about having 
the right change: 
there’s no day return 
pass necessary when 
you’re packing these 
leg braces.



Any post-launch DLC will hit XO first, 
so if you’re yet to invest in a new- 
gen beast then have a long think.

Turn around, fella. Is it just us or are a lot of 
these advanced soldiers camera shy?
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LOST IN SPACEY
How did the House Of Cards star come to 
play his hand in COD?

Surely we’ve seen it all before when it comes to 
corridor gameplay?

Just as that thought enters our critical brain 
machines, we’re thrown straight into the third 
and final level of our demonstration. Aftermath 
turns out to be a superb showcase of 
Sledgehammer’s conscious intent to force the 
player to drink in the world, the story and the 
characters, rather than just plough through 
those initially worrisome pathways.

Dead trace
It’s got hover bikes. Now, we’re not treated to 
a full on Halo-esque Ghost battle, but it’s clear 
that the player is most definitely in control of 
these vehicles. Mitchell and his sweary retinue 
are heading into a neighbouring military camp 
amid palpable political tensions and the 
shadowy promise of night-time cover of 
darkness. We whisper through the streets as 
rainwater glistens on the tarmac with an 
ethereal sheen. Troops in hulking mech suits 
guard the exit to our own camp, eventually 
allowing us to pass. One guy in particular 
straddles up and takes a good long look at us, 
an ominous mini-gun nonchalantly hanging 
from his arm. Before long we’re deep in the 
enemy camp, having not shot a single bullet, 
traversing broken cityscape scenery.

We go through an entire sequence, hiding 
from visibly more powerful forces, scrambling 
weaponless through dilapidated school 
buildings and even at one point discovering a 
room filled with bullet-riddled corpses. Flies 
audibly buzz about us and the haze of the 
massacre hangs still warm in the air, or so it 
feels. There’s that Sledgehammer touch, then.

Before long we’re gunned up to the nines 
and blasting our way back out of the area, 

Warfare. Your beam-based arsenal is referred to 
as ‘weaponised energy,’ another technological 
in the works in real-life. But it’s definitely the exo 
powers that are the stars so far.

It’s mostly when Mitchell and pals are out in 
the open that Armarda highlights the 
impactfulness of these skills. The deck is loaded 
with metallic protrusions, high walls to bound 
up using the boost, and room for hovering 
grenades and the like to grab at our attention. 
It’s enough to wipe any Call Of Duty weariness 
away, and yet when our otherwise 
mind-blowing look at Advanced Warfare moves 
indoors we find our eyes glazing over a tad. 

 W
hen we write a story, we try 
to think of who could play 
it, and he was the guy,” 
Schofield remembers of 
getting Kevin Spacey to 
join the cast. “Everybody’s 

like ‘Yeah right. We’re not going to be able to 
get him.’ We were like: ‘Could we try?’”

“For us, as developers, we frankly didn’t give 
a **** about the PR aspects of it,” admits 
Condrey. “We didn’t care about any headlines. 
We’re just trying to present an iconic character 
that can convey the passion of the story. We 
think he does. In fact we know he does – we’ve 
seen him on stage in our performance capture 
just elevating the entire story and all the 
characters around him.”

“I remember after the first meeting with 
him,” says Schofield, “we went out to dinner. He 
was like: ‘I want to know everything about this 
character. I’m a detective.’ That’s what he said. 
He made the story better just by demanding 
that we be better. We love that.”

holographic marker on the ’nade itself. One 
minute he’s tossing them up, where they 
galmorphanise (or ‘sprout’, if you insist on using 
real words) propellers and float over towards 
enemies. The next he’s lobbing a vision-altering 
X-ray number into the fray. This sets all bad 
dudes glowing red before you, whether they’re 
in direct line-of-sight or hiding behind cover.

“This is not a science-fiction experience,” 
says Condrey. “We’re laser-focused on 
delivering a Call Of Duty experience, and by 
that I mean grounded in a believable, realistic 
near-future experience.” Did someone say 
lasers? It’s a word you won’t hear in Advanced 

Nice guy Spacey had his name removed from the Seven 
posters to avoid spoilers. We’ve just ruined it, haven’t we?    



Run PMC
Why does mankind 
fight in wars? For 
countries? For 
ideologies? Try cold, 
hard cash. Private 
military corporations 
and the mercenaries 
that work for them 
have already become 
integral parts of the 
modern day 
battlefield, even when 
it comes to national 
security. Could the 
next global military 
superpower be a 
privately owned 
company? Here’s a 
frightening statistic for 
you: as of March 2013, 
62% of all forces in 
Afghanistan were 
privately contracted 
to be there. Here’s 
another: the US has 
spent $3.3 trillion since 
9/11 on these private 
defence contracts. The 
big concern is the 
question of allegiance. 
What happens when 
the mercs you’re 
paying to fight your 
wars or defend your 
citizens get a better 
offer? Chilling.

 COD IRL?!

Multiplayer details are thin on the 
ground, but we do know that the 
near-future gadgetry will show up.
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“SCRAMBLING THROUGH DILAPIDATED 
SCHOOL BUILDINGS AND EVEN AT ONE 
POINT DISCOVERING A ROOM FILLED 
WITH BULLET-RIDDLED CORPSES”

enduring a cover-pushing QTE (groan) before 
being saved by the nosey fellow in the mech 
suit we had gotten an eyeful of just prior. It’s a 
heart-stopping level, tension crafted masterfully 
at some points before being shattered 
breathlessly moments later.

At its most innovative, Advanced Warfare is 
goosebump worthy. One worry, however, is that 
when it leans on the conventions of the 
franchise it’s too easy to see where gaming lines 
draw things together. That moving cover 
moment? Right out of Black Ops’ prison escape 
with Reznov. Perhaps it’s just because we’re so 
familiar with these elements, but we’re hoping 
they’re rare in the final fracas.

One particularly welcome change we notice 
is that the typical, tedious COD trope of 
traipsing after another soldier through linear 
pathways, constantly chasing the word ‘follow’ 
as it bounces before you on-screen, is a thing 
of the past.

“We feel like it’s a very strong way of 
presenting critical information to not throw up 
a 2D icon with a name in your face,” says 
Condrey, who’s eager to emphasise how much 
of the team’s past experience has enabled them 
to make decisions like these. 

“We looked to strike a different avenue on 
Dead Space. We started calling it the HUD-less 
look. All the information is integrated into the 
player. We thought this is awesome for an 
advanced soldier, because you’ve got 
augmented reality, right? Just like the military 
is working on today, just like Google Glass is 
starting to do. There’s no reason to have this 
artificial thing on screen that breaks the 
immersion. We can give you the information 
you need in real-time in a way that’s really 
specific to our fiction.”

In your facisim
As for where else in the world beyond these 
three stages we’ll get to go, Condrey hints at 
Europe and North America as well as Africa 
and Asia. Best pack our toothbrushes as well 

as our weaponised-energy arsenal, then.
Sledgehammer is clearly prepared to take us 
to some new places, both with its locations 
and future-infused thematic oomph. But how 
closely will it approach something as dark as 
MW2’s No Russian?

“Really the franchise has always been rooted 
in the hero’s journey, right?” explains Condrey. 
“It began in World War II, what many called the 
Great War. It was a cause that was viewed, 
generally, as noble. Those are the values that 
are important to Call Of Duty. There’s still a 
social responsibility. The opposite of those 
things, a selfish or self-serving goal, 
gratuitously violent subject matters… those 
are areas that I don’t think are in COD’s space. 
It’s not where the narrative that Glen and I want 
to deliver exists.”

According to Sledgehammer, Advanced 
Warfare’s narrative darkness will come from 
debate-rife political, economical and 
technological areas, rather than reputation-
damaging shock tactics. Condrey continues: 
“There are some interesting topics in the world 
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Q While the COD fanbase is undoubtedly 
huge, there are plenty of voices vying for 

change. What in particular did you want to nail 
down for this COD?

A Glen Schofield: Story. We wanted to nail the 
story. What did we want to avoid? Probably 

there were a lot of things, but we wanted to put our 
own stamp on it and we wanted to have a different 
kind of game but still have it feel like Call Of Duty. 

Michael Condrey: We actually were really proud of 
what we were able to do on Modern Warfare 3, but 
the fans, who are very supportive and passionate, 
have also said ‘hey, we need to innovate’. So from 
the beginning, this has been laser-focused on quality 
and innovation. 

Q What would you say is the untouchable 
essence of COD?

A MC: There are some core values. It’s a hero’s 
journey, it’s about camaraderie. Those are 

some of the core essences that make Call Of Duty 
stories great. We have the fortune of meeting so 
many fans, and it’s crazy how many of them will turn 
up being professionals in some sort of space that’s 
related. Either military guys, or law enforcement, or 
even fire department – people we just meet on the 
street. The one reason they gravitate to COD over 
other games is because it’s relatable. So we’re trying 
to do a future that’s a compelling, relatable and 
believable experience, while avoiding the 
science-fiction leap.

Q How important do you think it is that 
mainstream media, like games, openly 

discusses the real-life situation regarding PMCs?

A GS: Right now it’s at a weird place in the 
world, right? The PMCs are growing, and 

governments are using them. They’re using them 
where they don’t want to go, but they’re also using 

them so they don’t have to put our own people 
in harm’s way. They’re not governed the same way 
we are. We’re hiring these guys to go into different 
places that maybe aren’t governed by the Geneva 
Convention or things like that. This is what they 
want to do, right? And whatever their cause is, they 
believe in it at that time.

MC: I mean I personally like the concept of saying: 
we have all these nation states that are looking to 
outsource war, but what happens when that scale 
tips too far? What happens when a country says 
‘I don’t need a military any more because I’ve got 
these guys’, and then these guys switch sides? Or, 
these guys have the money, resources, and tech to 
become stronger than the nation state?

GS: What happens when somebody like that gets 
the power to join the UN? We talk about that a bit.

Q What kind of research have you had to do 
for Advanced Warfare’s setting?

A MC We have a military futurist. He works for 
the Department of Defence, and we spoke to 

him about these what-if scenarios.

Q What was it like getting Kevin Spacey and 
Troy Baker in the studio?

A MC: It was really fun. We just spent the last 
four days actually doing a tremendous 

amount of our narrative capture in our performance 
studio – the same place where Cameron’s doing 
Avatar. It was led by Kevin and complemented by 
Troy and the cast around him. The power of what he 
brings – some of the scenes we’ve shot with Kevin, 
Troy, and a couple of other people that are in that 
cast… Man, we have the chance to deliver what I feel 
is some of the most impactful narrative in the 
first-person shooter space. Maybe in all of gaming 
if we pull it off… And it’s led by Kevin. The power of 
his delivery is just amazing.

We’ve seen explosions before, but 
the particle effects we missed out on 
in cross-gen Ghosts are impressive.

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

today, right? From fascism, to terrorism, to the rise 
of PMCs. All of those are very grounded in what’s 
happening today – very real, global topics. And 
with them there’s some controversy. I do think 
that by the nature of that subject matter we’ll 
touch on some social commentary that’ll be 
compelling. But it’s for the sake of driving a great 
narrative. It’s for the sake of driving an interesting, 
ripped-from-the-headlines thought on the state of 
the world today. It’s not about trying to shock, or 
deliver gratuitous violence.”

Multiplayer movements
Still got those Killstreaks on your back burners? 
Go on, then. Fish ’em out. Multiplayer, as you 



  over!

Suited and 
booted
While working 
prototypes for 
powered exoskeletons 
have been 
manufactured, none 
have yet seen use in 
the field. These metal 
onesies are defined 
differently from 
mechs, as they take 
the energy expended 
by the wearer and 
enhance it, increasing 
strength and 
endurance. Far from 
simply being an 
optimal way of ending 
lives, this tech is also 
being use to improve 
them, such as for 
amputees or 
paraplegics. The 
biggest problem 
facing their active 
adoption is figuring 
out how to provide 
sustainable power to 
the units without 
having to plug them in.

 COD IRL?!
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multiplayer, you’ll be able to use exo-skills such 
as ripping off car doors for portable cover and 
freely boosting around the maps, all while 
drinking in the crackling 60fps shooty juice 
you know and love.

“For the first time in probably a decade, 
we’re redefining the movement set for Call 
Of Duty. You saw that [in single-player] in 
terms of the boost-jump and adding verticality. 
[There’s also] the boost-dodge and the 
exo-slam. And there are other things around 
cloak and strength. When you put the controls 
in the players’ hands, it’s going to be 
everything that COD is known for, but 
imagining all of what the exo brings has 
opened up a lot of potential for us to redefine 
that multiplayer experience.”

Generation tame
There’s something else that you need to know. 
Advanced Warfare is being put together by 
Sledgehammer specifically for new-gen 
consoles. But hold on. There’s a last-gen 
version coming out, right? This will actually 

be created by an entirely different, as yet 
unnamed, studio. While clearly keen to not let 
the huge install bases of PS3 and 360 pass them 
by, Activision wants to push on from the 
relatively lukewarm reception for Ghosts. 
There’s little chance that Advanced Warfare will 
feel stretched too thinly over generations.

Developers seem to always be on the look 
out for that hard to pin down new-gen feature 
that signifies a game is inherently not last-gen. 
Sledgehammer’s challenge is to do this without 
breaking up a vast existing fanbase. What’s 
exciting is that it’s doing this by looking both 
forward and backwards for inspiration, 
embracing what has made the series great 
while being more open to new ideas than we 
can remember from a COD studio.

If you’re an active member of the game’s 
40-million strong community, you should most 
certainly be excited. But if you’re a tired veteran, 
hungry for battle but burned out by the 
unchanged building blocks of the genre, then 
there’s plenty to draw you back in too, come 
4 November. Matthew Sakuraoka-Gilman

might expect, will play a huge part in Advanced 
Warfare. We’re tantalisingly promised that 
“there were really no sacred cows” when it 
came to approaching its finely-tuned formula.

“We started [on] day one with a focus on 
innovating MP,” Condrey enthuses, clearly 
eager to tell us more but conscious not to blow 
what will be, as tradition dictates, a major reveal 
later in the year.

“We’ve had a full two and a half years to 
really focus on making this a game-changer. 
We’ve got movement sets and mechanics that 
are inspired by what you saw in the single- 
player levels and what that can bring with the 
exo to MP.” Essentially this means that even in 
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“ALL OF THOSE ARE VERY GROUNDED IN 
WHAT’S HAPPENING TODAY – VERY REAL 
GLOBAL TOPICS. AND WITH THEM 
THERE’S SOME CONTROVERSY”

A bridge stage, but not nearly as 
linear as you would think. Each level 
can be approached differently.
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“WALKING THROUGH DARK CORRIDORS 
WITH JUST A MOTION TRACKER IN 
YOUR TREMBLING HAND”

If you’ve got this good a view of your alien hunter, the chances of you living more than 
another three seconds are between ‘none’ and ‘so that’s what my guts look like’.

They’re nowhere near as deadly, but other panicked survivors aboard the Sevastopol 
can make life tough for you, both directly and by alerting the hungry xenomorph.

This shot perfectly surmises Isolation: 
chock full of atmosphere, cowering in 
the dark, and relying on aged tech in 
the face of terror made flesh. Lovely.
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Preview
Future Hits Played Now!

H
uman vs 
xenomorph – it’s 
a tale as old as time. 
Throw in motion 
trackers, 
flamethrowers, 

and spaceship corridors fizzing with 
busted electrics and you’ve got 
enough to have the section where 
the ‘gamers’ and ‘sci-fi fans’ Venn 
diagram overlaps salivating like one 
of their beloved alien queens. Such 
was the promise that Isolation 
presented to us when it was first 
revealed: this was to be the game that 
Ridley Scott’s atmospheric original 
had always been crying out for. Pure, 
no-frills survival horror, pitting your 
wits against those of your predator, 
with no-one to get in… Wait, who’s this 
glabrous-faced cyborg trying to choke 
us while we’re busy hacking a 
computer terminal? And why are there 
two dudes in that corridor over there 
chatting to one another and firing 
guns? This isn’t what we were 
promised – take us back to our stasis 
pod immediately.

So yes, Alien: Isolation is more than just 
you, Amanda Ripley, exploring the 
Sevastopol space station 15 years after 
the events of the film, being stalked by 
a multi-jawed hunter who’s prowling 
through the air vents. But in truth, it 
always had to be: as tense and gripping 
as it is (and believe us, it is) walking 
through dark corridors with just a motion 
tracker in your trembling hand, 
sustaining that – and only that – for eight 
plus hours was likely to be a stretch. 
There always had to be more there, and 
our latest hands-on with the game has 
revealed at least part of what that will be.

In too beep
We’re remorselessly dumped in past the 
halfway point, with radio chatter in our 
ear directing us to a nearby security door 
through which we should escape. The 
first thing to notice is the game’s unique 
aesthetic: it’s low-fi in a glorious way, and 
one that’s totally faithful to the cinematic 
source material. But there’s precious little 
time to dilly-dally, as the minute we step 
into the corridor our motion tracker 
starts bleeping. The alien isn’t that near, 

ALIEN: 
ISOLATION
Creative Assembly presents fear 
and loathing made by sadists

Look closely and you’ll see just how beautifully detailed this flamethrower is. Which is 
nice, but it still isn’t going to make a dent if you go toe-to-toe with the big guy.

The newly-revealed crafting system bears a resemblance to that in The Last Of Us, 
only minus the benches. You can make helpful goodies like this here EMP bomb.

Developer Creative Assembly  Publisher Sega 
Format PS4, XO, PC, PS3, 360  Released 7 October
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Preview
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Cast aways
You and your terrified comrades

Amanda Ripley
This is who you’ll be 
cowering under desks 
and hiding in lockers as. 
The daughter of 
franchise badass Ellen, 
for some reason she 
thought it would be a 
good idea to follow in 
her mother’s footsteps.

Verlaine
The captain of your ship, 
the Torrens, which has 
been sent to recover the 
Nostromo flight 
recorder. It’s thought to 
be on the Sevastopol 
station, hence why 
you’re – to put it mildly – 
in a bit of a pickle.

Samuels
Another Weyland-Yutani 
employee who’s a part of 
this ridiculous suicide 
mission. As a senior 
figure and a kindly- 
looking fellow, we’re 
predicting that he’ll meet 
a grisly end at the hands 
of our toothy friend…

Taylor
Probably too young and 
inexperienced to cark 
it… although the CA guys 
are pulling no punches 
with this one, so who 
knows. As long as she 
doesn’t radio us at 
inopportune times then 
we’ll be happy.

Despite the relentless dark and the fizzing overhead wires, this actually qualifies as 
down time. Why? Just look at that lovely, clear motion tracker.

75% 
complete

but it’s close enough to make us stop 
in our tracks – this is very much a 
recurring theme of any session at the 
controls of Isolation.

You have to be constantly vigilant 
when moving: any noise will attract its 
attention, and it’ll drop down from the 
ceiling and disembowel you before you 
can curse your own clumsiness. 
And, just in case it wasn’t 
obvious, there is absolutely 
no way you can combat the 
beast: fleeing, hiding, and 
crossing all your fingers 
and toes are the only way 
to prevent it from snacking 
on your innards.

The door we’re to get to is 
nearby, but obviously requires a key 
card that we don’t yet have. So we start 
exploring – holding the motion tracker 
ahead of us at all times, as if we were 
following divining rods – and soon 

become aware of one of the fresh 
mechanics. Around the Sevastopol is, for 
want of a better word, junk. But in the 
capable hands of Amanda this detritus 
can be made useful thanks to the game’s 
crafting system. It’s most reminiscent of 
The Last Of Us: grab scrap, alcohol and 
various other things on your journey, and 

from a radial menu you’re able to 
cobble together helpful tools 

such as EMP mines, Molotov 
cocktails, and noisemakers 
(helpful for distraction 
purposes). However unlike 

Naughty Dog’s survive- 
’em-up, here your Blue Peter 

act takes place on the fly – 
there are no safe-spot benches, 

you simply have to craft as you cower.

Prince of hides
As we’re searching to find the key we 
inadvertently set off an explosion in one 

of the corridors. A small, but very loud, 
explosion. Time to panic. We scramble 
for some crates and duck down in the 
dark, motion-tracker pinging quicker and 
quicker until it sounds like a bad techno 
track. And then it’s there, feet from us, 
prowling the area and looking seriously 
hungry. Staying perfectly still means that 

it eventually slinks away, and we can 
proceed – and breathe – once more.

A computer provides us with the 
required information to unlock a 
safe containing the key, and we 
move forward. Next up we’re tasked 
with initiating the station’s 
evacuation protocol: powering 
up two generators, and then 
hacking a terminal that will allow 
us to (temporarily) escape this 

hell. It’s at this point that our 
synthetic assailant wraps his 
rubbery hands around our neck 

and we suffer the first of what will 
be many deaths.

“NO MATTER HOW CAREFULLY WE 
PROCEED HE TRACKS US DOWN 
AND RIPS OUR POOR FACE OFF, 
SEEMINGLY OMNISCIENT”
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Instant Reaction
+  It’s genuinely terrifying, and 

the aesthetic and 
atmosphere are totally consistent 
with the first film.

–  The alien is just that bit too 
powerful at the moment. 

It’ll likely be tweaked, but things 
are a bit of a grind right now.

THRILL-O-METER

Alien game false dawns are ten 
a penny, but this just feels right.

54321

Old Fake Face isn’t too hard to deal 
with, but once back in the corridor things 
take a turn for the incredibly difficult. The 
lights and sounds of the evac protocol 
means the alien is on high alert, as are a 
couple of human survivors who’ve 
decided to come out to play and 
definitely aren’t in the mood to do it 
nicely. These can be taken out easily 
enough using the game’s limited 
armoury – we have a flamethrower, six 
handgun bullets and a wrench – but 

again, any noise is swiftly followed by 
a gruesome death.

Dark stalkers
The alien will engage the other humans, 
and you can almost use this as a 
distraction, but currently your 
xenomorph foe is undoubtedly 
overpowered. No matter how carefully 
we proceed he tracks us down and rips 
our poor face off, seemingly omniscient 
in addition to being super quick and 

incredibly deadly. It’s a balance that the 
team at Creative Assembly will have to 
work to fix, because dying 15 times in a 
row is not only frustrating, it undoes the 
fear and tension levels that the game 
does such a good job building.

We’re still confident that this could 
be the Alien game to rule them all. And 
we really do want that titular foe to be 
super tough and horrifically scary… 
just maybe not quite so much of a 
know-it-all, eh? Joel Gregory

Because we really need more threats. As 
well as the alien and the hateful humans, 
synthetics are liable to pop out and try 
to choke you to death.

You’re there to retrieve the flight 
recorder from the Nostromo, but once 
that happens it’s essentially an escape 
mission. Things don’t go smoothly.

Most of the crew has been wiped out in 
fairly grizzly ways. You’ve got a few 
helpful voices in your ear to guide you, 
but don’t count on them all making it.

In order to help the look and feel of the game, the art team has restricted itself to only 
making things that could have been crafted on the original movie set.



     

Sunset City is packed with 
Overdosed, the horrific result of an 
energy drink addiction. Put down 
the Red Bull and slowly back away…

Preview
Eyes-on With Future Hits!

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

T
he last time the erstwhile Ratchet & Clank 
developer teased a forthcoming game 
with a whacky, cartoony trailer we ended 
up with Fuse – and the less said about that 
the better. However we’re fairly confident 
in predicting that Sunset Overdrive (first 

revealed at last year’s E3) won’t suffer the same fate, 
especially in the wake of a look at the game in action.

It’s off-the-wall in the way that the developer’s best creations 
have been, possibly more so than ever. In 2027 the 
cheery-sounding Fizzco has released their Overcharge Delirium 
XT energy drink, to fairly disastrous consequences. But rather 
than having shots of German herb liquor dunked in it by 
raucous bros, this instead has turned a large portion of Sunset 
City into mutated monstrosities and caused something akin to 
an apocalypse. Good job, guys. 

Ready, teddy, blow 
Your customisable main character is part of the attempt to 
combat this, but if things are starting to sound a bit grim and 
‘seen it all before’, then fear not. For starters, just take a look at 
all the colour spewing into your eye holes around these pages. 
And then, let us assure you that this is among the most 
light-hearted end-times scenarios you’ve ever come across in 
gaming. For instance, when have you previously battled beasts 
running roughshod over the land using a launcher that fires 
teddy bears strapped to sticks of TNT? Or a gun known as The 
Dude which shoots bouncing bowling balls?

Plus, although this is ostensibly a third-person shooter, you 
can take your cowering behind cover and you can… well, you 
can just go and put it somewhere else. This is a game that 

“YOU CAN CUSTOMISE YOUR
ABILITIES WITH AMPS THAT
FIRE TORNADOS OR SET OFF
NUCLEAR EXPLOSIONS”

SUNSET 
OVERDRIVE

Developer Insomniac Games  Publisher Microsoft  Format XO  Released Autumn

Parkour life (and death) as dawn 
breaks on Insomniac’s latest
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Instant Reaction
+  The creativity that Insomniac 

is known for, harnessed 
within a beautiful, vibrant, violent 
new-gen sandbox.

–  Getting the control system 
right is going to be tricky, and 

will there be enough to keep us 
hooked beyond the novelty?

THRILL-O-METER

Titanfall should have a chum in the 
Xbox One exclusives VIP section.

54321
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This is about as normal a scenario as you’re likely to find: a regular firearm being shot on solid ground. Most 
of the game plays out at high-speed, and with guns that are completely off the wall.

The delightful Herker here tosses 
other, smaller enemies at you. Quite 
why he has construction machinery 
in his hand we don’t really know.

75% 
complete revolves around perpetual motion, as 

you parkour your way across the 
surroundings. Climbing, swinging, 

grinding, flipping, all while blasting away with 
a range of weaponry that even Ratchet himself would be proud 
to wield – this seems to be a game designed in the wake of an 
energy drink binge, let alone featuring one.

Caffeine kills  
But what of who you’ll be pointing that wacky arsenal at? 
They’re known as the Overdosed (OD), and their Delirium 
indulgence seems to have left them with more than persistent 
hyperactivity and a twitching eyelid. One chap, known as the 
Blower, flings acid at you from a leaf blower where his arm used 
to be. Another, more hulking specimen, the Herker, has an 
enormous, oversized limb that he uses to throw other OD at 
you. Next time you see a hooded youth on the train draining a 
can of Monster the size of an artillery shell: you now know what 
their future has in store. 

Our only initial concerns are around how feasible it’s going 
to be to control a character who’s zipping around like some sort 
of Ezio Auditore/Jet Set Radio hybrid while shooting accurately 
at the same time. Plus while the city is certainly bright and 
colourful, variety is going to be important: even wielding a 
weapon that spits out model helicopters with machine guns 
attached could get old if the environments can’t match up in 
terms of inventive design.

There are others fighting the forces of evil in addition to the 
player character. You’ll be able to interact with factions 
throughout the game, each of which has its own backstory and 
ethos. The Fargarths, for instance, are live-action roleplayers 
who now have a real threat to use their buffs and broadswords 
against, while True Bushido live by an ancient Samurai code. 
And also seem to have a lot of scout badges…

As well as customising your character’s gender and 
appearance, abilities are affected by Amps. These enhance your 
powers and can be combined, resulting in things such as melee 
attacks that fire out twisters (Tornado Spin), or the small matter 
of nuclear explosions (Twist of Fate). All in all it’s a lot of 
madness to cram into one game, but we think we could happily 
overdose on this. Joel Gregory
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   TTThhheeeeeee  BBBBiiiiiiggggggggeeeessstttt GGGaaammmeesss  FFFFFiiiiirrrrrrrssssstttt
Preview
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Instant Reaction
+ A great shake up to the series, 

advancing mechanics while 
retaining the core of building and 
managing new civilisations.

– The slightly altered design 
might be a shock to hardcore 

Civ-ers, while newbies might be 
put off by the apparent complexity.

THRILL-O-METER

A great sci-fi take on this rewarding 
and exciting world-building sim.

54321

Replacing Civ’s usual world leaders 
are a range of corporation heads 
and expedition chiefs. 

CIVILIZATION:
BEYOND EARTH

Developer Firaxis  Publisher 2K
Format PC  Released Autumn

Take us out to the black, tell them 
we ain’t coming back

Cities and tech take on the appearance of its inhabitants’ choices. The stern grey 
corners here show a society pursuing the crushing industrialism of Supremacy. 

Fighting still works like you remember it, but now features things like chitinous 
gene-manipulated armour and orbital support from satellites.

Y
our first time with 
the latest Civ is 
going to feel familiar 
and, ironically, alien. 
City building, 
exploring your new 

planet and resource management fall 
into place quickly. Other things, such 
as the new tech web, or questions like 
“will that spindly green thing made of 
spikes be friends with me?” take 
longer to adapt to. 

The answer to that last question is, 
of course, no. It’s made of 
spikes. However, the aliens 
and planet are characters in 
their own right, with 
complex AI that reacts to 
how they’re being treated. 
Obviously, as a rule, 
‘dreadfully’ is the answer. You 
might decide to be a space 
hippy alien-tree hugger (again: spikes) 
but if other factions fight the local wildlife 
it’s going to get angry with everyone. 

It’s a good example of how you have to 
adapt to your situation, expanding tech 
and research to deal with the hand you’re 

dealt. Land in an area full of alien- 
spawning nests and you’ll have to invest 
in a militaristic approach or die screaming 
under a wall of graspy insect claws. Arrive 
in a resource-laden zone and you’ll want 
more geology and chemistry.
 
Future perfect
The tool to achieve this is the tech web. 
Gone is the nice familiar tree, with which 
you progressed safely from one thing to 
the next. Now you have a branching 
tangle of options in all directions, 

representing an open future ripe with 
scientific possibilities. Firaxis 

says the best option is to 
build a solid base around 
the centre for a strong 
civilisation – core abilities 
such as engineering to set 

you in good stead, before 
launching out into fantastical 

things like genetic manipulation. 
It’s these sci-fi specialisations that 

shape the mid- to endgame. There are 
three main ‘affinities’ you can achieve: 
Purity, Harmony and Supremacy, which in 
order are: one, mankind stays as is and 
changes the planet. Two, adapt and 
become one with it; three, ‘screw you 
planet, we’re going full cyborg’. These 
choices shape the victory conditions 
required to win – things like going back to 
Earth to conquer or save it, becoming 
one with the world, or making contact 
with intelligent aliens. Hopefully with 
fewer spikes. Leon Hurley
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Instant Reaction
+  Everything coming out of 

Telltale is finding its mark at 
the moment, and the Borderlands 
universe is ripe for exploration.

–  Being in that world and 
unable to wield a gun could 

get frustrating, while the lead 
characters are unknowns.

THRILL-O-METER

Sure to be good, but behind TWD 
and Wolf in the pecking order.

54321

TALES FROM THE 
BORDERLANDS

Developer Telltale Games  Publisher Telltale Games 
Format PC, PS3, 360  Released Autumn

Chances are ‘brutally crush man’s 
head’ will be more of a QTE thing 
than a freeform action. Shame.

Choosing over bruising as Pandora 
knocks for the next episodes

While the previous games have done a good job, the Borderlands universe is full of 
unexplored stories and interesting lore. Telltale is looking to make the most of this.

Dialogue will be your main course of 
interaction, so expect plenty of guilt.

Just because you won’t be playing as characters from previous games, it doesn’t mean 
they won’t be there. Here Zero’s back and doing some of his finest limb-lopping work.

68% 
complete

I
t’s tough to imagine 
Clem whipping out 
an acid-spewing 
shotgun in a future 
episode of The 
Walking Dead, but 

somehow the idea of Telltale taking on 
Gearbox’s bizarre blasting series 
actually works. 

There will of course be 
precious little blasting, with 
Tales playing out via QTEs 
and dialogue choices much 
as we’ve come to expect. 
But there will be signature 
aspects of the Borderlands 
universe in there, such as familiar 
characters (expect to see Handsome 
Jack at some point), and swathes of loot. 
Interestingly, Telltale says what you 
collect here will be transferable to ‘other 
areas of the franchise’ – we’re taking that 
to mean the Pre-Sequel.

The developer has also confirmed that 
the game will be episodic, as predicted, 
with instalments costing the same as 
those of TWD and The Wolf Among Us.

Grifter act
What’s new here is that you’ll see the 

story from two different 
perspectives, with the player 

characters being Rhys, a 
Hyperion company man, 
and Fiona, a con artist 
who’s swindling the 
population of Pandora one 

by one. The two will cross 
paths during the game and – 

shock horror – a clash of 
personalities seems set to emerge.

The richness of the Borderlands 
universe can sometimes get lost in all the 
trippy trigger-squeezing, but if any dev 
can flesh out a narrative basis to the 
quirky world at its heart, Telltale seems 
as safe a bet as any. Joel Gregory



     

Burning   
Question
              Who would you have in your 

dream racing team?

Bullet Bill
He just tears up the 
track and is 
unstoppable.  
AH Karl, @Kopper257

The

James Bond
He would beat everyone 
while looking smooth. And 
maybe I’ll chuck Quicksilver 
in a hamster wheel to 
power the engine.
Kes Stephenson, Facebook

Visit www.facebook.com/
officialgamesmaster and www.twitter.
com/gamesmaster to take part in next 
issue’s burning questions.

Spectators wear different clothing 
depending on the climate and global 
location of each track – no boardies in 
British Columbia, then. 

Beyond the track, environmental detail maintains an 
improbably pretty visual fidelity level.
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I
t doesn’t always 
come naturally, 
being socially 
adept. Just ask 
Gordon Freeman, 
latter day Bruce 

Willis and certainly not this magnetic 
raconteur of a games journalist. As it 
happens, Sony’s PlayStation 4- 
exclusive racer was no social savant 
itself back in November 2013 when it 
was due to launch alongside the 
new-gen hardware. Above all, it was 
the sub-par integration of connectivity 
features that led Evolution and  
Sony to delay the game, incurring 
the wrath of the internet’s lower half 
in the process. 

Had the game shipped on console launch 
day it wouldn’t have been a disaster, 
Evolution explains at its Runcorn HQ – it 
just wouldn’t have hit the quality bar the 
Motorstorm dev set for itself. Remember, 
this is the studio who took to the stage at 
the PS4 reveal last February and talked 
with almost pornographic fascination 
about the layers of paint on its cars. 
They’re big on the little details, this lot. 

So finally, the pseudo-social network 
woven into Driveclub’s code is up to 
scratch, and it’s ready to come up for air 
after several months off the radar. The 
result? Imagine Need For Speed’s Autolog 
crossbred with the PS4’s own social menu 
tiles – the ones that appear when you tap 
down from the menu bar to tell you Joel 

Gregory watched Netflix. Below 
Driveclub’s main menu options, you’ll see 
a feed comprising of friends’ activities and 
challenges, updating in real-time.

Sharing is caring
While it’s possible to play solo, the game 
is geared towards playing in a titular 
crew, which holds up to six members. If 

all of your clubmates are online, you can 
form a party with headset chat support 
from within the game and enter events 
as one. Moreover, if there’s an event 
starting in an hour you’d like to enter, you 
can have the game auto-join everyone 
the second it kicks off. 

Mid-session face-offs are where 
Driveclub is the most shameless in its 

DRIVECLUB
Evolution fixes its broken social scene – just don’t call it a comeback

“WE INSTANTLY CARE ABOUT OUR 
CLUB’S STANDING, HITTING RESTART 
INDEFINITELY TO IMPROVE OUR 
AVERAGE TIME IN THE RACE”

Developer Evolution Studios  Publisher Sony  Format PS4  Released 8 October



     

AI drivers can get pretty leary behind the wheel, preparing you for the  
ungentlemanly conduct of online racing.

DRIVECLUB

www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

Huayra doin’? 
The devilish details in Driveclub 

A wheely  
big deal
The Pagani Huayra is all 
about the carbon fiber, 
inside and out. If you 
zoomed in close on that 
steering wheel, you’d 
see the individual 
threads of its carbon 
weave.

Better than  
a sidecar
You’ll never look at the 
passenger seat in game, 
but there it is just the 
same, finished with 
immaculate stitching 
and built to the 
manufacturer’s 
specified dimensions.

Hit the ground 
running
No, this one isn’t about 
that lovely layer of dirt 
on the car, it’s about the 
tarmac. There’s no 
patchwork tiling on 
Driveclub’s tracks, just 
hundreds of unique 
textures.

80% 
complete

Instant Reaction
+  It’s not just the cars you’ll 

fawn over – every 
environment is dripping in detail 
and exquisite lighting effects.

–  That much-touted social 
layer is now unintrusively 

integrated, but it’s not as 
interesting as you’d hope.

THRILL-O-METER

No big transformations to reveal 
post-delay, just loads of polish.

54321

It’s just a  
flesh wound
When it all goes south, 
it’s the damage model’s 
time to shine. Visible 
here are the individual 
layers of paint, primer 
and bodywork. There 
are crumple zones 
across the body, too.

While the detail of 
damage is astounding, 
things look even better 
when they remain 
untarnished.

admiration for 
Autolog. As you 
drive a particular 
sector, your 
friends’ 

achievements are 
displayed and 

you’re invited to beat 
them. It might be drift distance, average 
speed, or other metrics Criterion thought 
of in 2012 during Need For Speed Most 
Wanted’s development. That’s unkind, but 
is worth bearing in mind given the game’s 
emphasis of this social layer.

The other great emphasis – the more 
impressive one, too – is in the fanatical 
detail lavished on every car and location. 
You can’t just call them tracks. The 
drivable area itself in India, Norway, 
Canada, Scotland and Chile is dwarfed by 
an astounding surrounding environment, 
all subject to a dynamic day/night cycle 
that hits lighting conditions capable of 
genuinely flummoxing you – is that… is 
that real life? See Norway at dawn for 
particularly eerie realism.

Our hands-on takes place in a fast and 
flowing stretch of Indian highway, with 
the day/night cycle sped up dramatically. 
Assigned a club for the day comprised of 
strangers, we instantly care about its 
standing, hitting restart indefinitely to 

improve our average time in the point- 
to-point race. The social layer may not 
be trailblazing, but it works. Technically, 
and psychologically.

You’ve got until October to forgive 
Driveclub for dashing your hopes last 
year, and a quick saunter through the 
Chilean Andes in a Ferrari 458 Spyder 
should provide more than enough 
automotive healing. Phil Iwaniuk
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F  Hits d Now!

MIDDLE-EARTH:  
SHADOW OF MORDOR
One does not simply talk into Mordor

Talion’s abilities pale in comparison 
to his emaciated wraith possessor, 
and you’ll need to ration these 
paranormal special moves.

Developer Monolith  Publisher Warner Bros  Format PS4, XO PC, PS3, 360  Released 7 October

80% 
complete

F
or all their bluster, 
action games don’t 
have much call for 
talking. For instance, 
we can’t imagine 
whichever poor soul 

was roped into providing the lead voice 
for God Hand ended up doing much 
more that day than exhaling 
incoherently into a microphone while 
furiously texting his agent. Which 
makes it strange to see Middle-earth: 
Shadow Of Mordor – ostensibly a 
meeting point between the Assassin’s 
Creed and Batman: Arkham series in 

terms of its approach to painlessly 
slaughtering wandering aggressors 

– taking up the baton for good 
old-fashioned rhetoric.

Quite apart from some classic 
Tolkien-esque pontification 

about coming dooms and 
magical artefacts, it 

frequently breaks 

from action scenes to introduce the orc 
captain you’re about to disembowel (he’ll 
usually be sneering about eating your 
spine or somesuch), it has you 
interrogating baddies for information 
about even bigger baddies – it even 
auto-generates entire storylines between 
you and randomly-created NPCs, 
each with their own procedural 
personality. Suddenly, talking 
becomes more interesting 
than fighting. Which should 
be all sorts of wrong.

After all, Shadow Of 
Mordor is so rote in its 
set-up for an action game, 
we’re surprised Monolith didn’t 
find it written on the back of a fag 
packet by the bins outside Ubisoft. 
Talion, an ex-Ranger of Gondor, has now 
taken up a new position as professional 
corpse after being killed by the forces of 
Sauron (the game takes place between 
The Hobbit and The Lord Of The Rings). 
However, a mysterious wraith takes 

control of his body, making him immortal 
– always a pleasant way of getting round
the “why does he respawn?” problem 
– and gives him some extra powers in the
process. You know the type: ultra-fast 
dagger slashes, a Dishonored-style 
blink-dash and, most importantly, the 

ability to mentally dominate any 
weak-willed creature into doing 

his bidding.

Chat pack
It’s that ability that comes 
to define our first hands-on 

with the game. The mission 
Talion’s faced with is pretty 

long-form – replace or dominate 
the five orc warchiefs currently in 

control of Mordor. Each of these is 
a formidable fighter, with multiple 
bodyguards, even more battle-hardened 
captains, and strongholds full of 
murderous grunts. We know this 
because of the game’s standout feature, 
the Nemesis system. Based on an info 
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Monolith’s farmed out the last-gen work, leaving them free to 
fill the screen with some truly lovely lighting effects.

Caragor are the world’s primary predator and are a nasty mix 
of big cat and the inside of a particularly limescale-y kettle. 

Instant Reaction
+ Solid stealth-action with a 

truly unexpected role-playing 
element. Mordor could well 
become your orc-infested oyster.

– The location for this open- 
world is hardly inspiring: 

muddy fields and broken forts 
don’t match Gotham at Christmas.

THRILL-O-METER

Far more exciting – and varied – 
than we’d dared hope.

54321

screen that displays the power structure 
of the enemy army, it allows you to see 
(with the right amount of prior intel), 
every major player in the orc forces, not 
to mention their strengths, weaknesses 
and personalities, all of which can play a 
huge role in how they fight.

Facts as simple as ‘hates fire’ might 
seem trivial, but when an eight-foot orc 
with a cleaver the size of France is 
bearing down on you, knowing that 
bursting a flammable barrel of grog 
nearby will send him panicking like a 
spaniel on Bonfire Night could be all you 
need to turn the tide. This seems to be 
SOM’s ace in the hole, a demand that you 

learn not just about what Talion can do, 
but what his enemies can, too. In the 
process, you might just get to know 
them. With every orc given a measure of 
memory (and we mean every one – even 
faceless grunts are given a name and a 
title after killing you), keeping them alive 
throughout the game could be more fun, 
watching them develop scars, lose limbs 
and generally get incredibly pissed off 
that you’re harassing them.

Talk to the black hand
Pick one strong enough and they could 
become a warchief themselves (if you’ve 
dominated them, this may be exactly 

what you want), or even work their way 
up further, becoming a true monster, and 
a real challenge. The idea of coming up 
against the same grey-skinned evildoer 
for the length of the game, letting him live 
while he develops a real hatred for you 
(hate manifests itself as a dangerous stat 
buff), gains a following, kills any Uruk 
challengers and finally dispatching him 
in a titanic duel is something we’re very 
interested in doing. Whether the game 
can develop on that grand ambition is still 
in question, but even a 45-minute playtest 
sees us rewrite the power structure of an 
orc-ridden Mordor, more out of curiosity 
than anything else.

And, crucially, that was more through 
talking than fighting. Pumping 
blabbermouths for information, getting 
into repeated duels with old frenemies, 
triggering Cockney-inflected cutscenes 
– violence might be Talion’s tool, but
we’ve got a suspicion players will be 
having more fun in between battles, 
pulling the strings. Joe Skrebels

“TALION HAS NOW TAKEN UP A 
NEW POSITION AS PROFESSIONAL 
CORPSE AFTER BEING KILLED BY 
THE FORCES OF SAURON”

Like the game itself, Talion’s got some more unexpected tricks up his leather-cuffed sleeves. String together a long enough 
combo while fighting and he can ‘brand’ grunts, turning them to his way of thinking.
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Preview
Future Hits Played Now!

Instant Reaction
+  Proper emotions make Sims 

more believable than they’ve 
been before and open up much 
more varied possibilities.

–  The build we saw was 
unstable – there are several 

months to go before release, but 
it needs to sharpen up.

THRILL-O-METER

A smart reworking of the formula, 
fans will love the new building tools.

54321

Once you’ve created a painting or 
sculpture you’ll be able to place it 
in your own house. 

THE SIMS 4
Developer Maxis  Publisher EA 
Format PC  Released September

Once more with feeling: the world’s 
most popular second life returns

This is a Sims game, so having more stuff is still a prime route to happiness. In this 
case, owning a football fishtank to put a child in. At least it keeps them off the streets.

Sims socialise in more believable ways. Groups can form and have conversations 
now, rather than needing to break off into separate pairs to chat.

70% 
complete

T
his is the best-selling 
game series of all 
time on the PC. It’s 
gotten that far by 
offering a fantasy 
that a lot of people 

want a part of – the notion that you 
could simulate your life and tug at the 
strings until it fits the pattern that 
you’d like it to. The Sims 4 doesn’t 
change that fantasy, but it promises 
to deliver on the details in a way that 
exceeds its predecessors and their 
seventy billion expansions. 

In previous games, Sims had a binary 
reaction to anything that 
happened to them – they 
either became happy or sad 
based on the fulfilment of 
their needs. In The Sims 4, 
different events can trigger 
various emotional states, 
from happy to sad, inspired, 
depressed, romantic, tense or 
angry. 

More than a feeling
Emotions are visible in the way a 
character walks, talks and performs 
actions, and being in an emotional state 
triggers new interactions in the 
environment. A depressed Sim can paint 

haunting paintings, for example, while an 
angry Sim might burn off that anger 
– and a lot of excess fat – with an extra- 
intense workout. Even negative 
emotions have positive traits, so players 
who treat the Sims as a time 
management game will be encouraged 
to explore new options.

The Sims 3 took place on sprawling 
islands with lots of empty space. This 
time, though, the world is broken up into 
distinct neighbourhoods with specific 
purposes – residential, commercial and 
so on, with fast-travel between each of 
them at any time.

The character creation and 
house-building tools have been 

overhauled, too. The former 
now works entirely without 
sliders or menus, allowing 
you to grab and tug on any 
part of your character’s 

body to change their shape. 
You can also derive parents, 

siblings, and children from a 
single original Sim, allowing you to 

create a family from a genetic template.
 
Building blocks  
The construction tool now recognises 
rooms as single entities that can be 
picked up, moved and resized as you like. 
This is a huge change – previously, 
players had to rebuild whole houses if 
they wanted to make space for a new 
bedroom. With a fanbase this large, the 
promise of better tools is perhaps the 
game’s biggest draw – this is the era of 
player-generated content on PC, and it’s 
about time The Sims got on board. 
Chris Thursten
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Instant Reaction
+ Village stand-offs, 

abandoned mansions… 
Bethesda is doing a better job of 
keeping Resi alive than Capcom.

– You can hide under beds and 
in cupboards, but we always 

found it safer to attack directly 
rather than sit and sweat.

THRILL-O-METER

Forget 5 and 6 – this is the true 
sequel to Resi 4 by Mikami himself.

54321

THE EVIL WITHIN
Developer Tango Gameworks  Publisher Bethesda   
Format PS4, XO, PC, PS3, 360  Released 24 October

Temporary weapons include bottles 
(thrown distractions) and hatchets 
for some good ol’ brain-choppage.

No hearts were attacked during the 
making of this preview

Target their heads with a revolver or shotgun and they’ll explode, but be warned: 
those pesky haunted types are surprisingly nimble. 

One mansion puzzle involves stabbing 
brains with needles to open doors. Fun.

Nope, not Aiden Pearce hacking again – it’s piano wire criss-crossed all over the shop. 
Environments are filled with traps you need to avoid or disarm.

85% 
complete

T
ime spent playing 
Shinji Mikami’s new 
horror: two hours. 
Jump count: one – 
when we 
approached a 

small house and the ghost of a 
burning woman burst out of the 
front door and charged us. There are 
plenty of unsettling moments in The 
Evil Within (the bit where we 
discovered a child casually 
skinning a pig face, for 
instance), but long gone 
are the days when horror 
was defined simply as 
dog corridor- 
jumps and ‘itchy tasty’ 
wardrobe shocks.

Hands-on with chapters four and eight 
took us to a creepy village and a not- 
quite abandoned mansion respectively. 
In the former, we fell in love with our 
Agony Crossbow as we used explosive 
and electric bolts to whittle down 
‘haunted’ crowds to manageable levels 
before heading down into an 

underground basement housing the 
game’s infamous, invincible spider-girl 
monster (cue lots of running).

Braining day
The mansion chapter, meanwhile, 
showcased the game’s more cerebral 
side. The right shoulder button lets you 
crouch down and tip-toe up to monsters. 
Approach a haunted foe from behind 

and you can one-hit-kill them by 
stabbing a knife directly 

through their brain. 
Otherwise, if you down 

a monster with bullets 
without bursting its 

head like a giant pus-filled 
sore, you’ll need to use a 

match to burn its body to a 
crisp to prevent reanimation a la 

Resident Evil’s Crimson Heads. Small- 
pocketed hero Seb can only carry five 
matches at a time, so our biggest source 
of fear came from not being able to keep 
our enemies down for long – undoing all 
of our gunplay work (not to mention 
wasting that precious ammo) in the 
process. Brrr. Matthew Pellett



     

Bucket is a new variant for the 
support class. As well as laser- 
guided missiles, he can use his head 
as  a UAV and drop gun turrets. 

Future Hits Played 

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

W
e weren’t wholly convinced initially by 
Evolve. As fun as that four-vs-one, 
man-against-monster set-up sounds, it 
also feels like a co-op add on – something 
like Call Of Duty’s Extinction mode. 
However, a new hands-on reveals this has 

way more legs than that. Mostly in multiples of three and 
attached to things that want to hurt you. 

What really ties the whole thing together are the tightly 
defined roles of each character that force you to specifically 
play a part in each team. Now Turtle Rock has revealed two 
variations for each class, each with a subtly varied loadout 
affecting equipment and skills. For example the new medic, 
Lazarus, isn’t as great a healer as Val (who can fire out a 
restorative beam) but instead can resurrect dead players. The 
new trapper, Maggie, doesn’t have monster-detecting sound 
spikes but instead has an alien dog thing called Daisy that tracks 
footprints and revives squad-mates. 

Team Kill
On the assault front a new variation packs in a flamethrower 
– the most powerful weapon in the game with the shortest 
range – and toxic gas grenades instead of mines that are better 
at forcing enemies out of safe areas. Then there’s the new 
support: a robot called Bucket that can deploy his head as a 
UAV and drop turrets to create a world of pain for local wildlife. 

Each of the eight character’s skills are, for the most part, 
carefully balanced so that you’re not all playing as ‘slightly 
different soldier’. So where something like Battlefield’s medic is 
a man with a gun who can revive, or Killzone’s engineer is a 
man with a gun who can build a turret, Evolve’s choices are 

“BUCKET CAN DEPLOY HIS 
HEAD AS A UAV AND DROP 
TURRETS TO CREATE A 
WORLD OF PAIN”

EVOLVE
Developer Turtle Rock  Publisher 2K  Format PS4, XO, PC  Released Autumn

A winning four-way monster 
monster mash
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Instant Reaction
+  Played with friends who 

value teamwork this is about 
as good a co-op shooter as you’ll 
get, with great class interplay.

–  We’re still not convinced this 
has the longevity of a more 

full-featured game. New monsters 
and modes will make or break it.

THRILL-O-METER

The interesting four-person team 
setup creates some great action.

54321

www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

Bucket’s flying machine gun drones can clear problem wildlife quickly with devastating effect and make 
life painful for the monster, especially if it’s trapped inside a mobile arena to boot. 

The big ugly thing with lights on is 
Daisy, the new trapper’s pet. She 
can track the monster as well as 
revive downed players with a lick. 

60% 
complete more clearly separated, not so much 

encouraging teamwork as requiring it. 
Basically, if you all pile in and try to 

attack the monster it’s going to end badly 
because you all have a separate job to do. For example the 
medic is rubbish as a damage dealer but working with the 
assault can use their sniper rifle to designate ‘weak spots’ on 
monsters to maximise damage. The class variations also 
have an effect on playstyles. So choosing between the healing 
or reviving medic depends on what you need. A health-buffed 
assault is no use if your trapper is dead, as you can’t contain the 
monster to attack it. 

If anything the trapper’s the most overpowered class – they 
deploy the mobile arena: a forcefield that traps the monster, and 
have harpoon traps that tether it to the ground. So while they’re 
not the most directly dangerous, they can make or break the 
game more than any other. The addition of that alien hound 
further boosts the impact. Daisy leads you straight to the 
monster and revives downed players, effectively becoming a 
second medic. It’ll be interesting to see how that plays out on 
release. We suspect there’s going to be a few balancing issues. 

I have the power
Although that said, it could just be because we felt most useful 
as the trapper and had the most impact on the game (we 
throw a mean mobile arena). Other players might settle into 
different roles better, but it’s the fact they are different that 
makes this work so well. The only potential drawback is that 
every match has to have one of each. You either take your 
chances joining a game randomly or set a preference to join 
as your preferred hunter. Fine if there’s an equal spread but it 
could be a problem if certain classes prove more popular. 

The key thing, though, is that the extra raft of class variations 
add variety and help it feel more like a full game than just an 
extended mode. Turtle Rock has also made it pretty clear that 
there’s at least one more tier of characters to come, possibly 
more. And it’s still not talking about the monsters – there are 
several, but how many and what kind are still to be revealed. 
If the differences are as impactful and interesting as the 
hunter choices are then this could be a very satisfying online 
challenge indeed. Leon Hurley
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Preview
Future Hits Played Now!

54321THRILL-O-METER
Proving already that backers were right.

GM Instant Reaction
54321THRILL-O-METER

More of the predictable Tales you know.

GM Instant Reaction

You can switch between party 
members as the situation demands.

WASTELAND 2
Format PC  Publisher InXile Entertainment  Developer InXile Entertainment  Out August

The crowd funded has spoken

Format PS4, XO, PC  Pub HB Studios  
Dev HB Studios  Out July

THE GOLF CLUB
No licensed players or courses, but the 
twist here lies in the course creation. 
You can procedurally generate a fresh 
18 (or nine) holes in a matter of mere 
seconds using a handful of sliders and 
other tools, or you can be far more 
meticulous and painstakingly recreate 
your local links. Additionally the game 
features an Autolog-aping social 
structure, so you’ll be able to compete 
back and forth asynchronously with 
people on your friends list, as well as 
being needled every time they beat one 
of your scores. It’s in Early Access now if 
you fancy a swing. JG

Format XO, PC  Pub 4gency  
Dev 4gency  Out Winter 

HABITAT
It’s a good job no-one can hear stuff in 
space, because a nuke smashing into the 
Statue of Liberty’s head must make quite 
a din. That, and much else, is possible in 
this build-and-survive Kickstarter success 
which is essentially a freeform real-time-
strategy game set in space. The selling 
point is its ‘try anything’ nature: as you 
build Habitats for your displaced 
Earthlings to live on, you can essentially 
fuse any piece of space debris to any 
other to make yourself a base, 
experimenting wildly as you battle other 
groups that are also drifting out in the 
black. Just leave Lady Liberty be. JG

Format PS4, PS Vita  Pub Atomicom  
Dev Atomicom  Out July 

SWITCH GALAXY ULTRA
Who knew that simply pressing left or 
right to keep your spaceship on a 
defined series of tracks could be such 
unabashedly good fun? Liverpool- 
based studio Atomicom is crafting this 
sleek sci-fi speed-runner, its staffers’ 
past involvement with Wipeout really 
showing through. Veterans of the 
PlayStation Mobile version (anybody out 
there?) will be glad to hear that this 
package is fleshed out with a lot more 
content, including a series of comic 
books by Darren Douglas, the concept 
artist who worked on the original 
Wipeout games. MSG

Format PC  Pub Amplitude Studios  
Dev Amplitude Studios  Out Now (Alpha) 

DUNGEON OF  
THE ENDLESS
It may be set in the same storyworld as 
Amplitude’s 4X debut, Endless Space, but 
this mish-mash of tower defence, RTS 
and permadeath-infused dungeon-
crawling is a very different beast. With 
a Blade Runner-like sci-fi swagger, DOTE 
sees a band of heroes shipwrecked in 
a mysterious mechanical dungeon. 
You have to manage resources as you 
advance, all while keeping an eye on your 
team’s power crystal, needed to reach 
each floor’s exit. It’s enthralling stuff and 
immensely polished considering its early 
access status. MSG

ooking slicker and more 
detailed than the first 
Xillia, this sequel sees you 
step into the rather 

fashionable brogues of Ludger Will 
Kresnik and tasked with destroying 
troublesome alternate timelines so as 
to keep the world in full working order. 

So far, so typically melodramatic as only 
JRPGs can be, but things are taken one 
step further with the introducion of 
difficult choices that affect how the game 
plays out. Revamped characters from the 
first entry also resurface, alongside a 
stylish set of newcomers and a tweaked 
approach to fighting that lets you switch 
Ludger’s weapons and combat style 
mid-ruckus. It’s called the Cross Dual Raid 
Linear Motion Battle System, a moniker 
so catchy that it’s sure to be emblazoned 
across t-shirts everywhere come the 
game’s release in August. DL

N
ot long now until this 
old-school CRPG 
(computer role-playing 
game to younger 
readers) emerges from 

its early access confines. While still in 
need of optimising, especially when it 
comes to the nitty gritty of inventory 
management and character skill 
allotment, it’s already a highly 
accomplished, and potently fun 
single-player expedition.

The most alluring aspect, aside from the 
fleshed-out post-apocalyptic world, the 

insanely well written dialogue and the 
stressful but rewarding turn-based 
combat, is the ease with which you are 
able to play as your characters. Yes, 
indeed, to role-play as them.

During creation you have the option 
to build up your roster of four with 
pre-made peeps, all of whom pack 
inspiringly varied biographies. You can 
also craft your own characters. Our team 
was fronted by a female sniper with 
strong leadership. She also had a few 
points in the Smart Ass skill line, as well as 
some ability as a surgeon. Despite being 
no more than a few numbers on a sheet, 

she came across as a responsible captain 
who cared for her charges, while 
boasting a wise-cracking rebellious 
streak. You know, the kind of trench 
coat-wearing, bent cigarette-smoking 
hard-ass you want on your side in a 
throw down. The fact that Wasteland 2 
allows players to mentally attach 
themselves to these characters rather 
than forcing exposition down our 
throats is refreshing. MSG

TALES OF 
XILLIA 2

Format PS3  Pub Bandai Namco   
Dev Bandai Namco  Out 22 August 

A return ticket to Elympios

L 85% 
complete
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#1 SOMA 
Who is...

Swedish devs Thomas Grip and 
Jens Nilsson founded Frictional 
Games in 2006, but while the studio 
is based in Helsingborg the other 
team members work remotely from 
home. Best known for Amnesia: The 
Dark Descent, Frictional first broke 
onto the scene with the adventure- 
horror Penumbra series.

A
nyone who’s put 
serious time into 
Amnesia: The Dark 
Descent will know 
Frictional Games 
has mastered the art 

of monster chases. The PC horror that 
saw us losing sanity as we were hunted 
by melty-faced pigmen… things is still 
to be topped in the terror stakes, but in 
recent years it’s been pushed close by 
some welcome competition.

Last issue’s Daylight was a bit of a 
disappointment, we’ll admit, but with the 
likes of Outlast and Slender: The Arrival 
keeping our swear jars spilling over since 
Frictional last exercised their goosebump 
glands, we find ourselves asking whether 
Amnesia’s creator can do it all over again. 
Here’s the problem: we’re used to being 
chased through dark corridors by 
nightmare creatures now. And while 
we’re not bold enough to claim we’re 
‘over’ those scares, our minds are wiser 
and our skins are an awful lot thicker. 
What do you say to that, Frictional?

“Players who might be immune to the 
‘chased by monster’ type of gameplay, 
they have a lot more coming as they get 
further into the game!” teases creative 
director Thomas Grip. Touché.

Science friction
Having ticked 19th century Lovecraftian 
horror off the list, Frictional is turning its 

attention to future-set sci-fi frights. 
SOMA’s set in a research station called 
PATHOS-2, which we thought was to be 
found in the deepest, darkest reaches of 
space until a recent trailer surprised 
everyone by revealing it’s actually 
located at the bottom of an ocean on 
Earth. But whatever the horrors you’ve 
endured in Rapture, these are nothing 
compared with those you’re going to 
face in SOMA.

“The radio has gone silent on 
PATHOS-2. As isolation bears down 
on the staff of the remote research 
facility, strange things are happening.” 
If Frictional chose not to update SOMA’s 
official website beyond these sentences 
until the game’s estimated 2015 launch 
we’d still take out our wallets and pay 
for a bathysphere to the research station. 
“Machines are taking on human traits 
and alien constructions have started 
to interfere with routine. The world 

A brand new round of bio-shocks await

Developer Frictional Games  Format PS4, PC  Due 2015  Web http://bit.ly/gmsoma

Fear not (or should that be fear plenty?): there will be some classic Frictional 
run-and-hide horrors among the new scare tactics.

Human corpses with robot brains? The 
first trailer suggests so, but that 
sequence won’t be in the final game.

“SLOTTING A MECHANICAL BRAIN 
ONTO A HUMAN CADAVER WITH 
A HOLLOWED-OUT SKULL”

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
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It’s easy to see why most people believed SOMA was set on a space station. This screenshot’s just a xenomorph short of Alien: 
Isolation, after all. But the underwater location opens up plenty of new horror potential with weakening walls and flooding zones.

You’ll need to read through the text logs and watch all the live-action clips 
on the official website if you want the full backstory to SOMA’s plot.

  SOMA is a 
first-person 
sci-fi horror 

game. Like our previous 
title Amnesia, there is no 
combat, and the game 
is all about avoiding 
danger, solving puzzles 
and being inside an 
interactive narrative. 

We are keeping the story 
a bit vague for now, but the 
basic setup is this: it takes 
place at PATHOS-2, a 
research station that has 
lost contact with the rest 
of the world. Strange 
things have started to 
happen, and it seems like 
the machines are coming 
alive. You play as a 
character who has ended 
up in this place because of 
forces beyond his control. 
You need to figure out 
where you are, why you 
are there, and cope with 
a hostile and disturbing 
environment.

We are not aiming at just 
having classic scares this 
time. With SOMA we are 
planning on doing 
something deeper. The 
game will still have a 
foundation of thick horror 
atmosphere, that is just the 
first layer. Below opens up 
a chasm of really deep 
subjects on sentience and 
selfhood, and it is here 
we aim to make it 
truly disturbing.

Sneaking up on creative 
director Thomas Grip

The 60 
Second 
Pitch

around them is turning into a nightmare. 
The only way out is to do something 
unimaginable.”

The concept of machines developing 
human behaviours is central to 
Frictional’s narrative. The studio quotes 
Philip K Dick on its website (‘Reality is that 
which, when you stop believing in 
it, doesn’t go away’), and Grip insists 
the premise is golden 
fright material.

“The subject that we 
explore, ‘what is 
consciousness?’, is 
something that I think 
fits perfectly in a 
horror setting. Our 
goal is not to just 
data-dump a lot of 
philosophical arguments 
on the player though, but to 
put them in situations where these 
things rise from within. And this is where 
the true terror of SOMA will come from.”

The team had already decided on 
exploring the definition of the human 
consciousness in SOMA, but the sci-fi 
setting wasn’t always a given. “We could 
have used a fantasy environment too, but 
then it doesn’t become as grounded in 

reality. We want the players to reflect 
upon this in a way that connects it to 
their own life, and we achieve this by 
setting it all in the future. 

“That way, even if there are some 
really fantastic elements, it is still just 
extrapolations from the world we live 
in now. It allows one to think, ‘Could this 
really happen some day?’. Machines 

have a similar purpose… In 
fact when you look at the 

philosophical and 
scientific literature on 
consciousness, 
machines and AI are 
an essential part. 
Couldn’t have done 

our game without it!”

Ten tickles
While the core mechanics 

from Frictional’s previous games 
remain intact (walk around in first 
person/interact with objects/cry when 
you realise you’ve got no weapons to 
defend yourself from the horrors), the 
setting ensures it feels different. The 
first trailer shows you slotting a 
mechanical brain onto a human 
cadaver with a hollowed-out skull 

before discovering you’ve been 
subjected to the same fate courtesy of 
malevolent robo-tentacles. 

These early game snippets are being 
supported by some live-action teasers 
on the official website that explore the 
PATHOS-2 research team’s experiments 
with artificial intelligence. It’s pure Secure, 
Protect, Contain Foundation material (an 
online fictional paranormal information 
database) – to the point where Frictional 
has name checked scp-wiki.net as 
influential in SOMA’s plot development – 
and it’s the start of what appears to be 
gaming horror that pushes beyond the 
now-common pure survival and primal 
fear terror mixes.

“I think the next step for horror games 
is to deal with normality, connect it more 
to the real world and to have more 
build-up. Many of the really successful 
horror movies, such as The Exorcist, 
start out very down to Earth and then 
get progressively worse throughout the 
entire film. In games I think the pace 
often racks up too quickly, and there is 
more to explore if you have a game 
that just focuses everything on a final 
moment, like The Ring did. That is what 
I wanna see next.” 
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Your first port of 
call should definitely be 

PlayStation 4’s Outlast, but 
also take a trip to PC’s 
creepiest stairwell at:  
http://bit.ly/gmstair

www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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#2 GLITCHSPACE 
Control, fault, delete

#1

#2

#3

#4

#5

IndieMaster
The Best Of The Indie Scene!

“YOU DON’T NEED TO BE A PROGRAMMER 
TO PLAY, BUT IT DEFINITELY HELPS”

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

S
omewhere deep in the core of 
the global network there exists 
a world known as Glitchspace. 
We don’t know what it looks 
like (we’re picturing a gloomy 
cemetery beneath a giant, 

glowing Red Ring of Death, where withered 
trees are covered in MissingNo droppings and 
every headstone is engraved with ‘The Hero of 
Time’), but because this fabled universe is filled 
with ‘infinite possibilities’ and offers backdoor 
routes into every single system in cyberspace, 
we’re intent on reaching it.

The road to this realm is, unsurprisingly, paved 
with glitches. They manifest as big, red cubes 
and rectangles that float in the middle of 
otherwise blue skies, occasionally corrupting 
into smaller shapes before reforming as one 
solid object. And in this first-person puzzler, 
these glitches are your keys to the game’s 
abstract geometrical conundrums.

A debug’s life
Crack these objects with a decrypter and you’ll 
bring up a visual interface menu, in which you 
can link different parameter nodes to alter 
various functions. The programming language 
is known as ‘Null’, and has been created just for 
this game; and in a delicious, puzzling twist, 
unless you’re playing around in the sandbox 
mode the type of decrypter you use on the 
glitches affects the functions available to you.

Null lets you do a wide range of things to the 
glitches: apply forces to move them; deactivate 

collision detection to let you stroll through them; 
scale their size to jump on them or turn them 
into bridges, and change their elasticity to 
transform them into makeshift trampolines to 
reach high platforms. You don’t need to be a 
programmer to play, but comments from alpha 
testers suggest it definitely helps.

That’s mostly because the world 
manipulation isn’t just limited to moving blocks 
out of the way or multiplying them to cross 
caverns. Dig deep enough into Null’s language 
and you’ll discover ways to thieve Aperture 
Science’s patents and turn glitches into portals 
or gravity-free objects, or even geometric 
objects that react only to sound inputs. 

Unsurprisingly, it’s been built with Oculus Rift 
support in mind, and Space Budgie deserves 
credit for wiping away all traces of FPS combat 
after early testing proved unsuccessful. The 
adventure’s only set to last three hours, but 
function(if{like_concept=TRUE} then{witty_
positive_conclusion}; else{dismiss}). 

Developer Space Budgie  Format PC  Due Now (Alpha)  Web http://bit.ly/gmglitchspace

If it’s red, it’s a glitch ripe for reprogramming 
and reshaping to your platforming needs with 
your wireless ‘coding gun’. 

The visual programming uses a simple 
drag/drop interface, so while it looks 
complex it’s actually pretty easy to use.

NIDHOGG
The GM-favourite PC 
one-on-one dueller is 
PS4-bound, with eight-player 
tournaments (complete 
with bonus lightbar colour- 
matches for the different 
shades of swordsmen and 
women), a single-player 
training mode and both local 
and PSN play supported.

AXIOM VERGE
An easy one to describe, this: 
it’s 2D Metroid crossed with the 
game over on the left, there. 
Axiom Verge takes sequence- 
breaking to the next level by 
giving you control of glitches 
to corrupt through walls and 
scramble enemies in a 16-bit 
world that makes the likes of 
Contra look ordinary.

IRONCLAD TACTICS
An American Civil War 
card-battler (stick with us) 
featuring steam-powered 
robots from the maker of 
previous IndieMaster star 
SpaceChem and Infiniminer 
(yes, the game that inspired 
Minecraft). Chuck in co-op and 
a story told via graphic novel for 
a cracking experience.

JAMESTOWN PLUS
2011’s four-player top-down 
PC shoot-’em-up. Plus. Dev 
Final Form Games always 
intended to develop for 
consoles, and is celebrating 
this summer’s PS4 version of 
the co-op shooter with new 
ships, extra levels set on Mars’ 
moons Phobos and Deimos, 
and a new story chapter.

CHASM
A subterranean Metroidvania 
adventure about a young 
soldier called Daltyn who’s in 
search of a missing mining 
crew – set apart from the usual 
Samus crowd thanks to 
procedurally-generated worlds, 
which help create fresh 
challenges and surprises with 
every new descent. 

Small…  
But 
Perfectly 
Formed
Top five freshly announced  
PS4 indies

http://www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
http://bit.ly/gmglitchspace
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O 
f course that name is 
split-the-corners-of-
your-mouth-from-
laughing incredible, 
but somehow it’s 
not the best part. 

Not even close. Taking co-op gaming 
well into uncharted territories, 
KTANE (catchy, huh?) is a bomb- 
defusal experience for two or more. 

Player one is the bomb disposal 
officer, who’s armed with an Oculus 
Rift headset and either the Razer 
Hydra gaming controller sticks or, 
alternatively, a compatible PC 
controller. But what player one 
doesn’t have is the most important 
thing of all: the knowledge needed 
to disable the bomb.

That’s where players two, three 
and four come in. These are the 
experts, and they’re armed with the 
bomb manual. The only problem is 
that there are hundreds of types of 

bombs, and the manual covers all 
of them. The only way for the 
engineers to discover what bomb 
the disposal officer’s looking at and 
how to deactivate it (in case you 
didn’t figure it out, the bomb’s 
ticking down – otherwise the game 
wouldn’t be nearly as tense) is to 
carry on chatting. If you’re fortunate, 
no-one will blow up…

Boom raider
Imagine a boombox (pun very much 
intended) with alien-letter calculator 
pads, strips of coloured wires and a 
giant LCD clock glued to it. It’s a 
tough beast to describe with 
precision, especially as its buttons 
display a mix of familiar symbols 
(such as copyright logos) and 
bizarre creations (cue plenty of: “It’s 
like a backwards K joined to 
a forwards K, but not like the other 
backwards K that’s stuck onto the 
fish shape”).

To exacerbate matters, the manual 
is a series of printed PDFs that’s 
deliberately complicated to read, 
with jumbles of instructions for the 
team of engineers to pick through in 
order to relay the correct defusal 
codes to the disposal officer. Most 
games end in tears, but that 
once-in-a-hundred one-second-left 
defusal delivers adrenaline highs few 
games can match. Make your time. 

H
aving out-Hawked 
Tony Hawk this gen 
with their 2D arcade 
skateboarder OlliOlli, 
London’s Roll7 has 
turned its talents to 

out-Payning Max Payne with a frantic 
2D cover shooter.

Breathless blaster Not A Hero stars a 
purple time-travelling anthropomorphic 
rabbit called BunnyLord who wants to 
be mayor, and so hires you to be his 
campaign manager. To help Sir 
Myxomatosis-A-Lot gain power you’ve 
got to manage his run for office through 
liberal poster putting-uppering and rival 
gunning-downering – with different 
playable badasses giving you various 
tactical options on the election trail.

It’s a simple but attention-grabbing 
experience that clearly shares some 

coding DNA with OlliOlli. Success 
demands expert mastering of the 
mechanics: chiefly sliding into cover 
with pixel-precision timing and 
knowing when to reload your gun – this 
must be done at the right moment to 
avoid being mobbed by enemies. 

Notline Miami
OlliOlli’s consistent pacing doesn’t return, 
however: Roll7 has wisely learned the 
virtues of surprise, and so mid-level 
side-objectives and setbacks (shock 
SWAT team ambush, anyone?) inject 
some crucial variety into the side- 
scrolling formula. Though when we 
think about it, a game that lets you turn 
a room full of security guards into giblets 
by detonating a mewling kitten-bomb 
while diving out of a window to save 
your own skin was never going to 
struggle for variety, was it? 

#4 NOT A HERO
Bunny delight

Developer Roll7  Format PC  Due Summer  Web http://bit.ly/gmnotahero

The disposal officer has to describe 
what they see to the ‘experts’.

This screen isn’t at all like the aftermath of the GamesMaster team’s pub-based 
mag meetings. Nope. Nothing like ’em at all… Ahem.

#3 KEEP 
TALKING AND 
NOBODY 
EXPLODES
Somebody set up us the bomb

Developer Keep Talking Team  Format PC  Due Now (Alpha), 2015 (Final)
Web http://bit.ly/gmkeeptalk

“TURN SECURITY GUARDS TO
GIBLETS USING A KITTEN-BOMB”

http://bit.ly/gmkeeptalk
http://bit.ly/gmnotahero
http://www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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That should have been it – end of. We 
were halfway back to the street on our 
way to ‘acquire’ some transportation 
when we had a change of heart, turned 
on our heels, and marched back into the 
warehouse. We passed the body of the 
unconscious guard, went up the stairs 
and over to the window. 

We picked up the rifle from beside the 
sniper’s corpse. From the window, we 
had a good view of the facility below – an 
alternate path to completing the mission 
that we’d ignored in favour of our 
sneaky-sneaky approach. 

We found the henchman we wanted 
through the CCTV camera over his 
head. Lining up the crosshairs, we 
checked the Profiler app on our mobile, 
which gives our man Aiden a snapshot of 

every NPC in the game – name, age, 
occupation and a single other pertinent 
detail about their lives. This guard’s 
profile said, “killed a dolphin.”

Immoral quandaries
It’s in moments like these 
that Watch Dogs really 
shines. All the techno 
wizardry from the game’s 
trailers is just delicious 
digital icing piped onto a 
thoroughly modern 
morality tale – a power 
fantasy that plays 
wonderfully on current 
real-world fears about 
corporate and government surveillance 
by putting you on the other side of the 

public’s digital footprint. As master 
hacker Aiden Pearce, you have access to 
data on every person in the city. And with 
that data, you can do as you like. Are you 
The Dark Knight’s Batman, an ultimately 
benevolent force for justice using the 

city’s vast surveillance 
network in the fight 
against crime? Or are you 
Jigsaw from the Saw 
franchise, spying on the 
lives of others, judging 
them for their failings 
and punishing them 
according to your own 
twisted moral code? In 
Watch Dogs, you can be 

either, or you can be both.
All good superheroes (and villains, for 

that matter) need a tragic backstory, and 
Aiden is no exception. In the game’s 
opening, you learn that he’s a criminal 
– a hacker working to siphon money 
from Chicago’s glitterati in the lobby of 
an expensive hotel. Naturally, things go 
wrong, and a shadowy third party puts 

“ALL THE TECHNO WIZARDRY IS JUST 
DELICIOUS DIGITAL ICING PIPED 
ONTO A MODERN MORALITY TALE”
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The small print: We rate games in comparison to 
what else is available on the same system in the same 
genre at the time of release. So this year’s FIFA might 
score less than a FIFA from three years ago, but still be 
a better game. Because time, and our expectations, 
move on. Hey, you’re smart, you get it…

Not awarded 
based simply 
on score, but 
rather given 

to games that possess a 
special blend of qualities. 
For instant classics that 
you won’t regret owning.

HOW WE SCORE
0-39   Awful Avoid it as you would a bullet with your name on.
40-59   Poor Major issues here that won’t be solved with a hug.
60-79   Decent A mixed bag filled with sweets and sharp stones.
80-89   Good You’ll feel happy taking this home to show mum.
90-100   Superb Don’t buy this and everyone will laugh at you.

Format PS4 (reviewed), XO, Wii U, PC, PS3, 360  Publisher Ubisoft   
Developer Ubisoft Montreal  Out Now  Players 1-8

WATCH DOGS
Anything but phoning it in – Aiden Pearce is the 
modern superhero videogames deserve

W
e were home free. As Watch Dogs’ 
hacktavist poster boy we’d just finished 
sneaking around a floodlit outdoor 
facility crawling with henchmen. We’d 
hacked our way into a connecting 
warehouse, smacked down a witless 

guard, and slotted one into the back of the head of a sniper 
on the upper floor. From there, we’d been a ghost, using the 
facility’s CCTV network to study guard patrol routes. We’d 
gotten into the computer, grabbed the data, and left the way 
we came. No-one had suspected we were there. Except the 
goon we clobbered with our telescopic truncheon…

Reviews
The Final Verdict!

No ghost writers: can 
this channel the spirit 
of success, or should 
it have gone to 
spectre savers?

62 Murdered: Soul Suspect

http://www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
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Bet you never 
thought this would 
pack the emotional 
punches. Well it does, 
and much besides…

66 Wolfenstein: The New Order 72 Transistor 74 Ultra Street Fighter IV

Pretty as a (very 
pretty) picture, but 
has the gameplay 
been crafted just as 
colourfully?

Even better than 
being ‘just’ Super, we 
put the definitive SF 
IV edition through its 
Hadoken-ing paces.

http://www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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MOST WANTED
The Chicago underground 
is full of shady characters. 
Here are our five favourite 
ne’er-do-wells

#2 Clara Lille
An ace hacker helping Aiden for 
unknown reasons. She’s no fighter, 
but is easily Aiden’s equal with a 
keyboard and provides special hacks 
to help him out of scrapes.

#3 Damien Brenks
Aiden’s former partner and mentor, 
Damien is a hacker extraordinaire. 
Aiden thinks he’s greedy, but for the 
moment their uneasy relationship is 
to both of their benefits.

#4 Lucky Quinn
An untouchable Irish gangster, 
Dermot ‘Lucky’ Quinn has all ten 
fingers in grubby pies across Chicago, 
from drugs to weapons to worse. But 
no-one can prove anything…

#5 DedSec
A group of hacker vigilantes, DedSec 
spread their message of corporate 
and governmental distrust through 
garbled videos displayed on the city’s 
compromised video screens. 
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Using the app to 
destroy your 

enemies on the 
train/bus/loo

INFO  
BURST!

Hack the city
All the hackable objects you 
see on the ground are at your 
disposal in the companion 
app. Is your target heading 
for a bridge? Tap to raise it in 
the hope of sending them 
flying into a river. Maybe 
they’re trying to lose you in 
traffic? Tap the icon at an 
intersection to toggle the 
lights and let four lanes of 
vehicles bring them to a 
spectacular standstill.

Call the cops
With your target fully 
focused on avoiding 
exploding steam pipes and 
protruding bollards, pile on 
the pressure by deploying 
Chicago’s finest to harass 
them. You can choose where 
to send out your squad cars, 
predicting the direction in 
which your quarry will flee 
and tapping to place them, or 
deploy a SWAT vehicle to 
ram them off the road.

out a hit on him. The assassins miss 
Aiden, but kill his niece, setting up Watch 
Dogs’ central theme: how far would you 
be prepared to go for revenge?

All your base
Unfortunately for Aiden’s enemies, 
hackers in Watch Dogs’ near-future 
Chicago can do more than just deface 
messageboards and deliver unwanted 
pizzas to people. Here the city has 
become the guinea pig city for a control 
system called CtOS, which networks all 
the city’s security and utilities – water 
mains, traffic lights, bridges, trains, etc – 
together. It’s the sort of thing you might 
see proposed in a TED talk: a city that 
runs more efficiently, more securely and 
without the potential for human error. 
Until a human error like Aiden comes 
along that is.

As you’ll know from the million 
gameplay trailers, hacking is Aiden’s 
primary weapon against the city’s cadre 
of crooked cops, criminals and shady 
politicians. Most missions will involve 
your hacking something – whether that’s 
as part of reaching the objective or the 
objective itself.

For example, one thing that Watch 
Dogs likes to do is funnel Aiden into 
confined spaces – a gang hideout or a 
CtOS control centre, for instance – and fill 
it with roving enemies. Rather than just 
shooting or stealthing your way through 
(both of which are, in the main, viable 

options), hacking gives you some more 
interesting alternatives – the thinking 
man’s approach to villainy. 

You might, for example, hop on top 
of a forklift truck while a guard’s back 
is turned and hack it to raise you to the 
floor above, putting you in a better 
position to snipe from. Or, you might 
watch a guard walk unsuspectingly past 
a steam pipe, then blow it up in his face. 
There are enough paths through the 
missions that it’s rare that you’re forced 
to take a life if you don’t want to, and 
hacking gives you plenty of lethal and 
non-lethal options.

Ghost in the machine
But perhaps the most satisfying way of 
hacking an objective is to do so without 
entering the mission zone at all. Aiden 
can tap into cameras, and then ‘jump’ 
from one to another – so long as you 
can see the next hackable object, Aiden 
can quantum leap into it, bouncing 
from camera to camera like a ghostly 
digital pinball. 

So, if your objective is to break into 
a computer at the end of a slalom of 
guards, you might be able to jump from 

one CCTV mount to a second, then into 
the camera on a guard’s security uniform, 
wait for him to walk around a corner, then 
hop into the lens on an open laptop 
opposite your objective, and hack it from 
there. Then you simply walk away with 
the clueless plods none the wiser.

Hacking’s final – and arguably most 
critical – use is while driving. On foot, 
Aiden’s a capable fighter and infiltrator, 
but maybe half the game is spent on the 
road, usually chasing or being chased by 
some combination of gangbangers, cops 
or ‘Fixers’ – a seemingly infinite supply of 
gangland assassination squads. 

Like GTA, the more trouble you 
cause, the more doggedly your pursuers 
will chase you, with the police in 
particular calling in helicopters, spike 
traps, SWAT teams and the like. If you 
can break line of sight and avoid the 
cops’ CtOS scans (expanding yellow 
circles on your minimap that alert the 
authorities if they touch you), you can 
park your car and switch the engine off 
in the hope that your enemies will get 
bored looking for you – but it’s very easy 
to find yourself swamped and unable 
to break away.

“THE MORE TROUBLE YOU CAUSE, 
THE MORE DOGGEDLY YOUR 
PURSUERS WILL CHASE YOU”

WATCH DOGS

#1 Jordi Chin
Relaxed, charming and totally 
amoral, Jordi is a Fixer without 
scruples. He’ll provide everything 
from hostage interrogation to sniper 
support – so long as the price is right.

Find a victim
The left hand side of the 
companion app shows your 
buddy list and who’s online 
to hack. So long as you have 
a friend online who’s not 
playing a story mission, 
you’ll have the option to 
challenge them to complete 
a point-to-point race in the 
game proper while you try 
your best to scupper them in 
various ways via your tablet 
or smartphone.

Scramble air support
The police chopper is your 
eye in the sky and crucial to 
shutting down your foe. You 
move it by tapping on the 
screen and dragging over 
the city, exposing the shroud 
over Chicago and revealing 
your target. Hovering the 
chopper over an area also 
flags any obstacles that you 
can hack to bring your 
opponent’s escape to a 
bone-crunching halt.
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Aiden’s 
phone marks 

nearby objects that 
can be hacked – the 

white square will 
indicate vulnerabilities 

in everything from 
bridges to 

mobiles.

At some 
points in the 

story, you’ll have to 
solve puzzles using 
CCTV. You’ll have to 

bounce from one cam 
to another to find the 

vulnerable spot.

 

BREAK  AND ENTERING
Hacking Chicago’s digital fortresses

KNOWLEDGE IS 
POWER
Hacking is good for more 
than just traffic disasters. 
Using Aiden’s phone 
outside of the main story 
missions can throw up all 
kinds of possibilities and 
optional side missions…

NPCs highlighted in blue have data that 
Aiden can digitally pinch with his phone. 
This could be cash or crafting components. 

Sometimes Aiden’s phone will identify a 
potential crime victim. You can choose to 
ignore their plight or help them out.

The phone is also your only defence 
against multiplayer hackers. Profile all 
NPCs and watch for suspicious behaviour.

Thank goodness for Aiden’s 
smartphone. As you race after or away 
from enemies, you’ll be prompted to 
control obstacles as you approach them 
– bridges, bollards, traffic lights and so on. 
Hacking these objects just right can send 
other cars crunching painfully to a stop 
as you swan off to freedom. 

Most spectacular of all are the 
underground steam pipes, which blow 
with enough force to send plumes of 
boiling water 20 feet into the air and flip 
anything unfortunate enough to be 
above it end over end and out of the 
pursuit. Timing is crucial – but clicking in 
the right stick will activate a temporary 
Focus Mode (Watch Dogs’ answer to 
bullet time), giving you precious 
seconds to plan out your destructive 
strategy and execute it without careering 
into a river or accidentally bollard-ing 
yourself in the confusion.

It’s a lot of fun, at first. But sadly, the 
endless pursuits are one of the only parts 
of Watch Dogs that start to drag as the 
game goes on. The number of hacks you 
can perform is dependent on your 
smartphone’s battery, which is partially 
used up after each intrusion. 

Remote shutdown
Your battery does recharge and can be 
upgraded as Aiden levels up, but still 
takes time, and if you fail to wreck your 
pursuers with the first charge, chases 
can turn into repetitive laps of the same 
block, waiting for a second, third or 
fourth chance to hit the last bad guy 
with the same set of raisable bollards. 
It’s not disastrous, but knocking out an 
enemy that’s been obligingly tailing you 
round and round on the fifth try feels a 
bit like Aiden should still be driving with 
his L-Plates on.

Finally, Aiden has his one-off hacking 
gadgets. These single use craftables are 
dramatically more powerful than his 
regular arsenal of smartphone hacks and 
aren’t cheap to replace – but boy howdy 
are they fun. 

Blackout, for example, kills the power 
to several city blocks, and is perfect for 
when a chase gets out of hand and you 
need to slink off down an alley to lose the 
cops. A CtOS Scan reveals every enemy 
NPC in a wide radius, and is invaluable 
when trying to sneak through a well- 
guarded hideout or CtOS stronghold. 
Then there’s Jam Communications, or as 
we call it, the ‘No-you-bloody-well-don’t’ 
button. This disables all radios in the 
vicinity, preventing nosey, do-gooder 
pedestrians from calling the cops and 
enemies from bringing in reinforcements. 

There’s nothing so tense as seeing 
the little radio icon appear and start to 

fill over an enemy’s head, then trying 
to bring up the gadget wheel in time to 
scramble the call before another half 
a dozen enemies appear (though in a 
pinch, a well-placed grenade will placate 
the situation just as effectively).

But as with the driving segments, 
hacking on foot feels a bit under utilised. 
You don’t have to knock over many gang 
hideouts before you settle into a pattern: 
distract with forklifts, kill with steampipes, 
electronically pull the pins on grenades, 
then mop up any stragglers. 

This sort of gameplay is in Ubisoft’s 
DNA – emptying gang hideouts has that 
same satisfying cycle of observing, 
planning and executing as Far Cry 3’s 
pirate camps did. But it’s a shame that, 
barring one (brilliantly over-the-top) 
junkyard sequence later in the game, 
there are almost no great hacking 
setpieces to break up the bread-and- 

Switch 
Consoles 

control doors, but 
are usually hidden out 
of sight. The flickering 

lines leading from them 
indicate the doors or 

platforms they 
unlock.
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     butter intrusions. Would it have been too 
much to ask to have a mission in a 
factory filled with gruesome industrial 
machinery? Or some sort of computer- 
controlled robotics lab? Just a little more 
variation and imagination would have 
made Watch Dogs’ hacking sing. 

Chicago unplugged
Not that you’re forced into hacking all the 
time. Watch Dogs has an excellent stealth 
system that lets Aiden quickly shift 
between cover, and guards can be easily 
distracted from their patrols using Lures 
– Metal Gear Solid-esque sticky speakers 
that draw nearby enemies over with 
suspicious noises. Sneaking is 
complemented by Aiden’s non-lethal, 
truncheon-happy takedowns, which he 
performs with the sort of casual brutality 
that would make Jason Bourne wince.

If things do go to pot, Aiden’s a dab 
hand with firearms, too. While the game 
only gave us two silenced weapons (the 

pistol, which we used throughout, and 
later a submachine gun), you’re spoiled 
for choice when it comes to noisier 
boomsticks. Initially, you’ll start with 
assault rifles and handguns. But as you 
progress, you’ll work up to grenade 
launchers and – most satisfyingly of all 
– the full-auto shotgun. There’s no option 
to customise weapons (no sticking 
silencers on sniper rifles – boo), but there 
are enough vanilla options for you to 
quickly find a favourite.

The one criticism of the combat is that 
it falls apart quite readily if you decide to 
run away. The game seems to expect 
you’ll do the honourable thing: shoot 
your way out of a firefight, or drive 
around hacking stuff until everything 
following you is on fire. But if you’d rather 
scarper, we found two reliable methods 
of ending just about any chase. 

The first is to leap from your car and 
peg it up the steps to one of Chicago’s 
raised train stations. With the right skill 

upgrade, you can hack trains to go and 
stop as you please, and once the doors 
close and the train starts rattling along 
the line, the police lose track of you 
almost immediately. 

The second option is to burn it over 
to a dock, hijack a boat, and promptly sail 
like billyo away from the shore. The 
police don’t seem to have boats of their 
own and will pile up on the jetty, staring 
out to sea with their guns at the ready, 
hoping you have a change of heart. 
Sometimes they’ll send a helicopter 
after you over the water, but once you’ve 
got the skill to disable them temporarily 
with your phone, they might as well 
send a seagull.

Anti-social network
The AI enemies, then, aren’t really up to 
snuff. But the human foes are a whole 
other matter. Watch Dogs’ multiplayer 
includes the standard PvP modes you 
would expect: you can team up with 
other players to race or battle against 
groups of human Fixers for data in a 
spruced up capture the flag-a-like 
competition. 

These modes are fine and functional. 
Much more fun is the 1v1 challenge 
in which your Aiden slips into the 

“WE WATCHED AS OUR HAPLESS 
VICTIM SPRINTED INSENSITIVELY 
FROM MOURNER TO MOURNER”

Multiple player-controlled Fixers can 
team up to duke it out in a kind of 
hi-tech capture the flag mode.

BIG BROTHER IS 
WATCHING
Inside the CtOS 
substations

H acking into CtOS servers is 
a regular pastime for Aiden 
Pearce during his 

adventure, and doing so will bring 
whole new areas of the city under 
his control. 

But don’t forget to take a peek 
at the mountains of surveillance 
footage that the city is steadily 
compiling of its citizens, which 
includes everything from the 
completely mundane (a guy eating 
crisps and swearing at the ball 
game) to the deeply sordid (a 
definitely married man having, 
ahem, ‘extra-marital relations’ in 
a hotel room). 

Review
The Final Verdict!
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JUDGEMENT

 Plunging city blocks into the 
dark with the Blackout ability.

 Activating grenades that are still 
attached to their owners. 

LOVES…

Getting out of boats. Tumbling 
into the water is so not cool. 

Missions that insta-fail you if 
you’re detected.

HATES…

Infamous: Second Son
Conquering Delsin’s Seattle with 
superpowers is great, comic book fun 
– but bending Chicago to our will with 
just a phone is effortlessly cooler.

Better than…

Worse than…

Deus Ex: 
Human Revolution
Similar sci-fi morality parable, but its 
linear structure makes for a tighter 
story and stronger message.

Link up with other 
players for a 
standard point-to 
-point race, then 
throw a tantrum 
and blow up a steam 
pipe under their car 
twenty feet from the 
finish line. Better 
than Blue Shells.

ONLINE

Forget speculation 
about textures and 
frame rates – this is 
a winning new- 
gen proposition.  
Rich Wordsworth

%

gameworld of another to pilfer 
information from their phone for points.

Once you’ve materialised in another 
player’s game, they’ll get an alert that 
someone is trying to hack them. This 
begins a tense countdown: the 
percentage completion of the hack 
appears on the screens of both the 
hacker and the hack-ee, leading to a 
game of digital cat-and-mouse as the 
victim attempts to identify and kill the 
villain going after his data.

Simple enough, you might think – just 
look for the Aiden Pearce body double 
hanging about in a trenchcoat and 
facemask. But that’s the clever thing: 
while both players’ avatars appear to 
them as Aiden Pearce, to their opponent, 
they look just like any other member of 
the NPC crowd. 

The only way to identify the other 
player is up close with the Profiler app or 
through their behaviour, which leads to 
some delightfully fraught moments as 
the hacker when you’ll see this apparent 
lunatic NPC ricocheting between groups 
of pedestrians before making a beeline 
for your apparent innocent, and have to 
decide in a split-second whether to 
continue trying to blend in, or break into 
a run and peg it for a vehicle.

Once you’ve been on both sides a 
couple of times, you’ll start getting 
sneakier. Sure, you can stand gazing 
calmly out to sea like you’re just any 
other Joe Digital taking in the air, but the 
closer you get to the 100% hack mark, 
the smaller the area on the map that 
your victim will know to hunt you in. 
Get Profiled and you’ll have to escape 
with your opponent trying to kill you – 
sloppy stuff.

Promise delivered
A much better idea is to start the hack, 
then hop into a vehicle to hide while it 
completes. Or begin your intrusion, then 
hide on a roof. Our most successful hack 
took place in a graveyard, in which we 
just hunkered down behind a waist-high 
tomb. So concealed, we watched as our 
hapless victim sprinted insensitively 
from mourner to mourner, and simply 
ducked 90 degrees around the side of 
the tomb whenever it looked like he 
might spot us.

Round and round this tomb we went, 
while the poor sap climbed on top of 
graves, peered over walls, and ran up and 
down stairs desperately searching for us. 
Not great graveyard etiquette – but wow, 
what a rush.

But while Watch Dogs’ multiplayer is 
its most definably new-gen feature 
(visually, incidentally, it’s fine – just not as 
impressive as that original E3 reveal), it’s 
the narrative and the characters that 
make it such a must-play. Its story, which, 
even if you ignore the majority of the 
sidequests, will last you around 20 hours 
plus, is adult and twisted, with a cast of 
villains and not-quite-heroes all working 
their own secretive agendas. 

Aiden’s journey – like Far Cry’s Jason 
Brody before him – is a chain of 
progressively murkier decisions and 
justifications, and the game isn’t scared 
to pull you up short from time to time to 
ask you if you’re really comfortable with 
the man Aiden is becoming. 

That makes all the recent internet 
hand-wringing over resolution and frame 
rates doubly egregious. Watch Dogs is 
smart, punchy, HBO-boxset-worthy 
storytelling spun together with solid 
stealth, responsive gunplay and 
voyeuristic power fantasy. 

It isn’t perfect, and it isn’t the graphical 
supermodel that Ubisoft first showed 
off when the game was announced. But 
as the new-gen poster child we were 
promised, Watch Dogs delivers and 
then some. H
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Jordi Chin is a slippery sort, but his unflappable cool 
makes him one of WD’s most endearing characters.

Pull a gun on the street and pedestrians will call the 
cops. Point said gun at them and they’ll usually stop.

THRILLS AND SKILLS
Building up your own Vigilante

A
iden is far from a one trick pony – hacking is only one 
way to take on Chicago’s underground. As you 
progress through the game, you’ll earn skill points 
that you can use to upgrade every aspect of Aiden’s 

vigilante persona. Boosting hacking might allow you to control 
trains or disable pursuing helicopters, while piling points into 
driving increases Aiden’s off-roading skills, reduces damage 
taken from collisions and even ups damage dealt to other cars.

By the end of the game, you’ll have earned enough points to 
improve Aiden in almost all areas. But the order in which you 
choose to specialise profoundly impacts the game early on. Do 
you take upgrades to reduce noise while sprinting, or rush 
straight for abilities that allow faster reloads or reduced scope 
sway with sniper rifles? Is your Aiden more of a kick-the-doors-
in action hero than a softly-softly sneak-thief? Or will he crack 
the city’s criminal fraternities with technical nous and advanced 
gadgetry (for which sir will certainly be requiring the upgrade 
that lets Aiden snaffle extra money out from unsuspecting 
citizens’ bank accounts)?

In the beginning, we’d suggest channelling points into 
hacking – the abilities to raise bollards and bridges require 
separate unlocks in the skill tree, and playing Watch Dogs 
without hacking would be like playing GTA as a cyclist. But 
ultimately, whichever path you choose for Aiden’s quest for 
justice, Watch Dogs provides a skill route to suit.

WATCH DOGS
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D
etective games, 
which is what we’re 
Christening this 
genre, are not the 
same as puzzle 
games. In the latter 

– something like Machinarium, for 
instance – there’s no inherent flaw in 
having to scour high and low and click 
in all manner of places in order to find 
the crank handle that operates the 
forklift to move the caged rhino to free 
the herd of talking goats.

However here, and in similar propositions 
such as LA Noire, what you want is to 
have to use deduction: reaching a logical 
conclusion from a set of premises. You 
want to be using your reasoning, to be 
made to feel like Sherlock Holmes rather 
than a man with ADD and a hyperactive 
clicking finger.

As a game that is entirely centred on 
solving cases – Murdered has no free- 

roaming or driving or gunplay or the like 
to balance things out – this is doubly 
crucial. It’s sad then, that Soul Suspect is 
an inarguable failure in this regard. Pretty 
much every crime scene plays out the 
same: you’re in a room, and are told that 
there are x number of clues to collect. 
You wander around the environment, 
picking up various bits of evidence or 
observing peculiarities about the way 
things have been left, until you decide 
that you know enough to conclude what 
happened. The game then asks you a 
question, to which you have to select 
between one and three pieces of your 
found evidence as the answer.

The trouble is, this almost never 
requires any meaningful brainpower 
whatsoever. Cases boil down to things 
like ‘What would make the woman recall 
the killer?” to which you can pick ‘The 
killer’ as an answer. Or ‘Why was the girl 
trying to find the book?’ Um… ‘Because 
she was told to find the book’, perhaps? 

And when things do get challenging, it’s 
never because you’ve failed to do the 
groundwork or because your detective 
skills aren’t up to snuff, it’s simply because 
the game suddenly decides to change 
the rules on you or forget the basic tenets 
of logic. You’re left either patronised or 
exasperated, and almost never feeling 
a sense of achievement.

An in-spectre calls
It’s a shame because initially at least the 
game shows promise. You, Ronan 
O’Connor, have just been thrown out of 
a window and shot to death by the Bell 
Killer, who’s wanted for a string of 
murders around Salem. But instead of 
going up to smoke cigars with Morse in 
the great incident room in the sky, you’re 
stuck on Earth in ghost form until you 
solve the case. It’s one of those 
‘unfinished business’ scenarios, you see. 
And while the first case is elementary, 
you feel like perhaps you’re just being 

MURDERED: SOUL SUSPECT
Format PS4, XO (reviewed), PC, PS3, 360  Publisher Square Enix  Developer Airtight Games  Out Now  Players 1

A haunting lack of police involvment

You can keep staring all you want 
Ronan, but you’re still going to be dead. 
Tough break, big guy.
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JUDGEMENT

 Salem’s witchy history is 
interesting and well explored. 

 Being a gruff detective is always 
appealing on some level.

LOVES…

The police work is either overly 
simple or frustratingly illogical.

 A story which promises a decent 
amount, but falls away badly.

HATES…

CSI: Fatal Conspiracy
Not saying much, as accidentally 
tearing your own toenail off is 
preferable to this horrific TV show 
tie-in monstrosity.

Better than…

Worse than…

LA Noire
Sure it’s divisive, but Rockstar’s 
mid-century cop caper is the best 
we’ve had so far when it comes to 
compelling police work.

Frustrating and 
unrewarding crime 
solving surrounded 
by inconsistent 
gameplay systems. 
Joel Gregory

53%

“Alarm bells rang for me 
when after an hour I was left 
seething at the puzzles that 
aren’t puzzles. They don’t go 
away, and the barely framed 

demon battles break all kinds of 
atmosphere. Oh, and then there’s the 
semi-random collect-a-thon dullness 
peppered throughout. Cringe.” 
Matt Sakuraoka-Gilman, Games Editor

2ND OPINION

www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster

PLAYING BY THE 
GHOUL BOOK
How to go about living in 
an immaterial world

In between all of your rote crime 
solving there are various ghostly 
gameplay types that you’ll need to 

engage in as detective Deadpants 
O’Connor. Here are five of the 
inconsistent ways you’ll interact with 
the slightly more solid surroundings… 1 Walking through walls is initially 

enjoyable, but quickly grates when 
the game’s own logic fails to hold up.

2Turns out spectres love collectibles: 
as well as ghostly graffiti there are 

shed loads of other items to pick up.
3These chaps invade your world 

seemingly at random, and can make 
you even deader if you don’t escape…

5 Here’s a picture of a cat. There are 
several around Salem and you can 

possess them to get to higher ground.

eased in to the game’s systems and 
internal reasoning – plus the atmosphere 
is strong and there’s a genuine sense of 
curiosity as to who’s behind your fairly 
grizzly end.

Unfortunately two of these things 
don’t follow through as you’d like. The 
cases never get any more taxing – in fact, 
as you work out what the game wants of 
you they start to feel more and more 
basic – and the story also eventually 
begins to relax its grip on your interest. 
It sadly never goes far beyond ‘there’s a 
serial killer, find out who it is’, and while 
your introduction to a couple of support 
characters does engender a small 
amount of emotional investment, the 
case itself never twists or turns in a 
manner that one could properly describe 
as engaging.

Bricker man
What irks more is the inconsistency of the 
game’s systems, which have had to be 
seriously bastardised in order to toe the 
line between playability and making 
narrative sense. You see, you’re a ghost, 
so obviously you’re immaterial. This, 
theoretically at least, means the ability to 
move through walls. But that would break 
the game completely, so you can only 
move through some walls – specifically, 
the internal walls of buildings that you’ve 
already gone in to via an open door or 
window. The reason you can’t enter the 
structures themselves in this manner? 
Because, this being witch-paranoid Salem, 
the buildings have been consecrated to 
keep evil spirits at bay. Duh. 

You can also possess pretty much 
everyone you see. Sounds cool, right? 
Well yes, until you realise that your only 

ability within 95% of the population is 
to hear a throwaway snippet of their 
internal dialogue. Some you can ‘peek’ 
through their eyes to gain info, and 
others respond to the ‘influence’ 
command. Why only a small handful, 
though? Just because, and that’s enough 
of your questions.

Add to this irritating and unnecessary 
‘action’ sections where you have to 
escape from demons prowling certain 
areas, and you have a combination of 
elements that successfully tear you away 
from the world around you and the case 
you’re trying to solve. Things get so 
‘gamey’ so often that there’s no chance 
for meaningful immersion, and as such 
it’s hard to care as much as Soul Suspect 
wants you to.

Son of a witch
And although the game’s semi-open 
Salem is fairly limited in scope, one thing 
Murdered does manage to do is convey a 
sense of place. Mostly this is simply done 

via myriad collectibles, but these do 
present the town’s history and imbue it 
with a creepy atmosphere. Some of the 
incidental details and ghost stories that 
you can uncover are also deeply 
unpleasant, but in a way that chimes with 
the game’s ethos and enhances your 
enjoyment of the events playing out.

Even going after all of the trinkets and 
doing all the side-missions, Murdered 
won’t last you more than around eight 
hours – but that’s not remotely its main 
problem. The issue is that its core 
mechanic doesn’t work nearly well 
enough (or, to be frank, at all), and the 
narrative isn’t able to pick up the slack. 
This is a detective game in which the 
detecting lacks any meaningful sense of 
engagement or reward (or punishment 
for failure, which is equally important), 
and the gaming is let down by too many 
inconsistent and frustrating systems. 

There’s space in this genre to be sure 
– only LA Noire has come close to 
presenting an engaging, police-based, 
modern point-and-click adventure – but 
any new contenders need to pay far 
more attention to the actual police work 
underpinning them. Without doing so the 
conclusion we’ll keep deducing is that 
crime may not pay, but it sure is tedious 
to bring to justice. 

TIDINGS OF 
COMFORT AND JOY
Solid sidekick stands out

Murdered’s tale dips in 
quality after a decent start, 
and overall the script is 

inconsistent. But one of the high 
points is your teenage pal Joy, a 
medium who helps you in your 
quest. Your relationship’s not always 
the smoothest (things have an Ellie 
and Joel echo to them), but it’s the 
closest the game gets to eliciting 
emotional investment. 

4 … Doing so is a matter of hiding in 
these here smoky outlines, and 

quickly jumping from one to another.

“YOU’RE LEFT EITHER PATRONISED 
OR EXASPERATED, AND NEVER 
FEELING A SENSE OF ACHIEVEMENT”
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JUDGEMENT

Sports Champions
Sony’s take on Wii Sports showcased 
Move’s potential, but couldn’t harness 
it. Sportsfriends’ abstraction and 
hipster swagger beats it hands down.

Better than…

Worse than…

Towerfall Ascension
Sportfriends makes an admirable 
grasp for the couchplay crown, but 
Towerfall’s depth and subtlety makes 
it the more rewarding proposition.

“I’m almost certain there’s 
no other activity I’d rather 
pursue in a crammed, 
dark room with three other 
folk than Sportsfriends. 

Honestly, Johann Sebastian Joust is 
comfortably the most fun I’ve had 
with PS4. Its brand of same-screen 
multiplayer is a riot.”
Dave Meikleham, News Editor, OPM

2ND OPINION

You’ll need a sackful 
of Sony toys to get 
the most from it, but 
this delivers hours of 
ridiculous enjoyment. 
Phil Iwaniuk

%

Review
The Final Verdict!  JS Joust is the most fun you’ll ever 

have with a Move controller.

 Each of the four games glistens 
with simple, clean visual design.

Non-gamers are instantly hooked 
by the straightforward objectives. 

LOVES…

The amount of Sony kit required 
for the full experience is a big ask. 

HATES…

Game face is mandatory attire in 
a JS Joust battle. Daft hipster garb 
is optional though, thankfully. 

SPORTSFRIENDS
Format PS4 (reviewed), PS3  Publisher Die Gute Fabrik  Developer Die Gute Fabrik  Out Now  Players 2-4 (PS4), 2-7 (PS3)

The very best way to trash your front room

A
mere four years 
after the confused 
hybrid of ping-pong 
ball and electric 
shaver that is the 
PlayStation Move 

hit the shelves, it finally has a killer app. 
Johann Sebastian Joust, a no-screen 
local multiplayer wonder and one of 
four games in the Sportsfriends 
compendium, is so rabidly enjoyable it 
doesn’t even matter that the Joust- 
Bach non-rhyme is the worst attempt 
at wordplay since Hodor’s rap career.

Whack rhymes aside, there is logic 
behind Joust’s forenames. While music 
from Bach’s Brandenburg concertos 
plays, you and up to three friends (or 
seven of you on PS3) attempt to set off 
the motion sensor in each other’s Move 
while keeping yours intact, prancing 
around like maniacal debutantes in an 
oddly dignified cage fight. 

Without warning the music will surge 
in tempo, allowing everyone a wider 
range of movement without setting off 

their motion sensors. With just as little 
warning, the concerto will ease back to 
its stately procession, halting any hell- 
for-leather moves you were attempting 
in an instant. Barring a few secret 
unlockables which we won’t spoil for you, 
that’s JS Joust in its entirety. More than 
enough to enthral you and your mates 
for many evenings of personal space- 
flouting fun. Even without a Move in your 
hand (DualShocks are also compatible), 
the spectacle is quite something.

Main event
Goodness, is that the time? And we 
haven’t mentioned three quarters of the 
game yet – rightly so actually, because JS 
Joust is the undisputed headline act of 
Sportsfriends. Its peers are Super Pole 
Riders, in which sexualised pole vaulters 
attempt to move a ball on a string 
towards each others’ goal, BaraBariBall, a 
2D Smash Bros-meets-volleyball brawl, 
and top-down table-hockey/keep away 
crossbreed, Hokra. 

Let’s start with Pole Riders, whose 
name is some indication of its kinky 

undertones. It’s not overt like Mount Your 
Friends, which was all, “Look at all these 
penises! Aren’t they jiggly?” but instead 
describes its various combatants as 
‘adventurous’ or ‘limber’, and lingers on 
their bums in post-game menus. You’ll 
either take to its obtuse controls (this is 
another game from QWOP dev Bennett 
Foddy) right away, or forever be pinned 
down by the poles of those who do. 

BaraBariBall is a much better two- 
player game than it is with four. On a 
platform above water, you must grab the 
ball and lob it in your opponent’s side of 
the wet stuff while defending your own. 

Hokra is Sportsfriends’ silver medallist. 
Again it’s incredibly simple – grab the ball, 
take it to your team’s zone while stopping 
opponents from doing the same – but 
the increasingly devilish layouts and 
constant potential for a game-winning 
incredi-pass between team-mates hold 
your collective interest in a vice. 

This is a lovely, light-hearted, 
free-spirited offering, but it does come 
with provisos. If you’re not going to play 
with mates, it’s useless. If you don’t 
have Move controllers, a PlayStation 
camera, or more than two DualShock 
4s, its best game is useless. However, if 
you bought into Move in 2010, convinced 
it was the future of gaming, here’s an 
incredibly stylish and giddy (if slightly 
late) bundle of enjoyment.  

“DESCRIBES ITS COMBATANTS AS 
‘ADVENTUROUS’ OR ‘LIMBER’ AND 
LINGERS ON THEIR BUMS”H
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JUDGEMENT

 Doing unspeakable things in 
pursuit of money and power.

 Seeing the history of a city 
written into its architecture. 

LOVES…

It’s all a bit familiar if you’ve 
played the past games. 

The salsa soundtrack is in 
desperate need of more tunes. 

HATES…

SimCity
Tropico 5’s islands aren’t exactly big, 
but the scale of the simulation means 
that their size is far more appropriate 
than SimCity’s claustrophobic plots.

Better than…

Worse than…

Crusader Kings 2
If you want intrigue, double-dealing 
and betrayal, you can’t do better than 
Paradox’s soap opera strategy. It’s 
Game Of Thrones without the dragons.

L

Multiplayer is 
offered for the first 
time in the series' 
history. It lets you 
embark on a 
sandbox campaign 
with up to three 
friends to fight 
over an island’s 
resources.

ONLINE

Light-hearted parody 
belies a deep 
simulation. Familiarity 
aside, oppressing the 
masses is rarely such 
fun. Phil Savage

%

TROPICO 5

The 
picture-in-picture 

view keeps you abreast 
of important 

information, such as 
trading, immigration 

or unrest.

Roads and 
pavements are 

constantly in use as 
your simulated citizens 

go about their 
day-to-day  
business.

Optional missions 
appear throughout 
the game, offering 
special bonuses for 
fulfilling a political 
faction’s request.

As you progress 
through the eras, the 

island becomes an 
architectural patchwork 
of different styles from 

different times.

 

 

TROPICO 5
Format PC  Publisher Kalypso Media  Developer Haemimont Games  Out Now  Players 1-4

Dirty politics wash up against the clear waters of paradise

C
ity-building games 
are an earnest 
bunch. SimCity has 
always encouraged 
you to be a paragon 
of urban planning, 

creating an environmental haven for 
a happy and productive population. 
Tropico 5 would rather tempt you to 
the low road. It may not be ‘right’ to sell 
uranium to the USSR, embezzle public 
funds or tamper with ballots, but it is 
profitable. Isn’t that what really counts?

Before you go running to the Guardian, 
know that the game’s tongue is planted 
firmly in its cheek. It’s a parodic power 
fantasy in which you’re the ruling 
dynasty of a Caribbean banana republic. 
From your floating perspective above the 
city you not only construct buildings and 
lay infrastructure, but also negotiate with 
superpowers, make trade deals and write 
your island’s constitution.

These political, economic and social 
aspects are all linked, meaning minor 
changes can have a dramatic effect. In 

one game, we tanked our economy in 
pursuit of a lucrative trade deal. To keep 
in the black, we abolished free healthcare. 
With happiness at an all-time low, it was 
the worst possible time for an election to 
be called. Luckily, we’d installed a secret 
police force. With a couple of bribes and 
a small bit of vote-rigging, we were 
re-elected by a comfortable margin.

Behind the silliness of the skullduggery, 
there’s a deep simulation at work. Every 
citizen can be selected as they go about 
their daily routine, giving you the option 
to pick from a series of special actions. If 
you uncover a rebel, you can order your 
military to perform a hit, but doing so 
could turn any witnesses to their cause.

Date dictator
It’s technically possible to shun corruption 
in favour of a utopian paradise. That was 
always the best option in previous 
Tropico games, where overall happiness 
was easier to boost. In Tropico 5, the 
introduction of eras makes it a more 
difficult path. Rather than an indefinite 
Cold War, now your island advances from 

colonial through to modern times. Once 
you’ve met the criteria for one era, you 
move onto the next, gaining a bigger pool 
of buildings and more research options. 
But you’re initially limited by the tech of 
the age, and it’s hard to breed 
contentment while amenities are sparse.

The progression means each 
individual game is longer and supports a 
greater breadth of industry and policies, 
but the earlier eras suffer from a lack of 
variety. In particular, the colonial period 
tends to play out the same way every 
time, and eventually we took to skipping 
it via the robust sandbox set-up options. 

Repetition aside, it’s great that the 
structure pushes you towards outlandish 
solutions. That’s further encouraged by a 
new dynasty system that persists across 
all games. Each family member can be 
upgraded through funds diverted to your 
Swiss bank account. It’s a balancing act, 
tempting you with personal gain at the 
expense of your populace.

Thanks to these new features, Tropico 
5 is comfortably the best game in the 
series. Unfortunately it’s still not 
significantly different to its predecessors. 
From the looks, to the sound, to the type 
of buildings that you’re placing, much of 
what it offers has been done before. While 
the lack of true innovation is something 
of a disappointment, it shouldn’t put you 
off. This is the version we’d vote for. 

“WITH A COUPLE OF BRIBES AND A 
SMALL BIT OF VOTE-RIGGING, WE 
WERE COMFORTABLY RE-ELECTED”H
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Format PS4 (reviewed), XO, PC, PS3, 360  Publisher Bethesda Softworks  
Developer Machine Games  Out Now  Players 1

Review
The Final Verdict!

The tale begins in 1946. The Second 
World War is drawing to a close, but not 
as the history books would have it. In the 
world of The New Order, the Nazis are 
winning, propelled towards atom bomb- 
flavoured victory by an initially 
inexplicable jump forward in technology. 
At the top of this straight-legged march 
into hellish facist dominion is General 
Deathshead, a disfigured villain familiar to 
series vets but who is reborn in instantly 
despicable fashion. 

During an explosive assault on the 
general’s compound involving, among 
other things, mechanised dog attacks, 
cunning stealthy bits and ramparts rife 
with ash-filled torture/incinerator 
chambers, Blazko gets knocked for six. 
Washed up and cared for in a Polish 

mental asylum, BJ remains in a 
catatonic state for 14 years before 
awakening in the full on alternate history 
of the 1960s. The Nazis have won. English 
is a dead language. The resistance is all 
but quashed.

Saw point
Before we move on to 
the gunplay, take a 
moment to let the 
bleakness of this setting 
sink in. Before even a 
single bullet has been 
spent in this alternate 
timeline, Machine Games 
take the time to ensure you’re starkly 
aware of how the cards lie. The 
gruesome opening of the game proper 

sees you ‘extract’ information from a Nazi 
officer with a chainsaw. Rather than be a 
gore showcase or an attempt to reach for 
headlines, this is a powerfully emotive 
sequence, tailgating said officer’s 
horrifically wanton homicide at the 

asylum that inadvertently 
caused Blazko to awaken. 
Machine Games knows 
that it takes character to 
sell you on a world. When 
it comes to constructing a 
cast of believable, often 
hateful individuals, we 
can think of few to have 
done it better.

Worry not, ye of cutscene skipping 
proclivity. There are guns. Lots of them. 
There’s something of a Resistance vibe in 
how they’ve been rejigged with Nazi 
dominance in mind, too. The iconic 
Mauser-style pistol that you play with in 
1946 becomes a burst fire-packing, 
thicker-barrelled version of itself. 
Shooting is tidy and efficient, if lacking 
heft. Cover can be leaned over easily 

WOLFENSTEIN:
THE NEW ORDER
C

onsidering it’s been around in one form or 
another since 1981, it’s fair to say that we 
leapt into this Nazi-murdering series 
reboot with a few pre-emptive 
expectations in place. There will be 
violence, intense shootouts and castles, 

we naturally assumed. Such is certainly the case. But The 
New Order does something we never expected. With a 
single-player focus not watered-down by online features 
and obtrusive social fetters, the first-person adventures of 
protagonist William ‘BJ’ Blazkowicz play out through a 
powerfully implemented story. 

Old hand makes war on expectations by packing 
a whole lot more than grunt

“MECHANISED DOG ATTACKS, 
CUNNING STEALTHY BITS AND ASH-
FILLED INCINERATOR CHAMBERS”
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while looking down iron sights and a little 
further into the game you’ll find some 
more surprises that the Nazis have 
cooked up. We won’t spoil them too 
much beyond saying they are delightfully 
destructive and almost always pour 
empowerment gravy over the rest of 
the shooty roast.

Das loot
You’ll need that power, too. The Nazis 
have hardly been sat on their bloodied 
hands for 14 years. Mech-infused super 
soldiers roam the corridors, while 
heavily-armoured rocket troopers join 
the fray alongside Commanders with a 
knack for calling in reinforcements. 
Surprisingly stealth is not only a valid 
option at almost all times, it’s one of the 
more rewarding ones. There are no 
superfluous powers or skill wheels to 
distract you, just a pistol with a silencer 
and a knife for melee takedowns.  

Some sequences require stealth to 
progress, stripping you of your arsenal 

and slapping you bang in the middle of 
grim surroundings chocka with Nazi 
patrols. Rather than slow up the 
otherwise bullet-heavy fare, excellent 
level design – with secret entrances, 
eye-holes in the walls and ventilation 
shafts aplenty – means you’ll always feel 
that while you’re up against it when using 
stealth, you’re still gifted with options.

Throughout your adventures you’ll 
travel to some pretty varied places, both 
in terms of the settings themselves as 
well as the level design within them. 
Some are corridors needing a good 
clearing out with dual-wielded assault 
rifles. Others, however, are finely tuned 
story arenas designed to stop you in your 
tracks, forcing you to pull up and drink in 

intentionally paced, emotive scenes. 
Rather than spoil those moments’ 
impacts, we’ll just point out that Lara 
Croft had it easy crawling through the 
human meat-filled dungeons below 
Yamatai. There’s a nasty taste of reality 
in The New Order’s serving of alternate 
history gore. 

Alongside this laudable pacing comes 
an admirable narrative construction of 
the world. Newspaper clippings reveal 
how the rest of the planet is coping, from 
the snowy climes of London, under the 
vice-like grip of an oppressive overseer 
mech, to the Gibraltar bridge, an 
architectural masterpiece that allowed 
the Nazis access to the African continent. 
These are places you read about, or hear 

about, before you visit them. Like a God 
Of War boss you can see in the distance, 
there’s a keen sense of impending 
awesome throughout as a consequence.

That’s not to say that everything is 
laden in fun-killing bleakness. The boss 
fights are the stuff of legend. In fact, the 
exhausting finale, which drags you 
through huge emotive climaxes, 
devastating showdowns and one of the 
best final lines ever, is intensely 
memorable. Not since MGS plonked us 
atop Rex in a fisticuffs with Liquid have 
we been more inclined to beat the tar 
out of an enemy with such vigour.

In between these grim locales and 
intense show downs come injections of 
masterful, trope-smashing writing. One 
particular scene takes place on a train. 
Every first-person shooter has a train 
level, right? Not like this, we assure you. 
The stage opens with Blazkowicz 
bashing a coffee machine in the catering 
carriage while attempting to remain 
incognito. It unfolds to reveal one of the 

“GIVEN FLESH THROUGH BELIEVABLE 
AFFECTATIONS AND FLAWS TO GO 
WITH THE BRASS AND THE BALLS”

CASTLE  
WOLFENSTEIN (1981)
A straight-laced stealth game, 
this Apple II title boasted a 
top-down perspective and 
required you to escape the 
eponymous SS-filled citadel with 
war plans in tow. Less shooter, 
more adventure.

WOLFENSTEIN 3D (1992)
This is where most of us over 25 
climbed aboard the good ship 
first-person shooter. Id Software 
took the setting of the first game 
and shifted it into controversial 
fifth gear, with ten Nazi-packed 
levels culminating in a quad- 
gatling gun-toting Hitler boss. 

RETURN TO CASTLE
WOLFENSTEIN (2001)
Blazkowicz was doing the whole 
reboot thing a decade and a half 
ago, with this reimagining of 
Wolfenstein 3D. A new 
multiplayer mode paved the way 
for FPSs to come, pitting Allies 
against Axis. 

WOLFENSTEIN (2009)
Poor sales and some rather 
average review scores didn’t 
tell the whole story of this 
enjoyable romp through the 
town of Isenstadt. It all got a 
bit silly, which was fine, with 
paranormal hi-jinks turned 
up to elf.

SERIES GUIDE
Your papers, bitte. Ready for a Wolfenstein check up?

Wondering how Blazko came to know some of the cast of The New Order? Pick up 2009’s Wolfenstein.
Bethesda released Wolfenstein 3D for free on browsers 
for its 20th anniversary: http://bit.ly/gmwolf3d

The original Wolfenstein was made by Muse Software, 
also responsible for Space Taxi and Firebug.

http://bit.ly/gmwolf3d
http://www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
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WOLFENSTEIN: THE NEW O

1Don’t wait to try out 
new things when it 
comes to combat, 

as many of the perks 
are locked off from the 
beginning until you 
start experimenting. 
Stealth fans, for 
example, will need to 
perform a certain 
number of takedowns 
before unlocking the 
ability to throw knives.

2Performing 
headshots will 
unlock a critical hit 

bonus, as well as 
eventually leading to 
quicker reloading 
times and larger clips 
for all of your weapon 
types. This is especially 
useful for Marksman 
rifles. This Tactical perk 
tree also coughs up a 
Quick Draw skill.

3The Assault perk 
tree eventually 
allows for faster 

running, tougher 
endurance and the 
ability to pick up more 
ammo on the fly. One 
perk unlocks after 
killing three Nazis with 
one trigger press while 
dual-wielding. The 
perfect time for an 
enraged scream.

4You’ll need to take 
out two enemies 
with one grenade 

before you step onto 
the Demolition perk 
tree. Once you do 
though it’s all about the 
’nade tossing fun times. 
While rocket 
magazines also 
increase in size, it’s the 
Throwback skill which 
becomes essential.

Lock-picking 
requires careful 

timing and a splash of 
luck. As such it quickly 

ends up being 
frustrating, though 

rewarding.

Press up on 
the D-pad to bring 

up two identical 
weapons for 

dual-wielding fun. 
Especially useful for 

crazed bunker 
onslaughts.

 

  

 

THE BREAKDOWN
The ins and outs of your new shooting regime

most enrapturing villains we’ve come 
across in a long while. Frau Engel, as she 
is known, is at times comically evil, at 
others sickeningly repulsive and always 
worth being around. She reminds us, in 
all the tension-fuelling ways, of Chistoph 
Waltz’s character in Quentin Tarantino’s 
Inglorious Basterds. The ‘test’ that she 
doles out on the train, complete with a 

steadily peaking soundtrack, is a gaming 
moment to savour.

Love games?
We keep coming back to that story. The 
characters you meet, whether good, bad 
or in-between, are threaded with 
narrative credence, given flesh through 
believable affectations and flaws to go 

with the brass and the balls. As you 
eventually meet up with a larger band of 
resistance members you’ll root for some, 
hate others and connect with the rest. 
Not in a kooky videogame way, either. 
Machine Games uses every cinematic 
trick in the book. Expect 360 degree 
rotating pans, crash zooms and even at 
one point a split-screen-style 24-esque 
bit. With the exception of one level in the 
latter half of the game (which, as ever, 
we’re loathe to spoil) there is no such 
thing as wasted effort in Wolfenstein. 
Everything is here for the betterment of 
the story and your breathless experience 
powering through it.

Had our preconceptions been correct 
The New Order would have been a silly 
but fun game. With its near impeccable 
ability to deliver an impactful story, even 
to the point of including one of the most 
believable, least clichéd love stories we 
can remember seeing in games, it has 
become so much more. Achtung, 
readers. Prepare for the feels. 

       

JUDGEMENT

LOVES…

HATES…

Metro 2033
Similarly single-player focused but 
lacking the polish. Also, The New Order 
frames the various languages of its 
cast wonderfully.

Better than…

Worse than…

Half-Life 2
It speaks volumes that it takes a classic 
shooter of this extreme calibre to 
challenge Wolfenstein: TNO in terms 
of narrative impact.

Big and ballsy but 
with the brains and 
some brilliant writing 
to back it up. 
Matthew Sakuraoka-
Gilman

9 %

OR EEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEEERRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRRR

       
……

If you’re opting for 
the new-gen physical 
copy: be warned. 
There’s a beastly day 
one patch to 
download before you 
get started. On PS4 
it’s 5GB, while XO 
owners get a hefty 
7.3GB chunk. 

NEED TO KNOWi

INSTANT EXPERT
Unlocking perks works a little differently in The New Order

You’ll need to 
take out the 

Commanders to 
ensure they don’t call 
for help. Do this and 

you’ll highlight 
collectibles on the 

map, too.

An action 
early on will let 

you either lock-pick or 
hot-wire. The latter is 

easier, requiring you to 
press bared cables 
together to unlock 

safes etc.

 The narrative is intelligently 
written and brilliantly voiced.

 Incredibly adept at delivering 
memorable moments.

Maintains an exhausting level of 
tension throughout.

One level honks like a Bond 
movie set from the ’80s.
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JUDGEMENT

LOVES…

Mercenary Kings
They share a low-fi design aesthetic 
and a love of shooting things in the 
face, but Super Time Force is cleverer, 
wittier, and better designed.

Better than…

Worse than…

Super Meat Boy
Bettering Team Meat’s astonishingly 
tight controls is a tall order indeed, 
and this just can’t keep pace with the 
XBLA classic.

LOV

“The time-warping 
mechanics unfold over the 
first few stages as pure 
chaos, but as you unravel 
more characters and their 

particular abilities you’ll find yourself 
actively planning ahead. It’s funny, too, 
with witty writing and a Hitchhiker’s 
Guide feel to it that had me chuckling.”
Matt Sakuraoka-Gilman, Games Editor

2ND OPINION

A clever time-
travelling action game 
that makes most 
platformers feel 
shallow in comparison. 
Ben Maxwell

85%

 The feeling of power as you fill the 
screen with doppelgängers.

 Capybara’s distinctive, meme- 
ridden sense of humour. 

The beautiful, pixellated takes on 
Earth’s different eras.

Fights that don’t take advantage 
of the game’s clever mechanics.

HATES…

It’s possible to add more time to the 
minute countdown by finding clocks 
dotted throughout levels. 

SUPER TIME FORCE
Format XO (reviewed), 360  Publisher Microsoft  Developer Capybara Games  Out Now  Players  1

Taking mind-bending liberties with time

E
verybody knows 
that if you want a 
job done properly, 
you should hire a 
skilled professional. 
But sometimes, due 

to mitigating factors such as bank 
holidays or the total destruction of 
time and space as we know it, muggins 
is the only available option. The 
members of time-travelling guns-for- 
hire the Super Time Force have an 
enviable advantage, however, in that 
they can repeatedly rewind time and 
create duplicates of themselves when 
faced with particularly difficult 
challenges or other inconveniences 
like, say, violent death. 

In fact, they can rewrite history more than 
30 times per level (you can top up your 
Time Outs by collecting Glorbs, golden 
diamonds found in destructible objects or 
dropped by enemies) and as you only 
have 60 seconds to complete each one, 
you’re going to appreciate the help. 
Things start off gently enough, but with a 

single bullet spelling the end of a run and 
increasingly robust enemy health bars, 
getting to the end without reinforcements 
quickly becomes impossible.

Each team member brings something 
slightly different to the outfit. Jean 
Rambois, for example, wields a rather 
pitiful single-shot rifle, but charge up his 
special attack by holding the fire button 
and he’ll spray bullets in a conical storm 
of death for a few seconds. And, of 
course, each time you rewind time and 
create another Rambois iteration, that 
storm gets denser and more deadly. 
Shields Blockerson, meanwhile, has no 
projectile weapons, but can use his riot 
shield to stop enemy bullets or bash the 
pesky people firing them. 

Seconds out
It all starts to make sense the moment 
you realise that having three seconds on 
the clock by the time you reach a tough 
boss needn’t be an insurmountable 
obstacle. Sure, Dolphin Lundgren’s 
machine gun or even Jef Leppard’s 
grenade launcher might not make much 

of a dent on their own, but 30 of either of 
them will topple even the most stubborn 
health bars in seconds. However, it’s 
during boss fights that fractures start to 
appear in Capybara’s otherwise elegantly 
designed system. While getting through 
each level presents a meta-puzzle of 
figuring out what combination of Time 
Forcers to use (perhaps a Jef Leppard or 
ten to clear out hard to reach enemies in 
cover and a few shotgun-wielding 
Melanie Gibsons to quickly topple doors), 
most boss fights are simply about 
layering up your firepower, and thus 
sometimes feel like a war of attrition.

For the most part, though, the pieces 
of this incredibly complex machine are 
well lubricated and fit together snugly. For 
instance, if you can prevent the death of 
an ally – by shielding them from the fatal 
bullet somehow or killing the enemy that 
fired it – they will remain at the point of 
their death, frozen in time, for you to 
collect. Do so, and you’ll be granted a one- 
shot shield and the character’s special 
power. Charge your fire button, and you’ll 
unleash both specials consecutively, and 
can keep doing so until you take a bullet. 

It’s moments like this that reveal the 
daunting depth hidden beneath Super 
Time Force’s side-scrolling pixel-shooter 
facade, and make such a convincing case 
as to why you really should set aside 
some time to play it.  

“YOU CAN REWIND TIME AND
CREATE DUPLICATES OF YOURSELF
WHEN INCONVENIENCED BY DEATH”H
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You can plan a series of attacks in 
advance before letting loose by 
freezing time for a few seconds.

D
espite the pseudo- 
scientific warnings 
about maintaining 
a certain distance 
from the TV, one 
could argue that 

admiring this at a dangerous proximity 
is a risk worth taking. This bewitching 
action-RPG, developed by Bastion 
creator Supergiant Games, will compel 
players to shuffle their seats close in 
and be engulfed by its meticulously 
decorated world. 

Transistor’s depiction of Cloudbank, a 
sprawling fictional city that stretches into 
the sky, is perhaps the game’s defining 
and unforgettable characteristic, and 
offers an exceptional, dream-like vision of 
how art co-exists with technology in the 

distant future. Think of a renaissance era 
set within the post-information age. 
Blues music echoes through futuristic 
alleyways and lovingly detailed concert 
posters blanket the streets.   

Snowden’s nightmare
Perhaps most fascinating are signs of a 
world that has accepted and grown with 
mass-surveillance, and how it appears to 
have only amplified the value people 
place on performance, individuality and 
expression. The opening promenade 
level, for example, boasts dazzling 
architectural showpieces adorned with 
lavish furnishings and deep red curtains 
that you can almost feel the weight of. 

Cloudbank is an AI city with a soul; 
immense care has been taken to 
preserve its unique deco-punk charm, 

right through to the little details, such as 
the hazy fluorescent lighting, the 
old-fashioned internet terminals, the 
cobbled stone floors and the murals.

Then there’s Red. If the game’s 
glistening, adorned streets won’t draw 
your eyes to the TV’s warm glow, then its 
heroine certainly will. Red represents 
everything the city craves – charisma, 
grace, beauty – and it beggars belief how 
much non-essential work was 
undertaken just to expand her character. 

Press L1, for example, and Red will 
begin to hum along to the music with a 
heavenly pitch, no matter what is playing 
in the background. The sheer extent of 
work required for this – from planning to 
recording to programming to testing – is 
painful to think about. 

At the game’s outset, it’s established 
that Red’s voice is taken from her after 
being attacked by an unknown group. 
Yet she is so infatuated by music that 
she will continue to hum even though 
she can’t sing. As she does, the world 
stops, a spotlight glows around her, and 
rays of soft sunlight beam in. Her 

TRANSISTOR
Format PS4 (reviewed), PC  Publisher Supergiant Games  Developer Supergiant Games  Out Now  Players 1

Strategic swordplay can’t match sights and sounds

“YOUR PAL IS A TALKING SWORD
WHO INHABITS THE SOULS OF
PEOPLE WHO HAVE PASSED AWAY”

THANK YOU FOR 
THE MUSIC 
The soundscape is even 
better than the visual one

E ver since Space Invaders 
broke onto the scene with 
that iconic “duh-duh-de-duh”, 

certain games have been defined by 
their wonderful music and sounds. 
Of course, these days things have 
become a little more complex than 
hummable chiptunes such as 
Sonic’s Green Hill Zone 2. 

Transistor takes things one step 
further by hiring musician Darren 
Korb to compose a mesmirising 
60-minute soundtrack, along with 
the amazing vocals of Ashley 
Barrett. The bluesy background 
music can be purchased online as 
a standalone album, or streamed 
for free on YouTube (http://bit.ly/
gmtransistor) and is absolutely 
worth checking out. 

COLOUR CODED 
Got the blues?

Visual variety is one of Transistor’s 
standout strengths, with each world 
made distinct by basing it around a 
single colour.   

http://bit.ly/gmtransistor
http://www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
http://bit.ly/gmtransistor
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 Some truely exceptional  
visual craftsmanship.

 Painstakingly detailed and 
uniquely charming.

LOVES…

Not enough versatility in the 
challenge itself. 

Battles become somewhat 
repetitive and dreary. 

HATES…

Deathspank 
Ron Gilbert’s action-RPG similarly 
suffers from an exploitable battle 
system, and isn’t half as beautiful as 
Transistor either.

Better than…

Worse than…

Mass Effect
Okay, so BioWare’s catering spend 
alone is probably bigger than the entire 
Transistor budget, but the team knows 
how to create balanced RPG action.

Most people will rarely even notice 
the DualShock 4’s light bar while playing 
a game. But, as a fairly cool party trick, 
here it flashes in sync whenever the 

Transistor speaks. 

NEED TO KNOW

Bewitchingly beautiful 
with sharp writing, 
but its gameplay 
doesn’t take the same 
steps forward.  
Rob Crossley
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Developer 
Supergiant Games 

clearly likes to use soft, 
hazy overlays as an 

effect, which givs the 
world a dream-like, 

fantasy quality.

Transistor 
has an isometric 

perspective, which 
naturally lends itself 

well to drawing blocky 
structures such as the 

game’s many 
architectural 

delights .
On occasion 

the game will 
blend in foreground 

images to give a 
fantastic sense of 

depth. Here we see an 
entire assembly line 

of foes.

Our hero Red 
is kept at a 

distance, which is a 
shame considering how 

gracefuly she moves, 
but it allows for a 
bigger view of the 

world.

 

perseverance is, at least for softer hearts, 
quite inspirational. 

Other games would usually employ a 
sentence or two for that kind of character 
detail. But Transistor wants to show 
rather than tell, however much more 
work that involves, because its 
developers believe in the value of 
expression as much as its fictional city 
does. The writing is sharp, the ideas press 
all the right buttons (like how Red 
communicates by posting comments 
on websites) and its soundscape is 
wonderfully brooding. 

Red or dead
For most of the time it is beautiful 
without being twee, though you may 
fear worse outcomes at first. Red’s 
companion is the Transistor, a talking 
sword who inhabits the souls of people 
who have passed away. Certainly at the 
outset, the Transistor introduces itself 
with a hyper-serious voice that is 
irritating and instantly mockable. Yet, as 
a testament to the writing, the character 
grows along with the player, eventually 
proving his depth and wit.

Which is fortunate, considering the 
Transistor incessantly talks throughout 
the game with that porn voice of his. 
Though he doesn’t possess the 
all-knowing insight of a traditional 
narrator, everything encountered will 
be commented on. 

Transistor is a triumph of visual 
majesty and perfectly executed 
presentation that has something to teach 
even the most accomplished games 
developers in the world today. The same 
can’t be said of its gameplay design.

There are two approaches to combat. 
The first is the conventional real-time 
action game mechanic, with four attack 
manoeuvres activated by the four face 
buttons of the PS4 pad (or your PC 
controller equivalent). The second 
approach is planning mode, which 
freezes time and gives the player a 
limited number of moves, which can 
then be executed though a single, 
uninterrupted turn. 

The latter renders the former fairly 
useless, however. There is no meaningful 
desire to fight battles in real-time when 
it’s far less hassle to freeze enemies and 
line up four or five attacks. There is a 
cool-down period after each turn is taken, 
which lasts no more than a couple of 
seconds, meaning that players can’t 
completely spam planning mode. Yet the 
undesired outcome, certainly to an 
extent, is that players won’t meaningfully 
engage in battle until their planning 
charge is refilled. 

Rinse and repeat
Although at times this can turn into an 
interesting game of cat-and-mouse, 
and while planning mode offers some 

strategic options, there isn’t enough 
potential here to carry an entire game. 
There isn’t enough thinking besides 
evaluating the most efficient manner 
for toppling your AI foes, again and 
again. There aren’t enough dilemmas, 
instances of the game out-foxing the 
player,or moments of desperation. 
Combat too often feels like it’s just about 
processing enemies. 

Turn-based strategy should be about 
empowerment through choice, and while 
certain moments of strategy stand out, 
that’s partly because there’s not enough 
throughout the game. The fantastic 
depth in selecting and modifying your 
four weapons would be a masterstroke 
were it not rendered somewhat 
redundant by choosing the three best 
attacks and repeating them until the 
game is completed.

Transistor is nevertheless a sight to 
behold; a sumptuous, lovingly crafted 
visual and audio delight. One could 
argue that its flaws, such as the lack of 
clearly indicated pathways, are indicative 
of Supergiant Games’ preoccupation 
with presentation over design. Yet such 
mistakes are not exactly deal-breakers, 
and you won’t regret buying this by 
virtue of its immense beauty. But once 
you put the pad down and walk away 
from Transistor’s alluring world, there 
aren’t enough gameplay hooks to 
compel you to come back. 

http://www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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W
ith fresh content, 
features and 
balance tweaks, 
this is arguably the 
most significant 
revision the game 

has seen – a comprehensive upgrade 
that now delivers the definitive Street 
Fighter IV experience.

For casuals the differences may be hard 
to appreciate: on the surface this feels like 
the same game with new artwork, music, 
characters and stages. But students of 
its fist-to-face intricacies will find that 
Capcom-sensei has new lessons to teach.
Before leaving the dojo, Ultra players will 
need to familiarise themselves with three 
fresh mechanics that have been carefully 
grafted onto existing systems.

Red Focus serves a similar purpose as 
the standard Focus, but can absorb the 
damage from multiple attacks. When 
your back’s up against the wall and Ryu’s 

Shinku Hadoken threatens to snatch the 
last of your health away, this is very much 
your friend. But there are subtleties that 
must be mastered for effective use. 
Although it can eat the game’s most 
devastating moves, it can only do so up 
until its attack frames become active, so 
animations need studying if you’re to hit 
it in exactly the right manner. Mistime 
things and you’ll eat digital concrete.

Double the fun
Where previously players had to choose 
only one Ultra Combo to take into battle, 
the new Double option lets you be greedy 
and have both. Since each character’s 
Ultra usually has a particular situation it’s 
suited for, having the pair makes 
whichever fighter you choose more 
versatile, with the trade-off being that 
each of them do less damage. At high 
levels, the decision on whether to take 
one or both will be based on knowledge 
of the different threats the opposition 

presents. At low levels, it means online 
players just became doubly annoying. It 
also takes longer to get up after taking a 
fistful of Zangief to the face, meaning 
you’ll have to tweak your usual strategy. 
Together, these new mechanics rewrite 
the rules that players have spent years 
abiding by. They’ll force the savants that 
play on instinct alone to re-learn and 
prove their mastery once again. 
(Numerous characters have also been 
tweaked in a bid to establish a better 
balance. We’ll avoid the nitty-gritty about 
frame data and just say it’s worth hitting 
training mode to figuring out what the 
changes mean for your favourites.)

Ultra’s other big new additions are, of 
course, the five fresh faces. Each is a new 
chess piece on the board with unique 
strengths and weaknesses, and like 
everything else, they demand 
exploration, study and experimentation.

Hugo is a mountain of a man who 
makes up for his plodding speed with 
devastating power. Quicker characters 
can take pot-shots at him, but slip up 
and he’ll piledrive bones into dust. 

Lunatic, grenade-happy army man 
Rolento has good manoeuvrability, able 
to quickly launch an assault when guards 
are down. His stick is handy for breaking 

ULTRA STREET FIGHTER IV
Format PC, PS3 (reviewed), 360  Publisher Capcom  Developer Capcom  Out Now (upgrade), 5 August (retail)  Players 1-2

Capcom works on its balancing act

“DUKING IT OUT IN A COSMIC SPACE 
ELEVATOR ISN’T TECHNICALLY 
STREET FIGHTING”

Despite being six years old, SF IV still 
stands as the best fighter available. 
Allow Ultra to make things even tastier.

FINE TIME FOR A 
CLOTHES LINE
Dazzle your enemies 
before you destroy them

Between the original Street 
Fighter IV, Super and Arcade 
Edition, Capcom has built up a 

massive alternate costume library. If 
you opt for the digital upgrade you’ll 
have to purchase these packs 
individually, but spring for the retail 
disc and you’ll have access to the 
entire collection from the start. 
Those that pre-order will be able to 
get the awesome new range 
designed by UDON, the folks behind 
the comic series. We’re confident 
that Capcom will release these 
exclusive costumes as paid DLC at 
some point too.

http://www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
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 The new mechanics are genuine 
game changers. 

 Each of the five fresh characters 
are great additions.

LOVES…

The laziness of reusing elements 
from Street Fighter X Tekken.

Missing Rival Battle cinematics 
in Arcade Mode. 

HATES…

Super Street Fighter IV: 
Arcade Edition 
More characters, stages and modes, 
with balanced gameplay. What more 
could you want?

Better than…

Worse than…

Street Fighter II
Let’s be honest, very few things are 
better than this classic, and despite 
the series’ advances we’ve yet to have 
an instalment to match it.

The additions and 
balance tweaks make 
this the definitive 
version of an already 
great fighter.
Tamoor Hussain

%

ULTRA STREET FIGHT  

THE CAPCOM 
DOJO
Street Fighter 
producer Yoshinori 
Ono takes on the 
Ultra edition...

On Decapre...
We started by adding 
Rolento, Poison, Hugo, and 
Elena. We knew we wanted 
to add one more character to the roster beyond that. Our goal 
was to expand the world in which IV takes place and we 
thought that one of the Dolls would serve that purpose quite 
well. Decapre has a distinct connection not only to Cammy but 
to the secret Shadaloo organisation itself. Adding her to the 
mix gave us an opportunity to explore that aspect of the story. 

On fan feedback...
It’s safe to say that we made a few mistakes with Arcade 
Edition when it was released. Since then, we’ve made an effort 
to reach out directly to the fighting game community by 
dispatching staff to tournaments and events to get feedback 
directly from players. Ultra was created with a huge amount of 
input from the community. In fact, the final call on the game’s 
tuning and tweaking was left not in the hands of the Japanese 
dev team, but in the capable hands of Combofiend at CUSA 
and our colleagues at Capcom Europe. If users feel that their 
voices have been heard and reflected in the game, then I would 
very much like to make the next title in a similar fashion.

On new-gen....
We need to keep tabs on what features are considered a given 
by the modern audience and ensure that fighting games are 
not left behind as the landscape evolves. We don’t want to find 
ourselves in a situation in which players are disappointed by 
the genre because it fails to embrace elements that they take 
for granted in other games. For now though, I just want to see 
how users react to Ultra and if they feel that it matches their 
needs. Then, perhaps I can set my sights on the next big thing…

Street Fighter IV 
players wishing to 
upgrade digitally can 
do so now, but 
anyone buying the 
full game (which 
comes complete with 
DLC) will need to wait 
until August – 5th for 
consoles, 8th for PC

NEED TO KNOWi

…
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focus attacks and maintaining a good 
poke game. Damage comes from his 
Patriot Circles, which can be chained 
three times like Fei Long’s Rekkaken.

Capoeira fighter Elena is all about the 
legs. Her strengths lie in her strong kicks, 
her exceptionally high jump and her fast 
walk speed. Quick dash recovery 
compliments her strong mobility. 

Poison has a well-rounded skillset 
with a strong mid-range game, good 
damage and mix-up potential up-close, 
along with decent pokes and projectiles 
at long range to control space. Like 
Rolento, she also has a Rekkaken-like 
move utilising her whip. 

World warriors
Fans will no doubt bear resentment 
towards final newbie Decapre, given she 
was heavily hyped as a brand new 
character and is essentially a re-skinned 
Cammy, but she’s got more than divekick 
pressure and an English accent to offer.

Firstly, she’s Russian, but only during 
every other voice sample, it seems. 
Secondly, she presents an exciting style 
of play. Decapre mixes lateral and 
diagonal teleports which can be modified 
with slides and divekicks of different 
strengths, speeds and arcs. Blades give 

her normal attacks good coverage and 
strength, as well as launch and juggle 
options. As the only character that can 
combo into air throws, she could become 
a massive pain in the proverbial butt  – 
but in a good way. An excellent addition, 
despite her uninspired visual design.

The cynical will no doubt point out 
that, with the exception of Decapre, the 
new characters are all plucked straight 
out of Street Fighter X Tekken, as are the 
new stages. But they slot in well, are 
satisfying to play, and have rewarding 
technicalities to explore. The fresh 
locales, meanwhile, look great, though 
their more fantastical design can feel at 
odds with the rest of those currently in 
the game. Duking it out in a cosmic space 
elevator isn’t technically street fighting.

Completing the Ultra Street Fighter IV 
package is a number of new modes and 
options. Team Battle lets players join 
forces and engage in 3v3 elimination 
matches; training mode has been fitted 
with online support, fight request, and 
save states. And players will now be able 
to upload replays straight to YouTube.

Finally, Edition Select is an interesting 
new option that gives players access to 
every iteration of each character that has 
appeared in the Street Fighter IV 

collection, including arcade versions. 
Although it’s unlikely to be adopted in 
competitive circles and online play will 
only use the Ultra balanced fighters, 
Edition Select makes playing casually 
even more fun by throwing balance out 
of the window completely. Finally, we’ll 
be able to find out which version of Sagat 
is the most overpowered.

Added benefits
Unfortunately, Capcom did pull a few 
punches. The new characters, as well as 
those that debuted in the Arcade Edition, 
still don’t have Rival Battle cinematics to 
flesh out their stories. On top of that, 
those choosing to upgrade their copies 
of SF IV to Ultra digitally will miss out on 
the new additions to Trials mode at 
launch. (Although Capcom has said it 
plans to release more info about these 
after the launch of the digital upgrade so 
we reckon they’ll be in the seperate retail 
release in August.)

With this Ultra overhaul, Capcom has 
created a whole new set of questions, 
the answers for which lie in the heart of 
battle. And for seasoned SF IV warriors, 
figuring this all out is both a daunting and 
exciting prospect that is sure to be too 
irresistible to pass up. W
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Don’t be fooled by the portly men playing shamisen 
while dressed as samurai cops: this is serious business

Every character has been given a new lease of life 
thanks to the balance changes in Ultra.

http://www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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LOVES…

Punch Quest
Rocketcat’s last App Store effort was 
an accomplished endless-runner that 
nevertheless lacks the depth of 
Wayward Souls.

Better than…

Worse than…

Super Crate Box
Vlambeer’s fast-paced action game 
is just as tough as this, and just as 
likeable too, but benefits from a 
certain arcade purity to boot.

L

“Sultry smooth tunes, rock- 
hard difficulty and roguelike 
dungeon-scrounging are 
right up my street. As big 
a fan of mobile gaming as 

I am though, I can’t help but wish this 
was playable on PS Vita. Bringing a 
touch of sticky precision to proceedings 
would improve this immensely.”
Matt Sakuraoka-Gilman, Games Editor

2ND OPINION

A charming and 
challenging mobile 
roguelike, with plenty 
of depth to justify the 
cost of admission. 
James Nouch

%

Review
The Final Verdict!  There’s a genuine sense of 

challenge and peril here.

 The wide range of enemy types  
to study and overcome.

The likeable art style and 
eye-catching visual flourishes. 

Iffy controls bring your adventure 
to an unfairly premature end.

HATES…

The forges grant you the opportunity to 
upgrade one piece of gear. They’re 
pretty rare though, so choose wisely.

WAYWARD SOULS
Format Mobile  Publisher Rocketcat Games  Developer Rocketcat Games  Out Now  Players 1

Putting permadeath in your pocket

A
lthough it’s 
fashionable to 
bemoan the 
percieved lack of 
difficulty in 
videogames these 

days, PC and console gamers actually 
have a rich history of laughing in the 
face of a challenge. Together, we’ve 
overcome chaotic bullet-hell shooters, 
punishing 8-bit platformers, and even 
that bit in Goldeneye when you had to 
defend Natalya in the control room.

But, as we all know, mobile gaming is a 
different beast – a weird Frankenstein-
creation with only the odd knobbly 
callous to show for itself among all the 
soft, casual flab. So, given its status as an 
App Store exclusive, you’d be forgiven for 
thinking that Wayward Souls might be 
a slouch in the difficulty department, but 
you’d be wrong. Perma-dead wrong.

Wayward Souls is a mobile roguelike, 
and once you’ve chosen from one of its 
cast of six archetypal adventurers, the 
game sends you dungeon-crawling your 

way through a series of procedurally-
generated levels filled with baddies, 
treacherous traps, and sweet, sweet loot.

So far, so roguelike, and it’s a tried- 
and-tested formula, to be sure. But it’s in 
the execution of these genre staples that 
Wayward Souls shines. Learn their attack 
patterns, and you’ll soon be mowing 
down basic enemies with ease, but the 
fear of permadeath and the fundamental 
unpredictability of randomised 
environments lends a sense of peril to 
even the most seemingly straightforward 
of encounters.

Roguish behaviour
Given the stiff opposition you’ll be up 
against, Wayward Souls offers some 
small mercy by allowing you to preserve 
the gold and gems that you’ll accumulate 
on your adventure, even after you’ve 
been beaten into an early grave by a 
particularly aggressive imp. All this 
currency can then be spent on upgrades 
to class-specific skills and spells, as well 
as on boosts to your maximum HP or 
mana pool.

The result is a fearsomely compulsive 
gameplay loop, in which each death is 
followed by the joy of an upgrade 
spending spree. This, in turn, leads all too 
often to ‘just one more go’. After all, you’d 
be mad to go to bed before you’ve had a 
chance to test that one percent increase 
to your Mage’s critical hit chance.

And even before you’ve boosted their 
skills and abilities with cold, hard (and 
very much in-game) cash, each of the 
available character classes feels 
satisfyingly different in play. It’s a mark 
of Wayward Souls’ impressive depth, and 
a feature that adds even greater replay 
value to an already generous package. 

The touchscreen controls are 
Wayward Souls’ only serious misstep. 
Although you’ll only use simple swipes 
and taps to direct your hero, the game’s 
ability to translate these prods and 
gestures into the desired on-screen 
action isn’t entirely reliable. It’s more of 
an occasional nuisance than a constant 
irritation, but that doesn’t make it any less 
galling to see your painstaking progress 
undone by fuzzy inputs rather than a 
lapse in your adventuring ability.

But it’s telling that even after a 
botched button press brings your 
adventure to an early end, the urge to 
count up your cash, select some 
upgrades, and head back into the fray is 
just as strong as ever.  

“YOU’D BE MAD TO GO TO BED 
BEFORE YOU’VE HAD A CHANCE TO 
TEST THAT ONE PERCENT INCREASE”D
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 Shows just how versatile Mii 
creation can be. 

 An admirable propensity for 
insanity flavours everything. 

LOVES…

The few minigames very quickly 
become a chore.

You don’t actually get to do 
much after character creation.  

HATES…

Hometown Story
From the makers of Harvest Moon? 
Behave! A dull trudge through duller 
environs, backed up by inane 
characters and an awful camera.

Better than…

Worse than…

Animal Crossing:  
New Leaf
It’s no surprise to find Nintendo’s other 
life sim still doing the business. That 
reminds us, our village needs weeding. 

Tomodachi Life is 
hugely popular in 
Japan already thanks 
to its DS debut five 
years ago. A marker 
of this is its 
occurance as a 
themed stage in the 
upcoming Super 
Smash Bros. 

NEED TO KNOWi

Soap opera fans 
should get involved, 
but this is frustratingly 
narrow for everyone 
else. Matthew 
Sakuraoka-Gilman

%

TOMODACHI LIFE

That feeling when you meet a friend 
after dreaming that they did something 
horrible? Better get used to it…

TOMODACHI LIFE 
Format 3DS  Publisher Nintendo  Developer Nintendo  Out Now  Players 1

Do you really want to hurt Mii?

D
’awwww. Jonathan 
Creek and Beyoncé 
Knowles. Who’d 
have thought, eh? 
It turns out the 
parka-bedecked 

magician’s assistant is the perfect fit 
for Sasha Fierce. They go on dates. 
They take long strolls on the beach. 
They even dream of each other… But 
suddenly the former Destiny’s Child 
singer goes all crazy in love with GM 
editor Joel. Cue hysteria, a hasty break 
up and one crestfallen crime solver. 
Shoulda put a ring on it, Creek. 

This is just the tip of the theatrical iceberg 
which unfolds throughout our many 
hours ploughed into Nintendo’s oddball 
life sim. Evil Phil’s Mii has moved in with 
Hannah (her off of Ricky Gervais’ Derek), 
and Matt SG has become a ballad-busting 
sensation. Meanwhile Dani, the harlot, 
has been secretly cheating on an 
anthropomorphised miniature schnauzer 
called Spike. Who with? Why, it’s only 
Matt’s brother-in-law. Filth!

Tomodachi Life sees you act as the 
benevolent overlord of a small island 
community. You create Mii residents, gift 
them barebones personalities and let 
them loose, occasionally feeding them or 
dressing them up in customisable outfits. 
This is what you do, but it’s the drama on 
show that you’ll stick around for.

Take this away and you’re left with 
very little game. During a brief 30-minute 
session, which is enough time to see to all 
of your residents’ needs in one sitting, 
you’ll take part in a tediously diminutive 
mixture of minigames. There’s a 
criminally unjust guessing game 
involving shadows or close ups, and an 
atrocious JRPG is also in there, forcing 
you to numbingly tap the same two 
buttons repeatedly to advance.

Most of these events are funny the 
first time, ‘meh’ the next and downright 
seethe-worthy every time thereafter. If 
you do want to stick around for the juicy 
bits, there’s plenty of this deadening 
blandness that you’re forced to endure.

But then one of your Miis does 
something unexpected, shattering the 

imagined community that you’ve 
passively assembled. They’ll dump 
someone, sire a sprog or conduct an 
affair. So long as Tomodachi Life is 
capable of throwing up these surprises 
it endures like a soap opera which you 
know is rubbish but watch anyway.

Hit and misc
Manage to detach yourself from these 
digital mini versions of celebrities, friends 
and family and there’s little to play for. We 
did a little test, creating a community of 
totally random Miis to see if we cared as 
much. Guess what. We didn’t give a fig. 
Unless you’re able to connect, to bring 
the stories of their antics to the water 
cooler to tell their real-life counterparts, 
then the mindlessness of the rest of the 
experience becomes woefully apparent.

That Tomodachi Life even exists in the 
west is a revelation, however. Japanese 
culture has both its quirks, which we 
readily gobble up as proud otakus, and its 
not so palatable traditions, such as some 
unacceptably closed attitudes towards 
homosexuality. Tomodachi Life is a 
beacon of the former and a reminder of 
the latter. Perhaps that, and the 
post-controversy promise from Nintendo 
to rectify its stance on the representation 
of sexuality in its games, should be what 
Tomodachi Life is most applauded for 
accomplishing, albeit inadvertently. 

“DANI HAS BEEN SECRETLY CHEATING 
ON AN ANTHROPOMORPHISED 
MINIATURE SCHNAUZER”W
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Prepare to squint at the screen before 
recoiling in terror. Watch for crows.

Review
The Final Verdict!

Format PS3  Pub Square Enix
Dev Access Games  Out Now

DRAKENGARD 3
The brashest hack-and-slash game you 
ever did see, featuring more blood than a 
vampire convention, allusions to dragon 
sex, and all of your favourite four-letter 
swear words. Unfortunately it also has 
some of the dullest combat you ever did 
see. Marching down drab, grey corridors 
with only a few handfuls of soldiers to go 
up against at a time, it’s a straightforward 
affair that’s easy to mash your way 
through… And yet, thanks to genuinely 
amusing dialogue and a gloriously OTT 
story, we can’t stop playing, 
even if it is just to see how 
ridiculous it can get. DL

THE LAST DOOR
Format PC  Publisher Phoenix Online Publishing  Developer The Game Kitchen  Out Now

This Collector’s Edition is 8-bit yourself scary

Format PS3  Pub Bandai Namco 
Dev Project Soul  Out Now 

SOULCALIBUR: LOST 
SWORDS
The shame here isn’t that this is a bad 
beat-’em-up, it’s that it’s a good one 
swaddled with so much nonsense and 
tedium that you’re unlikely to care. A free, 
single-player only Calibur game, the 
fighting is as solid as you’d expect it to 
be and is quite enjoyable… when you 
actually make it into battle. There’s a 
convoluted item system, plus once your 
AP runs out you have to wait for it to 
recharge (or pay actual real-world money 
for an insta-fill), but even more 
damning are the appalling 
loading times. JG

G   
ood horror can terrify 
through obscurity, 
hardly ever revealing 
monsters or villains but 
letting the viewers’, 

readers’ or players’ imagination run 
wild. It’s through this tactic that this 
Lovecraftian tale truly chills. 

An episodic point-and-click adventure, 
The Last Door starts with an unnerving 
flourish. Episode one places you in the 
waistcoat of gentrified Victorian J Devitt, 
who’s just received a haunting letter from 
an estranged childhood friend. Before 

long you’re embroiled in a spiralling 
mystery shrouded in psychosis, suicide, 
grisly murders and plenty of dank, dark 
corners that need a good, thorough 
clicking through.

But for every moment of pleasurably 
shudder-worthy terror, there are two or 
three bits that drag you right out of the 
atmosphere. The very same feature that 
lends the horror its verve – the fact that 
you can’t really see too much of the 
on-screen action thanks to the explicitly 
low resolution – causes myriad gamey 
problems. You’ll be trying to solve a 
puzzle that requires finely tuned 

click-age, but find you can’t see what it 
is you’re supposed to be clicking on. 
Episode three is the worst of the bunch, 
forcing you to plod through ill-defined 
labyrinthine London backstreets. The 
Last Door is at its best when it places you 
in a confined space. A clearly wrong 
house full of corpses or an asylum 
punctuated with the moans of bed- 
ridden patients and tutting nuns. Be 
warned, however. The 
cliffhanger ending 
leaves far too many 
questions to feel 
satisfying.  MSG

76

57 38

Format PC  Pub Devolver Digital 
Dev Vagabond Dog  Out Now 

ALWAYS SOMETIMES 
MONSTERS
More visual novel à la Virtue’s Last 
Reward than traditional RPG, this 
heavy-hitting tale of woe sees you trying 
to survive the complexities of life as 
everything seems to fall apart around 
you. Don’t let the low-fi visuals fool you 
into assuming simplicity: this poses a 
series of increasingly difficult and subtle 
moral choices that genuinely cause a 
sense of panic and dilemma as you 
decide which path (from a mostly bad 
bunch) you want to go down. 
A game for self-reflection and 
the melancholy. DL 78

NOW 
PLAYING 
This month’s biggest time 
sinks on Team GM

1DEMON’S SOULS
PS3

Somebody help me! I’m 
caught in a constant cycle 
of playing FromSoftware 
games. Is this the endless 
curse that the Emerald 
Herald was babbling 
on about?
Matthew SG, Games Editor

2RESIDENT EVIL 4 HD
PS3

It occurred to me that I never 
actually completed this first time 
around (I know, I’ve had the hair shirt 
on ever since), so I’ve decided to 
rectify my crime.
Joel Gregory, Editor

4MURAMASA REBIRTH
PS VITA

Worth a look for its delicious cuisine 
alone. Just like in Dragon’s Crown, the 
food you gobble up puts your Vita in 
real danger of a soy sauce swim.
Matthew SG, Games Editor

3CASTLEVANIA: 
LOS 2 PS3 

‘Now’ is slightly 
disingenuous, given that I 
attempted to enjoy this for 
about two hours before 
discarding it for all eternity. 
Such a letdown after the 
brilliant first.
Joel Gregory, Editor

5ROLLERCOASTER 
TYCOON 2 PC

After crying over the 
abysmal money-hole of a 
fourth entry on mobile, I 
returned to this classic for 
reassurance that it would all 
be okay and that it was, in 
fact, as good as I remember.
Dani Lucas, Production Editor

OFFICE LUNCHTIME 
GAME OF THE MONTH:

MARIO KART 8 WII U
The habit of throwing stuff 
at each other has passed to 
the office and work has 
descended into chaos. 
Snacktime bananas and pet 
turtles are no longer safe.

6FINAL FANTASY XIV:  
A REALM REBORN PC

After the release of the PS4 version 
and several new updates, the world 
of Eorzea has drawn me back in. That 
and the promise of chocobos.
Dani Lucas, Production Editor

http://www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
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REVIEW ROUNDUP

THE LAST TINKER:  
CITY OF COLORS

Format PS4, PC  Publisher Unity Games   
Developer Mimimi Productions  Out Now (PC), Autumn (PS4)

Punching colour in the face

Format PC, 360  Pub The Behemoth
Dev The Behemoth  Out Now 

BATTLEBLOCK 
THEATRE
The SS Friendship (see what they did 
there? *sides split open*) has run 
aground on an island populated by 
a race of psychotic cats that have taken 
you and your pals hostage. It’s up to 
you to keep them entertained, jumping 
through increasingly more torturous 
levels and partaking in a spot of 
bloodsport for the sake of their 
enjoyment. Mario this is not.

Lasers, spikes and nuzzling cat guards 
stand between you and your exit, with 
levels becoming increasingly 
challenging, though never frustrating, as 
the absurd tale of your very best friend, 
Mr Hatty, unfolds. Using straightforward 
jump and double-jump mechanics to 
navigate each chamber feels pleasingly 
intuitive and there’s a real sense of 
accomplishment when you chain 
together a sequence of bounces to reach 
your destination while the floor is 
exploding beneath you. Combat, 
however, isn’t quite as well defined, 
feeling functional but a little more 
unskilled and button-mashy in execution.

The stick puppet presentation, over- 
the-top narration and added arena mode 
is the golden bow on what is 
already an exceedingly 
charming package. DL 

Format PC  Pub Big Robot  
Dev Big Robot  Out Now 

SIR, YOU ARE 
BEING HUNTED
The shotgun-toting machinations that 
track you in this first-person survival 
horror manage to be both endearingly 
gentrified and massively unnerving. On 
a procedurally generated archipelago, 
you’re tasked with staying alive long 
enough to collect 17 humming stones. 
Gathering them all is a bit of a trudge, but 
the sense of danger around every corner, 
indeed, of being hunted, is palpable. Take 
heed: this is one tough blighter. Death 
comes often and your bleep- 
blooping adversaries have all 
the advantages. MSG

W
ith modern 3D 
platformers fading 
since the heyday of Jak 
And Daxter and 
Ratchet & Clank, it’s 

refreshing to see such a vibrant new 
addition opening up the genre once 
more, inspired by the bright lights of 
Crash, Banjo and co.

Here you take on the role of the titular 
Last Tinker Koru, who is tasked with 
putting the world back in order by 
parkouring, puzzling and punching his 

way about town. The game gets off to 
a slow start with a tutorial that overstays 
its welcome. Stick with it, however, and 
the world starts to open up in all of its 
technicolour glory, with initially lacklustre 
fighting making a dramatic comeback 
once more moves are unlocked.

There are a few frame rate issues 
and mouse controls feel fiddly. Pick up 
a controller however, and leaping past 
the scenery feels natural. 
This’ll feel right at home 
when it reaches PS4 later 
this year. DL 

84

72

90

Such a bright and inviting world would 
feel right at home on Vita, too.

Guns up readers, as this month’s 
offering is very much shooter heavy. 
Battlefield 4 is first to the firing range, 
with its fourth sizable DLC pack, 
dubbed Dragon’s Teeth. Included 
among the new weapons, vehicles and 
battlepacks comes a two-handed 
ballistic shield – ideal mobile cover for 
a frontal assault with your squad.

Ready for some Horde-mode 
hi-jinks? Hopefully you’re a proud 
owner of a PS4 and a copy of 
Killzone: Shadow Fall, then. 
Intercept is a free DLC 
expansion, entailing Helghast- 
hammering fun times with 
friends in coordinated four- 
player co-op arenas. There’s 
launch title longevity for you!

Holster your pistols for a sec, 
though. Moving on from destruction 

and carefully adjusting our hard 
hats, it’s time to slip into 

something a little more 
constructive. Minecraft, 
due for new-gen and PS 
Vita versions in August, 
is also receiving new 

mash-up packs in the 
wake of the Title Update 

14. If you’re a Microsoft 
console owner and sore over the 

news that the PS Vita version will be 
Cross-buy, then how’s this for a 
pick-me-up? A Halo mash-up pack is 
inbound. Whether that’s for 360 and XO 
hasn’t been revealed. Expect a whole 
new UI, sound effects and, yes, 
character skins aplenty.

GTA Online has received its 
much anticipated High Life 
update, letting you own two 
properties at once and 
bestowing a handful of new 
places to purchase. Fresh 
vehicles also veer into view, 
alongside a noob-pleasing non- 
contact racing mode. There’s also a stat 
which alerts you to your fellow player’s 
mental state, letting you know just how 
prone to taking you down and nicking 
your hard-earned cash they are. Still no 
concrete deets on co-op heists as yet, 
despite Rockstar stating the feature 
would be hitting Los Santos by spring…

Elsewhere in the world of digital 
goodies, Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure: 

All-Star Battle gets three newcomers: 
Old Joseph Joestar, Lisa Lisa and Ikuro 
Hoshizawa. The characters keep on 
coming, too! Lego The Hobbit gets 
three new DLC packs, two of which are 
loaded with new minifig friends. The 

Big Little Character Pack contains, 
among others, Baby Gimli and Baby 
Smaug. D’awwwww. There’s also a 
River Troll or Girion to play as in the 
Side Quest Character Pack, as well as 
a chest of treasures in The Battle Pack.

        HOT 
        DOWNLOADS 
The latest DLC and  
expansions explored

Format PS4, XO, Wii U, PC, PS3, 360, 3DS  
Pub Activision  Dev Beenox Out  Now 

THE AMAZING 
SPIDER-MAN 2
‘Amazing’ really is such a strong term. 
How about the fairly acceptable arachnid, 
instead? Uninspired but mostly 
inoffensive, Beenox has the good sense 
to base Spidey’s best features on 
Rocksteady’s Arkham games, albeit 
delivering them in less polished style. 
That means you’re left with competent 
stealth sections and passable fisticuffs. 
Though the game feels cheap (Peter 
Parker looks a tad like Timmy Mallet) 
there’s a substantial saving 
grace: it’s still a blast to swing 
around New York. DM 61
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Win This!

Terms and conditions: By entering this competition you are agreeing to receive details of future offers from Future Publishing Ltd, if you do not want to receive this information please text the word STOP to 87013. The closing date is 24 July 2014. Texts will be charged at £1 plus standard network tariff rate. By taking part in 
a Competition, you agree to be bound by the Competition Rules, which are summarised below but can be viewed in full at www.futurenet.com/futureonline/competitionrules.asp. Late or incomplete entries will be disqualified. Proof of posting (if relevant) shall not be deemed proof of delivery. Entries must be submitted 
by an individual (not via any agency or similar) and, unless otherwise stated, are limited to one per household. The Company reserves the right in its sole discretion to substitute any prize with cash or a prize of comparable value. Unless otherwise stated, the Competition is open to all GB residents of 18 years and over, 
except employees of Future Publishing and any party involved in the competition or their households. By entering a Competition you give permission to use your name, likeness and personal information in connection with the Competition and for promotional purposes. All entries will become the property of the Company 
upon receipt and will not be returned. You warrant that the Competition entry is entirely your own work and not copied or adapted from any other source. If you are a winner, you may have to provide additional information. Details of winners will be available on request within three months of the closing date. If you are a 
winner, receipt by you of any prize is conditional upon you complying with (amongst other things) the Competition Rules. You acknowledge and agree that neither the Company nor any associated third parties shall have any liability to you in connection with your use and/or possession of your prize.

ONLINE
Head to www.futurecomps.co.uk/
gmwolftno to enter the competition, 
where you can fill in your details and 
submit your answer.

TEXT US
For PC: Text GMWOLFTNO (space) A, 
B or C (eg, GMWOLFTNO A) to 87474 
followed by your name, age and 
address. The compo is £1 plus 
standard charge to enter. 

HOW TO 
ENTER

THE WOLF AMONG US

A
lternate realities, eh?  
Pesky blighters with 
their oppressive 
regimes and 
torturous outcomes. 
All it takes is one 

battle to swing another way and the 
entire world can be turned up on its 
head… Thank God for thick-necked, 
shotgun-wielding Allied soldiers.

If things panned out differently you 
might not have had a chance to play 
through one of the best shooters in 
recent memory or get your hands on the 
extra-limited Panzerhund edition of the 

latest addition to the Wolfenstein series, 
The New Order – chock full of classified 
documents and paraphernalia to help 
assist William Joseph ‘BJ’ Blazkowicz 
in the battle against the terrifying, 
mechanised Nazi regime.

Not available in the UK, this special 
edition includes exclusive alternate 
history art, custom dog tags, high-quality 
wearable patches, case files, maps, a 
steelbook and an articulated 8-inch 
Panzerhund statue to examine for added 
intel – all tucked away in a stylish vintage 
footlocker-style box. 

We’ll also be throwing in a copy of the 
game on the format of your choice so 

you can see what all the Gold 
Award-winning fuss is about (see our 
review on p66).

Wolfenstein: The New Order is 
available to buy in shops now, and to 
be in with a chance of winning simply 
answer the following by 24 July 2014: 

QWhat is main antagonist 
Wilhelm Strasse’s moniker in 

Wolfenstein: The New Order?
   
A. Deathsfoot
B. Deathshead
C. Head Boy

Win a copy of Wolfenstein’s super-rare Panzerhund edition

There are only 5,000 of these 
in the entire world, making it 
an extra special edition.

If all this lovely art wasn’t 
enough, you’ll be getting 
a copy of the game too.

That’s ‘confidential information’ to 
the non German speakers out there. 
Useful for Nazi-killing exploits.

WIN!

http://www.futurenet.com/futureonline/competitionrules.asp
http://www.futurecomps.co.uk/gmwolftno
http://www.futurecomps.co.uk/gmwolftno
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GAMING’S 
NEXT WAVE

The biggest titles go head-to-head 
in our mammoth preview feature

Including…
Battlefield: Hardline

Halo 5: Guardians
Batman: Arkham Knight

… and much more!

NEXT MONTH…

GamesMaster 280 
ON SALE 17 JULY
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RetroMaster
We Old Games!

www.twitter.com/gamesmaster

Eat, drink and be Many! Actually, don’t 
be Many. From all their moaning it 
doesn’t sound like a ton of fun.

SYSTEM  
SHOCK 2
Kids these days don’t know their Von Braun

I
magine it: a ship, far 
in our future, easing 
through the 
dispassionate stars 
on its vital journey 
from Earth. A lone 

passenger shaken out of stasis as 
high-level badness unfolds. Only your 
augmented body, military training and 
the aid of a self-important female AI to 
support you through the ordeal ahead. 
And yet, despite the similarities, 
System Shock 2 was a game with very 
different priorities to Halo.

The origins
Given the circumstances – a studio in its 
twilight days outsourcing a game to its 
own offshoot, plus a sudden shift from 
new IP to sequel when System Shock 
owners EA came on board – SS2 could 
have ended up a disjointed wreck despite 
Ken Levine’s firm hand on the wheel. But 
this was no handoff to a bunch of 
D-listers. Over time, our Irrational 
upstarts would come to match and even 
surpass the legacy of Looking Glass.

What they produced together was 
hard to pigeonhole: a kind of arthouse 
survival horror FPS RPG. Tenacious 

Marine, tech-savvy Navy and cyber 
bio-machine skills were layered on top of 
Looking Glass’ stealthy Thief engine. Your 
implants and inventory both needed 
managing. Unknown items and dead 
enemies could be researched, X-COM 
style. Objectives had as many viable 
solutions as you could come up with. But 
there was no time to worry about the 
inevitable second playthrough as you 
hefted your wrench, hot-footed it out of 
the imploding medical bay and tried to 
focus on surviving this one first.

The legend
Isolation: that’s what veterans remember 
from those jumpy hours in the cold metal 

corridors of the Von Braun and its escort, 
the UNN Rickenbacker. Isolation and 
deep dread that another assault by the 
gibbering horror-spawn of The Many 
would see your defences disintegrate. 
System Shock 2 was not the cosiest 
chill-out experience of its day.

Things had already gone irreversibly 
wrong by the start, help was remote 
and unreliable and you were no alien- 
teabagging super-soldier. Unwise 
upgrades could leave you weaker than 
a hungover lamb, and while ammo 
scarcity was no surprise, the degradation 
and wear and tear of weapons came as 
a ruthless afterthought.

It wasn’t flawless: graphical constraints 
gave everyone heads like tabletop RPG 
dice, while the multi-moded interface 
seemed complex enough that a few 
Cthulhu-esque tentacles of your own 
might have come in handy. But you’d be 
hard pressed to fault anything else. 

“THIS INDUSTRY NEEDS OCCASIONAL
SHOCK THERAPY TO JOLT IT OUT OF
A STALE FPS RUT”

1
A serious ’90s 
gaming gauntlet. 
Expertly hardline 

balance kept you feeling 
underpowered, under 
equipped, and always 
under threat.

2
Enemies both 
mechanical and 
organic (or a 

grisly fusion), wailing 
accusations or pleas for 
death as they tore at 
you. Also: monkeys!

3
Crew audio logs. 
Come for the 
passcodes, stay 

for the jigsaw pieces of 
story as day-to-day 
mundanity spiralled 
into insanity.

4
The Body of the 
Many. Stumbling 
through its huge 

biomass, killing nerve 
clusters and opening 
sphincters. Yeah, try 
forgetting that one.

5
“I will decorate 
my home with 
your carcass.” 

GLaDOS’ smug auntie 
SHODAN was a constant 
taunting presence. And 
her legend still has loose 
ends to tie up.

REASONS  
to REPLAY5

Developer Irrational Games/ 
Looking Glass Studios
Publisher EA
Released 1999
Format PC, Mac
Get it GOG.com, Steam
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The Von Braun’s AI, Xerxes, didn’t 
sanction bludgeoning in the corridors.

SHODAN showdown, round 2. Now 
with a more… nuanced relationship.

Particularly the story, pin-sharp even 
before the twist as cat-eyed SHODAN 
extended her claws.

The legacy
System Shock 2 wasn’t the first 
claustrophobic tale of shipbound 
nightmares, but it did set the bar high for 
the survival horror (and first-person RPG) 
surge that followed. Dead Space’s jolly 
slaughter-coaster ride through the USG 
Ishimura is one example, and Alien: 
Isolation is sure to take a few cues just as 
Irrational couldn’t have failed to take 
notes from Ridley Scott’s original. 

Fan mods kept the game alive in the 
years before its digital re-release, but as 
for the long-awaited third outing… well, 
focus groups and profit margins are 
crueller enemies than hybrid killers and 
cyborgs these days, and the System 
Shock series, for all its colossal acclaim, 
just didn’t do the big numbers. 

However, while the loss of Irrational 
(or at least the savage paring down of its 
triple-A muscle) is a blow, this industry 
needs occasional Shock therapy to jolt it 
out of a stale FPS rut. And in that respect, 
it’s impossible to imagine that we will 
never see its like again. 

Studio Spotlight
An Irrational sphere of everything

1 Freedom Force
(PC, Mac – 2002)
System Shock 2 kicked things 
off for Irrational, but this 
was their first new IP: a 
tongue-in-cheek superhero 
RPG chronicling the defence 
of Patriot City. Kind of like an 
unaffiliated Marvel Ultimate 
Alliance. Often called the 
best comic book game of all 
time, but not so loud that 
Batman might hear. Time 
travel sequel Freedom 
Force Vs The 3rd Reich 
followed in 2005.

2 Tribes: 
Vengeance
(PC – 2004)
FPS adventures in other people’s 
worlds dominated the next few 
years; this one was a prequel to 
Sierra’s first Tribes game, Starsiege: 
Tribes. Levine and team played to 
their narrative strengths, 
attaching a serpentine solo 
campaign to a series more 
widely famed for attaching 
jetpacks to its players so that 
they could murder each other 
in new and inventive ways.

3 SWAT 4
(PC, Mac – 2005)
The Unreal-based Vengeance 
Engine was back in action minus 
the jetpacks as you headed up a 
five-man New York SWAT team, 
neutralising threats (not including 
flies and wasps) according to 
proper rules of engagement and 
with minimal lethal force. 
On-target review scores and a 
sharp, controlled burst of applause 
for the depth and realism helped 
seal Irrational’s reputation for 
doing things right. 

4 Bioshock
(PC, Mac, PS3, 360 – 2007)
Bought by 2K Games in 2006, 
Irrational became 2K Boston for 
just long enough to release this 
streamlined System Shock 
successor and modern gaming 
landmark. Turning away from the 
stars and the future to focus on 
the sea and the past, Bioshock 
sunk into similar themes of 
decay, delusion and the secrets 
of a devastated environment… 
and sold a few copies this time 
too. Bonus!

5 Bioshock 
Infinite
(PC, Mac, PS3, 360 – 2013)
Six years and an interim sequel from 
2K Marin passed before Irrational 
resurfaced. The high times of 
Booker and Liz in the sky city of 
Columbia showed us a studio still 
sound of mind and muscle, but also 
broke its back – Infinite’s unfettered 
open-air freedom proving ironic as 
Irrational collapsed inward, its 
once core team seeking out 
smaller-scale endeavours.

http://www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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RetroMaster
We Old Games!

SIX OF THE BEST…

DETECTIVES
The long-established art of being a 
dick in videogames

D
igital snoops are a 
wide-ranging breed. In 
addition to your classic 
private dick with fedora 
and flapping trenchcoat, 
there’s your maverick 

police officer who busts skulls to get results 
(see Nick Kang in True Crime or Tekken’s 
Lei Wulong), and your unorthodox citizen 
cultivating a little sleuthing work as 

a sideline (good evening, Mr Wayne). But 
that classic investigator role always 
comes with a live case and a toybox full 
of traditions to play with, making it 
perennially popular as the likes of LA 
Noire, The Wolf Among Us and Murdered: 
Soul Suspect bear out. 

So crack out the folding chair and Pringles 
as we flip open the casebooks of retro 
gaming’s golden gumshoes. 

ACE 
HARDING
From: Déjà Vu

(PC, Mac, NES, Atari ST, Amiga, 
C64 – 1985)

Déjà Vu set out the point-and-click 
template for many other pixellated 
PIs to follow, as ’40s Chicago sleuth 

Theodore Harding (aka Ace) 
tried to prove he didn’t off 

some poor schmoe.

LEWTON
From: Discworld Noir

(PC, PS1 – 1999)

Lewton’s missing persons case 
was rich with references to iconic 

detectives and film noir. In his own 
world, the femme fatales, snitches 

and hired goons could just as 
easily be werewolves, 
half-arsed wizards and 

mafioso trolls.

SAM 
CRUISE

From: Contact Sam Cruise
(Spectrum – 1986)

Imagine Skool Daze (from the same 
creator) as hard-boiled investigation. 

Sam’s 2D day out featured murder, 
disguises, a dame called Luscious 

Lana and a good chance of 
being hoofed off a roof by a 

bunch of gangsters.
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Super Mario RPG 
Developer Square  Released 1996  Format SNES

Popping open a sealed door in Monstro Town threw Mario & co 
into the dimensional void with ’tache-tearingly hard Final Fantasy 
stowaway Culex, a bigger challenge than actual end boss Smithy. 
Still, at least he was polite enough to stay indoors and not go out 
trashing the town with that obnoxious elemental crystal magic. 

Mr Do! 
Developer Universal  Released 1982  Format Arcade

Was the main aim of playing Mr Do! to eat all the cherries? Kill all 
the monsters? Nope. The diamond. Every fallen apple gave you 
a tiny chance of finding one, at which point any onlookers 
would shriek excitedly as you rushed to grab it for an extra credit 
worth 10p. A diamond in Mr Do! made you a hero.

Jade Cocoon 
Developer Genki  Released 1998  Format PlayStation

Many years before Ni No Kuni, Studio Ghibli character designer 
Katsuya Kondo hooked up with developer Genki to create this 
rich hotpot of fantasy JRPG and Pokémon. Our monster-hunting 
itch needs regular scratching, and Jade Cocoon was a gorgeous 
effort with a lush forest wilderness flavour. So where’d it go?

Awesome Boss!

Classic Moment!

Remake Request!

TEX 
MURPHY

From: Mean Streets
(PC, Atari ST, Amiga, C64 – 1989)

Like Lewton, a traditional ’tec in an 
unlikely setting. The radioactive San 
Francisco of 2033 hosted a mash-up 

of play styles plus flying cars. 
Thanks to Kickstarter, the 
streets are Tex’s again in 

Tesla Effect.

SAM & MAX
From: Sam & Max Hit 

The Road
(PC, Mac – 1993)

Unique here for being non-human, 
showing up in comics and on TV, and 
being busy in recent years. This saw 

them chase a yeti across the US; 
in time they’d visit the moon, 

virtual reality and Hell.

EDWARD 
CARNBY

From: Alone In The Dark
(PC, Mac, 3DO – 1992)

Before the reboots with their daft 
prophetic backstory (and, worse, 
the Christian Slater film), Carnby 
was a dapper 1920s paranormal 

private eye living it up in a 
shrieking Lovecraftian 

hell-mansion.

Grab Bag
Retro gems from every era

http://www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
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The Outer Regions Of Gaming!
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A
gaggle of Assassin’s has gathered 
outside the building while Cloud 
and Sephiroth are busy fighting in 
the lobby, a Demon Hunter stalks 
the hallways and Harley Quinn is 
making out with Professor Oak in 

the back. Been hitting the cheese board late at night 
again? Well, possibly – or you could be at MCM Expo 
ComiCon in London, the UK’s biggest convention for 
games, comics, film and anime. With over 100,000 
other like-minded souls packed in across the show, 
the ExCel centre buzzes with excitement. Cosplayers 
are everywhere, bedecked in increasingly more 
imaginative costumes and treated like the lords of 
the Expo hall, worshipped wherever they go.

With a theatre for talks with TV show stars, a giant 
e-sports stage, celebrity signing booths and hundreds 
of shops brimming with merch that would make any 
gamer’s wallet weep, there’s always plenty to see and 
do. But what prompts so many to travel from across the 
UK – and across the globe, even – to congregate in a 
single, East London hall? We spoke to convention goers 

and cosplayers to ask them what lures them here in 
such great numbers…

Costume quest
“It’s the atmosphere,” says Roger Elliot, who’s come 
dressed as an impressive Sephiroth from Final Fantasy 
VII, complete with Masamune blade and long, silver 
locks. Not to be outdone, his friend Daniel Rolf has 
accompanied him as Cloud Strife, hair artfully spiked up, 
to make sure he doesn’t get up to anything too nefarious 
or stab any flower girls. “I grew up with FFVII,” says 
Daniel, “it’s an amazing game, I’ve put over 150 hours 
into it.” What better place to show off your love for a 
particular title than in a venue packed with gamers? 
The pair attract constant attention, series fans stopping 
them every few minutes to take photos.

Love for a series is a common theme among 
cosplayers, seen as a way to express their admiration for 
any given show or game, pouring countless hours into 
the perfect homage. “It took three weeks to make this,” 
says Claire Watts as she gestures to her impressive 
four-foot long, sculpted wig. She’s come as the red- 
headed Jessie of Team Rocket and gravity-defying 

barnet fame, along with her partner in crime, Alice 
Faulkner, who’s dressed as the other half of the inept 
Pokémon duo, James. “There’s a wire frame and a lot of 
paper mache under there!” Despite the obvious effort 
that went into their uniforms the pair insist they wanted 
to do something ‘easy’ for this, their twelfth ComiCon. 
“There’s a great social aspect to being here,” says Alice. 
“Plus it’s always great fun to be able to wear costumes.”

Expo-nential growth
For some, wearing and sharing their creations is the only 
reason they’re here. A statuesque Judge Gabranth from 
Final Fantasy XII, complete with intricate, heavy armour 
has flown all the way from Germany just to be here. “I do 

A gathering place for cosplayers, gamers and geek-
culture fans – we visit MCM Expo ComiCon London, 
the UK’s biggest gaming convention… Nestled bewteen the gaming booths and stages is an 

alleyway filled with comic artists.

Be sure to keep looking over your shoulder while 
you’re at Expo, there are a lot of assassin’s about…

“IT’S GREAT TO MEET 
NEW PEOPLE AND 
SHOW THEM YOUR 
HARD WORK’’

DRESSED  
TO IMPRESS

http://www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
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IN THE BUFF’
Artist Andrew Scaife has 
reimagined Buffy as a 
traditional ’90s point-and-click 
adventure game and we haven’t 
wanted anything more. We’d 
love to dwell in an alternative 
reality where this exists… even 
if it is ruled by The Master. Go 
here for more: http://bit.ly/

gmbuffy

FIGHTING 
CHANCE
The guys 
behind the 
Street Fighter 
Legacy fan film 

project were so 
good that Capcom 

decided to officially 
licence the production of a 
video series called Assassin’s 
Fist which is now available to 
watch below. All those years 
practicing their Hadokens in 
the bathroom mirror really 
paid off! http://bit.ly/

massassinfist
 
GOTTA BUILD 
’EM ALL
Lego crafter 
extraordinaire 
Dan McCormack is 
one step closer to 
the Pokémon trainer 
big leagues and getting 
all eight badges after building 
his own ’mon. Whoever goes up 
against him in battle must be 
bricking it. To see more of his 
work visit: http://bit.ly/
gmlegopoke

We bumped into this grubby adventuring pair of Nathan Drake (Steve Tweed) and Lara Croft (Corinne Frost) 
on the show floor. Now if only they’d run into each other in the game world like this too…

There’s also a massive e-sports presence with live 
matches taking place over the weekend.

Only at MCM Expo can you get away with brandishing 
giant, dangerous weaponry…

SUPER FANS!
Cool stuff from the  
hardcore of gaming culture

VISIT THIS!  VISIT TH
IS!  VISIT THIS!  VISIT THIS!  VISIT THIS!  V
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!  
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!  

VIS

IT THIS!  VISIT THIS!

Want to attend MCM? The 
next London Con will be 

later this year. Visit the site 
for more: http://bit.ly/

gmmcmcon

Visit 
this!

it for the craft – I’m here to show my work,” he says, face 
completely hidden behind his helm and choosing to 
stay anonymous. He manages to stride menacingly 
forward a few paces before being stopped once more, 
his detailed work being a real draw for the Expo crowds.

Much like our mysterious gilded stranger, 
some are here just to play in character. We 
stop a sharply-dressed Octodad for a 
quick interview and picture-taking 
session and he gurgles happily, his 
limbs splaying awkwardly in all 
directions as he attempts to pose. 
As we continue our walk down the 
hallways we see the cast of Cats 
playfully lounging and scratching each 
other while a brave soul dressed as Epona 
tries to clip-clop away from a Link cosplayer 
trying to jump on its back. Everyone is here to 
have fun, and much like playing with strangers online, 
everyone is willing to talk and interact without 
prompting, normal social introductions be damned.

One of the most impressive cosplays is a giant, red 
Gyrados that looms several feet over every other 

con-goer, with people constantly coming up to the 
puppet creator Hannah Gerrard to chat. “It’s great to 
meet new people and show them your hard work,” she 
says. People can’t help but turn their heads when she 
walks past with her impressive construction: “I’ve been 

a fan of the show and game since childhood, 
especially the episode where the tiny little 

Magikarp evolves into this guy! Sharing 
that with others is great!”

Crowd pleasers
Everyone we spoke to agreed – 
it’s the people that make MCM expo 

what it is. Yes you can try out the 
latest games, get your portrait drawn 

by comic artists or buy yourself a dragon 
tail to wear, but it’s being surrounded by 

those that share the same passions that gives 
the event its uplifting atmosphere. Attending is like 
getting your mates around to play games in your living 
room, then. Everyone is there to share in the fun and 
have a good time – you just need to make sure you get 
a beer run in for 100,000. Daniella Lucas

http://bit.ly/gmmcmcon
http://www.facebook.com/officialgamesmaster
http://bit.ly/gmbuffy
http://bit.ly/gmassassinfist
http://bit.ly/gmlegopoke
http://bit.ly/gmbuffy
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The Biggest Games Taken Apart!

1

4

5

2
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3

In Time Trials mode you get 
three mushrooms. Learning the 
best moment to use them is key 
to leaderboard topping.
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1
There are two major secret 
routes to utilise in the Twisted 
Mansion in Time Trials mode, 

where you’re guaranteed to have a few 
mushroom boost items. If you don’t have 
the speedy fungus to aid you the wooden 
floorboards to the left near the start will 
only slow you down, but boost over them 
and you’ll save a few seconds. 

The grass to the right towards the 
end of the lap provides another 
opportunity for timely boosting. 
Remember to jump boost (tap jump plus 
a direction as you leave a ramp) off the 
flapping carpets near the start of the 
track. Oh, and take the right path when 
the track splits underwater. It’ll let you 
out of the drink sooner, gifting a tiny bit 
more acceleration. 

2
In Shy Guy Falls don’t wait to 
land from a previous jump 
before drifting (keep holding 

the button) and you’ll glide through 
the latter twists and turns of this 
fiendish track with finesse. There’s a 
shortcut off to the right near the end, 
though you’ll need to mushroom 
boost over the grass to make use of it. 
You can jump boost off of the first 
waterfall too for an extra burst of pace.  

3
For Mount Wario you’ll need to 
master your drifting, especially 
for the slalom section towards 

the end. Use the out-in-out technique. 
Approach bends from further out and try 
to drift through them as close to the 
inside of the corner as possible. When 
you hit the woods go right and look for 
another, slightly hidden, right turn. This’ll 
lead to a boost pad and is a much 
straighter path. Remember to jump 
boost off of each of the fallen logs too!

5
Clocked the wooden anti-grav 
shortcut on the right, past 
where the track splits in two 

briefly in Bone Dry Dunes? There’s a 
surefire way to get onto this while 
clocking up as much speed as possible. 
Drift into the left side of the earlier 
junction and carry it all the way around 
through to the sharp right turn where 
the blue anti-grav pad lies. Try to hit 
every spin boost bumper on here but 
when you glide off over the chasm, aim 
to hit the planks above the track as soon 
as possible for the best possible drift and 
a smoother corner. 

7
Don’t fall off Rainbow Road! 
In all seriousness, your best 
bet with this perennially tricky 

track is to keep practicing until you’re 
like those dudes in Cool Runnings, 
leaning into imagined corners while 
sitting in the bath.

Knowing what’s coming up is key. 
Right after the rotating circles it might be 
best to take the left-hand path as if you 
undercut the following corner and fall off, 
you’ll likely land on the right-hand track 
safely without ruining your run. Keep at 
it, and don’t forget to send us photos of 
your best times! 

6
Right from the off in Bowser’s 
Castle you’ll be able to drift 
around the first corner and 

jump boost off of the upper section 
down the stairs. Tie your jumps and drifts 
together with no breaks in between to 
ensure that you’re hugging the inside 
of the corners at the right moments. 
You can use a single, long drifting action 
to take on two corners in a row and 
reach for the orange-glow super boost 
in these early twists.

When you reach the huge Bowser 
golem, head down the path that it looks 
like he’ll be punching next. It might seem 
like suicide at first, but when he fists the 
course it’ll billow up, letting you get a 
couple of jump boosts in by bouncing off 
of the ripples in the road. If you have 
some mushroom boosts left in Time 
Trials mode, you might want to save 
them for the final stretch. Here you can 
fire up to the left and off of a final jump to 
the finishing line. 

4
In Cloudtop Cruise, more than in any other track, you’re rewarded for 
utilising timely jump boosts. Straight off the starting blocks you’ll have 
the chance to increase your speed three times in quick succession by 

veering to the left, jumping off a ramp and then timing a jump boost just right to 
bound off the orange and yellow jump pad there. 

Straight after there’s another leap to take advantage of. Practice hitting all three 
for optimal boostage. Also worth noting is the airship section of the track, which 
splits in two. Take the left course, as there are coins to gather, handy for reaching the 
maximum speed increase should you pick up a total of ten of them. If you’re in 
Grand Prix mode going right does hand you a great opportunity to fire shells and 
the like at passers by, though. 

6

7
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PRO  
TIPS!

Souped-up factoids 
for the expert  

karter on
the go! 

MARIO KART 8  
MICRO-MANAGED! 

Format Wii U  Publisher Nintendo  Developer Nintendo  Out Now

Time Trials strategies and shortcuts for the seven toughest tracks
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Blocking Hugo’s hay bale-hands 
isn’t safe: he can follow it up 
with something even worse...

T
his is a game that already presents a sizeable 
challenge, but one of the optional badges you 
can earn on each level dials things up another 
notch. Collecting all the Glorbs (golden 

diamonds that let you rewind time) and time-slowing 
sparkly shards is easy enough, but earning a Looker badge 
will require a Herculean effort. 

Get to the end of a level, and you’ll find a gaggle of pulsating 
multicoloured squares that look like living ’70s wallpaper. These 
are messages left by the Lookers, an alien race who seek out 
really cool people and think you might be worth hanging out 
with (we think so, too, by the way).

Jump into the message and a new clock will appear 
on-screen, giving you a punishingly small amount of time to get 
back to the same point in order to arrange a meeting with that 
level’s impatient Looker – you’ll have just 20 seconds on the 
first level, for example. 

Getting there in time will require a carefully orchestrated 
deployment of your Super Time Force members. Try to use 
each character’s abilities to help everyone else, and don’t worry 
about finishing a run with each one – just make sure they do 
enough damage to allow your next character to make slightly 
faster progress. Use shields and light sabres to block or deflect 
bullets, and make sure you charge up special attacks when 
jumping as doing so on the ground slows you down. If you do 
it right, you should be able to make one final run without ever 
hitting the fire button, simply by relying on your previous 
incarnations to clear the way. 

H
ugo is a monster: he’s the biggest 
character in the history of Street 
Fighter, dwarfing fellow titans 
Zangief and T Hawk. This 
means he’s slower than a 

treacle glacier, and can subsequently be tough 
to use. Get in close, though, and big pink death 
awaits your foes.

Play Hugo like a normal character and you’ll get 
jabbed into bruisy oblivion – even his swiftest normal 
move takes a lazy seven frames. Get around this with 
Ultra’s new Red Focus move, which can soak up 
multiple attacks before you crumple your opponent 
for a meaty counter blow. 

Hugo’s specials can also be used to force your 
opponent into a defensive dead-end. When blocked, 
his clap attack stuns enemies for up to 13 frames, 
giving you the chance to jump in safely and pile 
on the pressure. You can also push foes into the 
corner using his command throws, or better yet, 

bounce them off the wall before catching them 
with Hugo’s brutal Ultra. 

You’ll want your opponent to jump at you as 
often as possible, too. Hugo’s mid-air backbreaker 
lets you deftly pluck enemies out of the sky before 
cracking them over his mammoth shoulders. Do 
this enough and they’ll start approaching you 
directly – essentially the same as saying, ‘please 
splash me to death.’ With his insane grabs and 
normals that fill half the screen, facing up to Mr 
Andore isn’t an option. 

“YOU GET A PUNISHINGLY
SMALL AMOUNT OF TIME
TO REACH YOUR GOAL”

SUPER TIME FORCE FLATTEN YOUR FOES 
WITH HUGO IN USFIV WANT TO MEET THE LOOKERS? THEN

YOU’RE GOING TO HAVE TO BE DAMN QUICK

MINI MASTERCLASS
with clock-stopping maestro Ben Maxwell

EASTER 
EGGS!
Cool curios 
hidden 
inside your 
favourite 
games

HOW TO…

 FALLOUT 4 
CONFIRMED?!
Not quite. But 
Redditor Slick 
1605 has found 
a door to the 
famous Vault 
101 hidden 
away in your 
base of 
operations in 
the latest 
Wolfenstein.

  WOLFENSTEIN 3D RETURNS!
In The New Order, take a nap on the mangy 
mattress upstairs at the Berlin hideout and 
BJ will sink into a familiar retro nightmare.

http://www.twitter.com/gamesmaster
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QUICK TIPS
CHILD OF  
LIGHT
Crafting made easy in  
Ubi’s arty RPG

1 Not sure where to 
start when 

combining Oculi? Follow 
the three by three rule: 
3 x Rough = 1 x 
Tumbled, 3 x Tumbled = 
1 x Faceted, 3 x Faceted 
= 1 x Brilliant.

2 Consider how you 
use each character 

before you decide 
where to lodge your 
Oculi. You can 
effectively alter stats 
surrounding attack 
power and elemental 
damage.

3 You can also use 
them to alter 

armour, by adding 
elemental resistances 
(fire for lava-filled 
areas is useful) or by 
increasing your 
dodge rate.

4  The third area you 
can affect varies 

considerably depending 
on the Oculi you use, 
from speeding up your 
casting to beginning a 
turn further along the 
timeline.

SIR, YOU ARE 
BEING HUNTED

TRAPPY DAYS

Having trouble getting your 
mechanical adversaries to step into 
your Man Traps? If the biome is right, 
use the long grass to your advantage. 
Simply place a trap between you and 
your foe and then back up to a safe 
distance. Stand up in their line of sight 
to get their attention before going 
prone again and they’ll have to walk 
towards you. Snap. Note: this won’t 
work against two or more enemies. 
Or dogs. 

DRAKENGARD 3
 SET YOURSELF TO SPIN CYCLE

MURDERED: 
SOUL SUSPECT

 GHOST TRAINING

TRANSISTOR
 BE KIND, REWIND

Zero definitely isn’t shy of a little violence, in fact the more blood 
you splatter yourself with the more your Intoner gauge fills up 
(and the higher your dry-cleaning bill). Once it’s full, pressing L3 
and R3 simultaneously unleashes a super-powerful, rage-filled 
special that will see you cut through soldiers in seconds until 
the gauge depletes itself. However, if you exit the mode early by 
clicking the sticks again, you can save some of your filled bar 
for tougher situations later on.   

Manage to make it through the main game’s story and you’ll 
emerge on the other side having unlocked Recursion mode. 
Ostensibly a New Game+, Recursion features tougher foes 
right out of the gate, although it’ll let you keep all of your 
abilities and the level attainted from your first playthrough 
for good measure. Keep battling through the game and you’ll 
find a few more surprises lying in wait. Notice who actually 
says the starting line… 

 WATCH DOGS IN BLACK FLAG
Go left, down, left, down, left, up when 
hacking the computer near yours in 
Absergo’s office to find a hidden CtOS 
pitch from Ubi’s latest. 
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As you’d expect from a town 
renowned for grisly witch murders, 
things don’t make a whole lot of sense 
in Salem. No explanation is given as to 
why it takes your Ronan O’Connor half 
the game to learn the teleport power, 
but that’s the way it is. As such, don’t 
start searching for the collectibles in 
the main town too early as there will 
be plenty that you can’t reach before 
you’ve discovered this skill. 

  BLACK FLAG 
IN WATCH DOGS
Aiden can 
download audio 
logs of a father 
and son playing 
Aassassin’s Creed 
IV. The father’s 
not impressed, 
mind, calling out 
Edward Kenway’s 
post-death convo 
as ‘dumb.’
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“SUBSCRIBE TO GAMESMASTER 
AND BE A PART OF THE WORLD’S 
MOST DEDICATED GAMING MAG!”
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SUBSCRIBE

THE NEW ORDER 
OF MAGAZINES!

ove a good bargain? Want all 
the latest gaming news, 
reviews and exclusive 

features? Then subscribe to the 
world’s most dedicated gaming 
mag today, saving 20% on the 
cover price and getting every 
issue delivered directly to your 
door! Simply pay £23.49 every 
six months by Direct Debit to 
guarantee your copy today. 

SUBSCRIBE

   You’re guaranteed to get your copy!
   It costs less than buying it in the shops!
   There’ll be free stuff every issue!
   It’s delivered direct to your door!
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20%

TO SUBSCRIBE TO GM VISIT…
myfavouritemagazines.co.uk/GMSP2C
OR CALL AND QUOTE REF GMSP2C… 
0844 848 2852

Terms & Conditions: Savings compared with buying 13 full priced issues from UK newsstand. This offer is for new UK print subscribers (paying by Direct Debit) only. You will receive 13 issues in a 
year. Full details of the Direct Debit guarantee are available upon request . If you are dissatisfied in any way you can write to us or call us to cancel your subscription at any time and we will refund you  
for all unmailed issues. Prices correct at point of print and subject to change. For full terms and conditions please visit: http://myfavm.ag/magterms Offer ends: 30 September 2014. Order ref: GMSP2C.
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MARIO KART 8
Genre godfather comes home to boost

Publisher Nintendo  Developer Nintendo  Format Wii U  Score 94%

R
eady to feel old? The 
first game in this 
hallowed series initially 
swerved into view 
some 22 years ago. 

Many of the karting rules laid down 
all those moons past still rev our 
heart engines, but it’s what this eighth 
iteration does anew that ensures it 
claims the top spot on our Wii U list.

The best trick that Mario Kart 8 pulls off 
is that it’s perfectly happy for even the 

most chimp-fisted of buffoons to jump 
on in, waving their Wii controllers around 
like it’s going out of fashion (which it 
is). But then for us gaming aficionados 
there’s this gratifying depth underlying 
the whole experience. Have you had 
a chance to play with younger karters 
yet? Try to claim that it’s not immensely 
satisfying to see them discover the 
potency of a well-timed drift boost for the 
first time. Ah, it takes us back…

This depth is there for old hands, 
too. Not only among the huge array of 
shortcuts, but also in the form of quirky 

new nuggets of gameplay. It’s hard not 
to squeal with delight as you learn to 
spin boost off of other racers or the  
anti-grav bumpers mid-stage. The new 
Blue Shell-busting Super Horn item 
throws up even more variables when 
it comes to last-to-first (or vice-versa) 
glory-hunting, too.

It doesn’t matter which angle you 
approach it from, Mario Kart 8 is the best 
game on Wii U and should have even the 
most hardened of gamers looking long 
and hard at Nintendo’s little console that 
could. Play it and rejoice. 

1. TITANFALL
Brave, unique and electrifying good 
fun. Respawn’s debut game is a 
momentous coup for Microsoft. Mech 
a beeline for it.

2. ASSASSIN’S CREED IV:  
BLACK FLAG
It’s the pirate’s life for XO owners as 
Edward Kenway dives straight in as one  
of the must-have games for the console.

3. FIFA 14
The world’s most popular football sim 
feels more lifelike than ever. Plus Xbox 
One owners get exclusive content in the 
form of Ultimate Team Legends. 

4. Battlefield 4
5. Call Of Duty: Ghosts
6. Kinect Sports Rivals 
7. Dead Rising 3
8. Peggle 2
9. Trials Fusion
10. Forza Motorsport 5

1. TOWERFALL ASCENSION
High-octane archery that’s brilliant both 
co-op and competitively, this is one of the 
best multiplayer games ever. The most 
fun we’ve had on new-gen so far.

2. RESOGUN
This downloadable titan got the PS4 off to 
a strong start, cementing the console’s 
indie gaming credentials with its brand 
of neon shoot-’em-up action. 

3. ASSASSIN’S CREED IV:  
BLACK FLAG
Sailing the Caribbean Sea looks so much 
prettier in all of its new-gen glory than on 
the last-gen consoles.   

4. Don’t Starve
5. FIFA 14
6. Battlefield 4
7. Final Fantasy XIV: A Realm Reborn
8. Outlast
9. Child Of Light
10. Killzone: Shadow Fall

1. MARIO KART 8
With requisite pomp and swerve, the 
plumber and co smash to the top. We’ve 
yet to see a better excuse to bag a Wii U. 
Karting perfected as we only dared hope. 

2. SUPER MARIO 3D WORLD
It’s been a long time since Galaxy, but 
Mazza’s first proper 3D platformer does 
the business. Effortlessly amazing and 
filled with classic Nintendo charm.

3. THE LEGEND OF ZELDA:  
THE WIND WAKER HD
One of the best games released on 
GameCube, the updated HD-ification only 
adds to an already glorious experience.  

4. Earthbound
5. Rayman Legends
6. Pikmin 3
7. ZombiU
8. Monster Hunter 3: Ultimate
9. NES Remix
10. New Super Mario Bros U

1. MINECRAFT
Everyone is talking about this blockbuster  
for good reason: its potent combination 
of retro stylings and simple building tools 
breed endless creative possibilities. 

2. GUILD WARS 2
One of the best MMOs available, the 
persistent world and lack of commitment 
to subscription fees makes it an incredibly 
enticing prospect.  

3. THE ELDER SCROLLS V: SKYRIM
With such a strong modding community 
the ultimate RPG adventure can be 
customised to your liking or completely 
refreshed with simple tweaks.  

4. Dota 2
5. Nidhogg
6. Empire: Total War
7. Left 4 Dead 2
8. Portal 2
9. Borderlands 2
10. StarCraft II

Nintendo has brilliantly toed the 
line between familiarity and 
innovation this time around.

HALL 
FAME
Only the greatest 

games make it into 
GM’s marbled halls. 

Each month we 
induct three new 

entrants. Plus keep 
your collection 

pristine with our 
buyer’s guide lists.
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Fresher than M C Escher

We bike the way you move
TRIALS FUSION

MONUMENT VALLEY

Publisher Ubisoft  Developer RedLynx
Format PS4, XO, PC, 360  Score 85%

Manufacturer Sega
Lifetime 1985-present
Worldwide sales 10-13 million
Best-selling game Alex Kidd

Publisher Ustwo Developer Ustwo
Format Mobile Score 91%

T
his isn’t a case of reinventing the wheel – neither 
front nor back – nor giving the franchise a reboot 
(which is just as well, as dubstep and brutal 
melee takedowns don’t really fit with the 

motocross ethos). But it’s the prettiest, most accessible and 
varied Trials game to date, and that’s saying something.

H
ow often do you come across a game that makes 
you stop and slow clap? Great. Now how often do 
you find them on iPad/iPhone? Well, sat among 
the free-to-play harshness and me-too cloning 

of the App Store, sits this slice of brilliance.

The RWD handling and 
ragdoll physics have long 
been nailed, but they’re 
implemented well once again 
here. What’s most impressive 
is how Fusion appeals to both 
newbies and Trials vets alike: 
early stages introduce you to 
this world of battered bikes 
and broken bones, but each is 
packed with challenges and 
secrets to keep fans engaged.

And then, eventually, you 
start unlocking stages that 

are harder than a handicap 
match against Wolverine and 
Floyd Mayweather. The final 
groups of levels are exercises 
in two-wheeled sadism, but 
there’s a curious joy to them: 
after going for platinum 
medals and leaderboard 
glory previously, now you’re 
just content to survive. Unless 
you’re one of those know-it-all 
ghosts who constantly races 
past us as we’re faceplanting. 
We don’t like you. 

Telling the sparse but 
affecting tale of Princess Ida, 
a cute, lonely figure that has 
clearly done something bad 
at some point prior, you’re 
tasked with navigating a 
series of impossibly angled 
paintings. Gorgeous ones, too. 
These canvassed environs lull 
with a visual and aural lure 
that’ll have you wanting to 
just stop and admire it.

Such is Valley’s quality that 
even though it only lasts for a 
solitary hour (give or take), it’s 

near impossible to hold any 
grudges. Much like Journey 
or Braid, there’s a message 
behind the experience which 
shines through thanks to 
playful design and intuitive 
swipey/pokey controls. 

Ida’s adventure is proof 
that you don’t have to shout 
the loudest on Apple’s 
bilge-filled storefront to stay 
with people the longest. As 
such, this is an essential 
experience for owners of 
touchscreen devices. 

1. HALO 3
Bungie’s third entry in the Halo series  
is the one to get with its pitch-perfect 
campaign pacing, grand spectacle and 
continously thriving online community. 

2. GRAND THEFT AUTO V
It’s still tough to believe that the last-gen 
consoles managed to deliver such a vastly 
rich Los Santos. This bagged our highest 
ever score.  

3. THE ELDER SCROLLS V: SKYRIM
The fifth entry in The Elder Scrolls series 
had us glued to our 360s for weeks, even 
without fancy mods. That was until we 
took an arrow to the knee…  

4. Red Dead Redemption
5. Forza Motorsport 4
6. Gears Of War
7. Mass Effect 2
8. Batman: Arkham City
9. Dishonored
10. Fable II

1. UNCHARTED 2: AMONG THIEVES
The best of all of the Uncharted games,  
this follows Drake’s action-adventure 
platforming antics on a quest to find the 
mythical kingdom of Shambhala.   

2. THE LAST OF US
Naughty Dog definitely isn’t a stranger 
to the top of this list. TLOU’s post-
apocalyptic tale is a deep and terrifyingly 
tense nerve-shredder.  

3. JOURNEY
This emotionally affecting PSN hit has 
you adventuring through the desert as 
a lonely robed figure only capable of 
communicating through chimes.

4. Grand Theft Auto V
5. LittleBigPlanet 2
6. Metal Gear Solid 4: GOTP
7. Dark Souls II
8. Batman: Arkham City
9. Dishonored
10. Ni No Kuni: Wrath Of The White Witch

1. POKÉMON X/Y
While still following the traditional 
eight-gym adventure formula, the jump 
into 3D and battle tweaks made X/Y feel 
like a massive step forward for Pokémon.

2. ANIMAL CROSSING: NEW LEAF
Who knew paying off your mortgage 
could be this much fun? The new town-
customising options will keep New Leaf 
firmly glued into your 3DS cartridge slot. 

3. LUIGI’S MANSION 2
After being green with envy for so long, 
Luigi navigated through his second 
ghostly outing by vacuuming up spectres 
and chasing an annoying dog.

4. Mario Kart 7 
5. Fire Emblem: Awakening
6. Super Mario 3D Land
7. Kid Icarus: Uprising
8. The Legend Of Zelda: Ocarina Of Time 3D
9. Resident Evil: Revelations
10. Metal Gear Solid: Snake Eater 3D

1. TEARAWAY
Proof that you don’t need to be on home 
consoles to provide big, magical 
experiences, Tearaway will quickly steal 
your papery hearts.

2. GRAVITY RUSH
Taking advantage of the Vita’s gyroscope, 
tilt to navigate your way around this 
beautiful cel-shaded world from every 
gravity-defying angle. 

3. LITTLEBIGPLANET
Sackboy’s move to handheld puts one hell 
of a lot of creative power in your palms 
and provides the perfect home for short 
bursts of platforming.  

4. Persona 4: Golden
5. Spelunky
6. Hotline Miami
7. Guacamelee
8. Final Fantasy X/X2 HD Remaster
9. The Walking Dead
10. Metal Gear Solid HD Collection

SYSTEM ADDICT
A short ode to a games 
system of bygone times

This month: 
Daniella Lucas 
on the Master 
System

NEW 
ENTRY!

#2

NEW 
ENTRY!

#3

“Despite its limited library the 
Master System still stimulates 
those nostalgia glands thanks to 
those few games being so great. 
Early consoles also came bundled 
with Sega’s Light Phaser gun and a 
copy of Safari Hunt to haphazardly 
shoot your way through. 

The console is so timelessly 
enduring that you can still pick 
one up off of shop shelves brand 
new today. Okay, that’s only in 
Brazil, but with classics such as 
Alex Kidd In Miracle World, 
Phantasy Star and Castle Of 
Illusion available to play on the 
machine there’s really no excuse 
not to book that flight to Rio De 
Janeiro to get one.”

XBOX 360PS3 PS VITA3DS
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This is what happens when you 
suggest the team joins hands in 
praise of Diddy Kong.

Joel’s only laughing at the Simon 
Cowell lookalike jokes because he 
knows who he’s going to kill first.

“MANLINESS IS FOR PANSIES! IT’S 
ALL SO GREY AND BORING, BRING 
ON THE MAGIC AND WHIMSY!”

MASTERMINDS
This month: Playing Middle-earth:  
Shadow Of Mordor has us feeling all 
literary, so what book would you most  
like to see made into a game and why?

OUTTAKES  

FROM THE  

TEAM’S ISSUE 

MEETING…
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EXT M
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We start Dani off gently: 
first up, The Hungry 
Caterpillar. GM280 

is out 17 July.

NEXT 
MONTH!

B
etween The Hobbit, 
The Hunger Games 
and, um, 50 Shades 
Of Grey, it’s clear 
that the written 
word is ripe for 

transplantation into other media. But 
the world of videogames is slightly 
underrepresented in terms of being 
influenced by prose. Let’s try and 
change that…

Joel: Immediate answer has to be 
American Psycho, but that’s basically 
because I feel like everything would be 
better with more American Psycho. 
Including my own life. It might actually 
work, though, because you could have 
action sequences in which you chase 
down call girls while wielding a chainsaw, 
crime scene clear-up with an LA Noire 
vibe, and then Sims-style sections where 
you make sure your flat is meticulous and 
do 1,000 stomach crunches before 
breakfast. That all sounds fine, right?

Matt: Um… well… that happened. The 
book I really want to see in game form is 

already on its way courtesy of Telltale: 
Game Of Thrones. Branching out into 
other stuff, we need to have a point-and- 
click-style adventure game based on the 
Flashman books. Anyone who’s read 
them will be nodding right now. No-one? 
Essentially it’s a series about an immoral, 
cowardly scoundrel trying to survive 
historical battles and tragedies while 
looking like a hero. Proper swashbuckling 
adventures tinged with humour. It’d 
be like Monkey Island only a bit 
dirtier. Oo-er.

Dani: I’m getting more 
and more worried about 
being sat next to Joel 
now… anyone want to 
swap desks? I’d love to see 
a Zelda-style adventure 
game set in the Redwall 

universe where you play as a 
sword-swinging mouse surrounded by 
giant grass and trees, exploring with your 
huge badger friends. A Kickstarter project 
due out this year has already beaten me 
too it though. All the best books have 
already been made into games!

Joel: This is why you need to read more! 
There are loads of books that would make 

amazing games that haven’t been 
done yet. That said, most of my 

choices are pretty bleak, and 
probably paint a grim – if 
accurate – picture of my 
psyche. One thing that 
has potential is For 

Whom The Bell Tolls. 
Admittedly war games 

have been done to death, 
but this could be totally 

different: essentially all about survival and 
stealth, really slow-paced, and with one 
overarching objective. Plus it’d be full of 
existentially haunting dialogue, and 
anything by Hemingway is manlier than 
deadlifting a live alligator.

Matt: The Old Man And The Sea done in 
the style of Ridiculous Fishing. I’m in.

Dani: Pfft, manliness is for pansies! It’s 
all so grey and boring, we don’t need 
more FPS-style dread. Bring on the magic 
and whimsy, I say! Roald Dahl’s Matilda 
would make for a great game, using 
psychic powers to fling schoolbooks at 
pesky headteachers. 

Phil: Being of the arty persuasion, I tend 
to just look at the pictures! I think I’m with 
Dani: Roald Dahl’s books would be great. 
I’d love to see a James And The Giant 
Peach game – it’d be like Katamari 
Damacy. Ooh what about a Lego BFG…

Matt: The BFG is a great shout. Perhaps 
a Flappy Bird-style minigame could be 
in there where you fly over London by 
tapping to, you know, Whizzpop. Right. 
Let’s get the best of both worlds. Robin 
Hobb’s Farseer books have magic. The 
main character can talk with animals and 
has a giant wolf companion. They also 
have bad-assery. It’s essentially a series 
about an assassin in training, mastering 
stealth, political manoeuvring and 
stabbing and all the rest. And just for you 
Joel, there are lengthy lamentations on 
life, death, futility and other depressing 
things like that.

Joel: *Stares silently into the distance.*
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